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ABSTRACT

ON MUDDY BANKS: AN ECOETHNOGRAPHY OF A RIVER ISLAND COMMUNITY
In this study, I examine the relationship between a river and a community. Specifically, I analyze
the processes and patterns that organize the nature-society relationship and define the river town of
Sabula, IA. To guide my historical and ethnographic analysis, I utilize a co-constructionist posture (Rice
2013), which sees culture, community, economy, and physicality as much a product of bio-physical forces
as social forces. My aim is to understand how Sabula is conjointly constructed and reveal the nuanced
interconnections between human communities and nature through which social and environmental
problems play out. My analysis clarifies patterns in residents’ identity construction, place meanings, and
community and economic development highlighting their mutually constructed quality. Better
understanding co-constructionist process helps us take important epistemological steps toward seeing how
communities are conjointly constituted over time.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In this study I examine the relationship between a river and a community. Specifically, I analyze
the social processes and patterns that organize the nature-society relationship, to reveal the threads that
intertwine the two and define the river town of Sabula, IA. I describe Sabula as a co-constructed place.
Culture, community, economy, and physicality are as much a product of bio-physical forces as social
forces. Sabula’s physical and social landscape has been sculpted by the combined efforts of nature and
society. Only by recognizing these nuanced patterns and relationships at work between the two can we
most accurately understand the community.
I utilize a co-constructionist posture (Rice 2013) to guide my historical and ethnographic analysis
of Sabula. My aim is to understand the relationships, patterns, and processes through which Sabula is
conjointly constructed. In doing so, I reveal the nuanced interconnection between human communities
and nature through which social and environmental problems play out. Developed by a select group of
environmental sociology and sociology of science scholars, this approach argues that physical and social
forces are mutually constituted with both being a part to the other. I apply the approach to identify the
ways that Sabula’s community life and development are conjointly constituted. Through this analysis, I
clarify patterns in residents’ identity construction, place meanings, and community and economic
development revealing their mutually constructed quality. This analysis provides insights into how these
processes work and the importance of taking into account both social and material forces to more fully
understand the mechanisms through which they work. Better understanding co-constructionist process
through which social and material forces are entwined will provide important epistemological steps
toward seeing how communities are conjointly constituted over time.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS: BEYOND THE NATURE-SOCIETY DIVIDE
Environmental sociology’s foundational perspectives (Catton and Dunlap 1978; Dunlap and
Catton 1979) called for the discipline to shift toward a more natural realist ontological perspective.
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Critiquing sociology’s human exceptionalism paradigm (HEP) Catton and Dunlap proposed a new
ecological paradigm that calls for sociologists to incorporate the biophysical environment into their
efforts to understand the social. This call pushed some researchers to grapple with the nature/culture
divide, particularly within environmental sociology and the sociology of science. In these sub-disciplines,
several scholars (Bell 1998; Carolan 2005; Fisher 2006; Freudenburg, Frickle, and Grambling 1995;
Kasper 2009a, 2009b; Kroll-Smith, Gunter, and Laska 2000; Latour 1998; Norgaard 1984; Ollinaho
2016; Pellizzoni 2016; Pickering 1993, 1995; Rice 2013; Weigert 1997) developed theories to
comprehend the interconnectedness between the social-cultural and natural-biophysical.
James Rice (2013) collectively refers to these approaches as having a co-constructionist posture.
Rice argues that these separate, and sometimes contradictory perspectives share a core argument that is
useful to scholars attempting to understand the intertwining of society and the environment. According to
Rice, all co-constructionist theories that maintain a co-constructionist posture share three key attributes
(1) they assume conjoint constitutionality, (2) they acknowledge the performativity of bio-physicalmaterial reality, and (3) and they take an ontological posture that is both asymmetrical and decentered.
Conjoint constitutionality is based on William Freudenburg, Scott Frickel, and Robert Gramling’s (1995)
work. They develop the concept conjoint constitution to more accurately theorize and describe the ways
in which physical and social forces are fundamentally intertwined. By bio-physical performativity Rice
means that co-constructionist approaches admit that nature, biology, and/or physical reality act. We can
see this action in natural disasters, increases and decreases in natural resources, effects of pollution, and
other natural expressions. The level to which this action exists is a point of argument among the various
co-constructionist scholars. Finally, Rice explains that co-constructionist approaches simultaneously
recognize that the conjoint constitution ontology is asymmetrical and decentered; that reality is not equal
parts material and social but rather a more nuanced and complicated blending.
The literature concerned with nature-society co-construction has more in common than not.
Rice’s concludes that adopting a co-constructionist approach is not necessarily aimed at being the end all
of the social-material ontological debate. Rather it is an approach that when adopted may provide the
2

most accurate insights into social-material relations and tension. He explains that a co-constructionist
posture
“…is ostensibly another way of doing environmental sociology that has the potential to uncover
insights and dynamics not readily visible from either side of the nature/culture divide, a position
that contributes to knowledge claims cognizant of the increasingly hybrid character of the social
and the natural.” (Rice 2013: 246).
The co-constructionist approach’s real benefit is to uncover and reveal relationships and interactional
processes previously overlooked. Therefore, I draw extensively from this literature to analyze the
relationship between Sabula and the Mississippi River as a way to demonstrate the approach’s collective
practicality, build upon its existing empirical examples, and expand on the approach’s sensitizing
concepts.
Despite a few noteworthy exceptions the growing literature concerning co-constructionist theories
remain just that, theoretical. They make arguments for the philosophical and epistemological
underpinnings of co-constructionist thought referencing empirical examples only to support their
particular argument. These handpicked examples are often based on historical events, media coverage,
and archival documents. As a result, these works raise several important empirical questions pertaining to
how co-construction plays out in everyday community life. If our communities are co-constructions, then
in what ways are these co-constructions patterned? How does this co-constructionist relationship play out
in a city’s economy, culture, and politics? In what ways are the physical features, layout, and city
designing a co-construction? How are people’s everyday lived experiences and sense of community
themselves co-constructions? To what degree do these co-constructions vary between communities? Only
in addressing these questions can we discover the usefulness of the co-constructionist approach in
revealing previously underacknowledged relationships and patterns, which can help extend our
understanding of the nature-community relationship. Thus, my goal is to build upon co-constructionist
theoretical foundations by focusing the approach on a single river community, Sabula, IA.
Specifically, I seek to address the following research questions:
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1. How have cultural, political, and economic changes (locally, nationally, and globally) influenced
the community’s relationship to the river?
2. How do the physical characteristics of the Mississippi River and surrounding area shape Sabula
community residents’ interactions, activities, practices, and meanings?
3. How do residents’ interactions, activities, practices, and meanings shape the way they interact
with the river?
4. How have residents’ interactions and practices changed over time as a result of physical changes
(seasonal shifts, flooding, drought, dam and levee construction, etc.) in the river?
5. How do residents’ sensory and embodied experiences of place (both the town and the river)
influence their interpretations of these spaces? And vice-versa?
The first three questions are closely interrelated and aim to reveal the conjoint constitution process
between the community and the river. In short, these questions attempt to understand how the physical
shapes the social and how the social shapes the physical. The fourth question addresses the project’s
historical component to reveal the historical shifts within the community resulting from the human-nature
relationship. The final question analyzes how people interact with physical spaces through sensory and
embodied experiences and how these experiences shape the conjoint constitution process.

THE RESEARCH SITE: SAND ISLAND
Sabula, Iowa is a small island town located on the Iowa-Illinois border just south of the Upper
Mississippi River Wildlife and Fish Refuge (UMWR). Sabula is 1.26 square miles in size with .40 square
miles of that being land and .86 square miles as water. Sabula is located at 42.0678 N and 90.1742 W
between Sabula Lakes on the West and Mississippi River on the east (See Figure 1). Sabula is connected
to the Iowa side by a roadway and the Illinois shore of the Mississippi River via a two-lane bridge.
Sabula’s population has been dropping since 1960 (894 people) to 2010 (576). However, Sabula’s peak
population was 1,223 in 1880. Demographically, the population is more than 99% white. The town hosts
a small downtown area with a gas station, bar, ice cream parlor, the Sabula City Hall building, a post
4

office, and two churches. The island’s remaining parts are largely residential. The town also has a small
boat dock that is used by locals and tourists, and includes several boat storage sheds. The Sabula
volunteer fire department and emergency unit provides fire and ambulance services. The roadway on the
Iowa side includes a public park on Sabula Lake often used for fishing. The Jackson County Visitor
Center, once the Jackson County one-room schoolhouse, is also located along the roadway near Sabula
Lake.

Figure 1: Sabula, Iowa, The Island City by Wayne Frantzen

Savanna, Illinois sits across the Mississippi River from Sabula. Savanna is located at the
confluence of the Plum and Mississippi River in Carroll County, Illinois. According to the 2010 census,
Savanna has a growing population of 4,331. Savanna claims a revived downtown area that has attracted
several small shops including antique shops, flower shops, art galleries, and clothing shops. The
downtown also includes several self-proclaimed “biker bars,” restaurants, an old fashion ice cream parlor,
post office, and the Savanna City Hall. Just north of Savanna along the eastern edge of the UMWR is the
Savanna Army Depot. Closed in 1997, the depot has been reclaimed by Savanna as a business park
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known as “Savanna Depot Park.” Savanna Depot Park hosts more than a half-dozen businesses including
a railcar repair company, a metal recycling company, and an electric supply company.
I selected Sabula, Iowa as the research site for several reasons. First, Sabula, as an island, is
physically on the Mississippi River. Sabula’s proximity to the river increases the likelihood that
community residents interact with the river in a multiplicity of ways. I had ample opportunity to observe
and participate in resident’s interaction with the river. Furthermore, the town’s location means it is
constantly influenced by or influences changes in the river (flooding, drought, seasonal changes, animal
migrations etc.). One particular, “interaction” is Sabula’s conversion into an island (discussed in chapter
6). This event marks an enormous shift in the community’s relationship to the river and offers unique
insights into the conjoint constitution process. Another reason, I was interested in Sabula is its location
just south of the Mississippi Wildlife Refuge and just upriver from a lock dam. These features represent
both extremes of human infrastructure on the river. The wildlife refuge is protected space in which
humans have attempted to limit their impact on the environment. The refuge is also a major site of
tourism on the Mississippi River for sportsmen, boaters, and even hikers. The lock dam represents human
attempts to change the river to fit human needs. As mentioned, the dam also had a significant impact on
the environmental landscape around Sabula. The combinations of these characteristics make Sabula a
prime location to analyze how people experience the Mississippi River, how changes in the river affect
the environment and community residents, and how community residents impact the river.
I analyze Sabula using a combination of historical and ethnographic research methods.
Specifically, I use historical documentation concerning Sabula and the Mississippi River that include
local, regional, and national government documents, Army Corp of Engineers documents, newspapers,
historical summaries, photographic data, and city hall transcriptions. These reports help me understand
Sabula from its founding to the present day, offering particularly unique insights into the changes within
Sabula and the Mississippi River and the impacts these changes had on the other. This historical data also
provides context for understanding the ethnographic field data collected in present day Sabula. I
conducted a yearlong ethnographic data collection during which I lived in Sabula, residing at the local
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bed and breakfast, and conducted in-depth interviews with more than fifty residents and visitors. While
residing in Sabula I attended local community gatherings and events including city hall meetings,
community development meetings, river clean-ups, community festivals, pancake breakfasts, local coffee
hangouts. I spent the majority of my days eating at the local diner, visiting with residents on the street and
in their homes, playing cards with the neighborhood ladies, going on fishing and boat trips, and
volunteering at the local library and city hall. Since I was living in the bed and breakfast, I was able to
talk, usually over breakfast, with many visitors to Sabula or travelers making their way down the
Mississippi River. Finally, the bulk of the contemporary data I utilized in the study comes from in-depth
interviews with fifty residents and visitors to the community. I conducted the majority of these interviews
during house visits with local residents. These visits provided me unique insights into community
residents’ lives and most importantly the ways they interacted with and understand the Mississippi River.

CHAPTER ORGANIZATION AND OVERVIEW
In the following two chapters (Chapter 2 and 3) I provide a more in-depth discussion of the
theoretical and methodological characteristics of this study. In Chapter 2, I detail the various sociological
literatures including community studies, environmental sociology, sociology of science, and critical
theory. For each, I provide an overview and discuss the existing studies in the subfield that address the
nature-society relationship and its potential co-construction. I also outline the co-constructionist approach
as describe by Rice (2013) and briefly summarize the work of several of its scholars including FFG,
Pickering, and others who I draw upon in the later substantive chapters. In chapter 3, I outline my
methodology including my use of historical and ethnographic methods, the project timeline, how I gained
access and collected the data, as well as potential methodological limitations.
I divide discussion of the substantive findings from the study into four chapters (Chapters 4-7).
Each of these chapters focus on a different component of Sabula’s community life in order to highlight
the patterns of conjoint constitution at work. Each chapter also draws co-constructionist scholars though
the specific scholar and concepts used vary between chapters. While each chapter may stand on its own as
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an analysis of co-constructionist processes, they collectively outline the major ways that life in Sabula has
and continues to be mutually constituted.
In Chapter 4, I describe Sabula’s demographics, general cultural, and the physical landscape and
discuss the co-construction of place and identity among community residents. Previous interpretations of
place and identity have focused on the socially- constructed meanings attached to places and place-based
identities. I argue that these understandings can benefit from a more integrated analysis of social
constructions and characteristics of biophysical place. While place attachment and social identities are
socially constructed, they are not only social constructions. Place plays an important and agentic role in
identity construction and place/community attachment. I utilize a co-constructionist approach to identify
how residents engage place through embodied and sensory experiences to create place-based identities.
result from a blending of social and biophysical processes. Co-constructionism suggests that place and
identity are mutually constituted from a combination of environmental and social actions operating in a
reflexive and dialectical relationship. I describe how residents’ sense of place, place attachment, and
social and collective identities all are products of co-constructionist processes. To ignore the role of place
in these constructions is to miss important ways in which the physical environment helps structure our
everyday actions including our identity constructions.
In Chapter 5, I historically analyze Sabula’s founding and early economy to demonstrate how
community development reflects a mutually contingent process between human structure and agency and
the Mississippi River’s biophysical environment. I utilize Andrew Pickering’s (1993, 1995) conceptual
approach of “the mangle” to frame my analysis. While, Pickering uses the concept to analyze the coconstruction of science and technology, I demonstrate through my analysis of Sabula the usefulness of the
mangle to parse out features in the co-construction of human communities. Using Pickering’s approach, I
describe how the Mississippi River ecosystem sets constraints and offers accommodations for Sabula
residents’ economic actions. Residents simultaneously respond to these biophysical influences, as well as
to larger social structural forces including economic demand, technological advancement, and cultural
shifts. I conclude by developing a conceptual framework that highlights the triatic influence of social
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agency, structure, and material forces while also recognizing the asymmetrical and historical dimensions
of the relationship.
The relationship between Sabula and the river is a dynamic one that changes over time. These
temporal changes result not only from human based actions and material shifts in the river system. In
Chapter 6, I outline the “tuning process,” as Pickering calls it, to understand the reciprocal exchange
between human agency and material changes with the goal of better clarifying the ways that Sabula and
the Mississippi River are conjointly constituted. I begin by reviewing Pickering’s concept of tuning,
highlighting its usefulness for temporal analysis. I then discuss two ways that human actors attempt to
“tune” the river; first, by developing technologies to better navigate the river’s existing material features
and, second, by using technology to control the river by physically altering it to make it more suitable to
human economic efforts. I conclude the chapter by discussing the impacts that this attempt to control the
river had both physically and socially on Sabula. I focus my attention on the shifts in flooding in the
community and residents’ practices to mitigate it. Together these processes help demonstrate how both
the river and Sabula are conjointly constituted as products of combined human and material agency that
produces a complex mangle of interactions. I also elaborate on the tuning concept by suggesting that
rather than a simple turn taking back and forth exchange between human and material actors, tuning on
the Mississippi River involves multiple human and material actors which sometimes act in ways that
benefit one another and sometimes push against each other’s interests.
In Chapter 7, I examine Sabula's more recent struggles and the community's attempts to utilize
the river to revitalize the town and community. Like many midwestern rural communities, Sabula has
struggled economically, population has decreased, jobs are decreasing, the local school closed. The
community has responded to these hardships by trying community revitalization projects aimed at
beautifying Sabula and developing recreational tourism to increase the community’s appeal to leisure
tourists. I analyze the recent community struggles and describe how both cultural and material factors
affect those struggles highlighting the importance of conjoint constitution in both community
development and decline. I also examine recent attempts by some residents to rebrand and revitalize
9

Sabula as a river tourist town. This new vision focuses on recreational use of the Mississippi River in
order to attract new residents and leisure visitors to Sabula. However, this new vision for Sabula has come
up against both social and material constraints. Not everyone in Sabula supports tourist community vision
for Sabula resulting in conflicts between community members. And, the island’s limited space and harbor
access poses difficulties. To highlight the material and social constraints, I compare Sabula to another
river town, Le Claire, IA which has recently been successful in revitalizing the community as a river town
attraction.

10

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
I approach this study by recognizing society and nature’s mutually constituted existence and
sought to analyze the existing patterns of this relationship within a small river town community. In this
chapter, I review the relevant literature that supports this approach. This includes the work in
environmental sociology and science and technology studies, which have consistently argued for greater
understandings of the ways environmental and social facts are intertwined. Specifically, I focus on the coconstructionist literature that has developed over the last couple decades as part of the material turn to
argue that nature and society are not dichotomous but rather conjointly constituted. I place the coconstructionist literature in relationship to the large body of urban and community studies that focus on
the importance of place in understanding peoples’ lives in these spaces and studies of rivers. Finally, I
conclude by providing a brief overview for how I utilize the co-constructionist approach.

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY
Environmental problems, despite the label, are social problems. While, issues such as water
scarcity, species extinction, desertification, air and water pollution, and global climate change describe
ecological system changes, they are in many ways products of the organization of human social life.
Despite the fact that many social and environmental researchers have developed these arguments, the
social sciences still play a strikingly small role in existing environmental problem research. The social
sciences, particularly sociology, has a historical bias toward separating the social from the physical. Over
time, this bias has resulted in what some scholars term a disciplinary “blind spot” (Kasper 2009a) that
places environmental problems, nature, and physical reality largely outside the domain of sociological
research. As a result, sociology was slow to acknowledge the role human social action, structure, and
organization played in contemporary environmental problems, not to mention the role the biophysical
environment plays in human social action, structure, and organization. If we are to better understand
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environmental problems, we must develop an approach that recognizes the socioecological
interconnection. Environmental sociology provides use with the framework for just such an approach.
Environmental sociology developed as a critique of early sociology’s tendency to ignore the
physical environment in favor of the social (Buttel 1986, 1987; Dunlap 2002; Rice 2013). Environmental
sociology argues that the human-environment relationship is vitally important to understanding society.
Catton and Dunlap (1978) in the prominent article “Environmental Sociology: A New Paradigm”
critiqued prior sociological perspectives for a modernist and anthropocentric viewpoint that cast humans
as exempt from many biophysical processes. In an effort to distance itself from the physical sciences and
highlight the importance of the social, early sociology focused almost entirely on the social over the biophysical. This resulted in a human-centered or anthropocentric form of sociology that rarely addressed
natural environmental factors and processs. Catton and Dunlap point out that this is highly problematic
since these approaches fail to address human dependence on the natural world for survival or the growing
ecological crisis of contemporary environmental problems. As a corrective, Catton and Dunlap proposed
the “new environmental paradigm” and called for increased sociological theory and research focused on
understanding the human-environment relationship. This new paradigm drew on three main assumptions;
(1) human beings are only one species among many that are interdependently involved in the ecological
system, (2) intricate linkages exist within this ecological system creating many intended and unintended
consequences from human action, and (3) the world is finite and thus constrained by physical and
biological limits (Catton and Dunlap 1978). The foundation articles of environmental sociology (Catton
and Dunlap 1978; Dunlap and Catton 1979) promote a call for sociology to refocus on a more natural
realist ontological perspective. In critiquing sociology’s human exceptionalism paradigm (HEP) Catton
and Dunlap propose a new ecological paradigm that calls for environmental sociologist to incorporate the
biophysical environment into their existing attempts to understand the social.
Despite Catton and Dunlap’s forty-year-old critique of the human exceptionalism in sociology,
the HEP paradigm still dominates much of discipline. Environmental sociology has grown significantly as
a sub-discipline but the large majority of mainstream sociology research and dominate journals are yet to
12

incorporate the new environmental paradigm or for that matter concepts of environmental sociology. This
persistence limits the relevance of sociology for researching socioecological problems, not to mention
playing a part in perpetuating these problems (Kasper 2009a). If sociology is to play a more important
role in better understanding socioecological problems, it is key that it develop an approach to examine the
relationship between society and nature.

CRITICAL THEORY AND NATURE
Critical theory, particularly the Frankfurt school, has influenced environmental sociology theory.
This influence is best seen in the work of William Leiss (1972). Leiss, a student of Herbert Marcuse,
argues that the combination of Christianity, the Age of Enlightenment, and develop of industrialism in the
western society create an ideology of environmental domination. Analyzing the qualitative difference
between the pre-modern and modernist based on the level of human control over nature to ensure human
happiness, he argues that the quest to master nature through the combination of science, technology and
the capitalist system of production results in the exploitation of nature. The effects of this domination for
human progress are detrimental to the ecological system resulting in pollution and overuse of natural
resources. Similarly, Raymond Murphy (1994) argues that industrial rationality views nature as “plastic”
and as such believes it can utilize human reason, culture, science and technology to remold nature
according to human desire. As a result, the modernization project causes a shift from a humanenvironment relationship built on cooperation to one of human domination and exploitation (Leiss 1972;
Murphy 1994).
In addition to the domination of nature arguments, critical theory has also analyzed the
relationship between the material, physical, objective, or natural world and the social, ideal, or subjective
world. This is best observed in the discussion of dialectical materialism or the dialectical materialism of
nature. Dialectical materialism refers to the reflexive conversation that takes place between the physical
and the social worlds. Karl Marx utilized this perspective to analyze the production of commodities
arguing that commodities are more than material objects but rather are given meaning and value beyond
13

their material through their social use. For Marx nature is a “societal category” as well as a material one.
Marx’s statements perhaps oversell the point that the material is in part socio-historical. According to
Alfred Schmidt ([1971] 2014), this has led several Marx scholars, including Lukacs, to argue that nature
is merely a social category. Rather Schmidt argues that the fact that Marx indicates that nature is social
does not change the fact that it is also material. Schmidt claims that “all social relations are mediated
through natural things, and vice versa. They are always relations of men ‘to each other and to nature”
(Schmidt [1971] 2014, 69). According to Schmidt, Marx’s dialectical materialism of nature renders the
objective and subjective reality “indivisibile” of one another (Schmidt [1971] 2014, 79).
Similarly, in a review of Habermas’ perspective on science, technology, and nature, Fred Alford
(1985) argues that “the world is constituted (i.e., made knowable to man) under the horizon of two
‘species interests’: the technical cognitive interest in the control of nature and the practical cognitive
interest in communication” (Alford 1985, 6). Habermas refers to this relationship as “quasitranscendental” arguing that the world is made knowable both through human material interaction/use and
subjective cognitive communication. While, Habermas’ quasi-transcendentalism does recognize the
interconnection between the physical and the social it is highly anthropocentric. Both the material and the
social are viewed from the perspective of human beings. The world or nature is known through human
use of the material and human communication. Despite critiques of anthropocentrism, both the dialectical
materialism of nature and quasi-transcendentalism make a strikingly similar argument as FFG’s conjoint
constitution. All the perspectives recognize the indivisibility of the physical and social world.

THE NATURE/CULTURE DIVIDE AND THE CO-CONSTRUCTIONIST POSTURE
In its attempt to better understand the environment-society relationship, environmental sociology
has been forced to deal with several ontological and epistemological conundrums resulting from the
nature/culture divide. Environmental sociologists recognize that human beings construct socio-cultural
meanings of nature and act toward the environment based on these meanings. Likewise, biophysical
environments are both impacted by and impact human socio-cultural meanings and social organization.
14

The result is an understanding of societal-environmental relationship as being simultaneously symbolic
and bio-physical material (Rice 2013). The difficulty lies in developing a perspective that recognizes the
intermingling of socio-cultural meanings and bio-physical material realities in order to better understand
the role of nature in society and vice versa. This endeavor is even more difficult considering, as Catton
and Dunlap point out, sociology’s historical focus on the primacy of socio-cultural over bio-physical.
Early environmental sociology, including the work of Catton and Dunlap, argued for a more
ecologically driven analysis of the society-environment relationship. These scholars focused their
research on better understanding the environmental influences on society allowing them to incorporate
more bio-physical variables into their models of social behavior and society. These early scholars
represent a natural realist approach that aims at incorporating bio-physical facts into social-environmental
understandings even if these bio-physical facts may be imperfect. Later, environmental sociology was
influenced by the cultural turn in sociology resulting in a rise in social constructionist approaches to the
environment. These scholars are heavily influenced by cultural perspectives most notably symbolic
interactionist perspectives and some forms of phenomenology in sociology (Berger and Luckmann 1966;
Blumer 1969; Mead 1934). They argue instead that bio-physical objects are given meaning through
human interpretation and social interaction. Therefore, meanings attributed to nature, like other social
objects, are socially constructed. While, these scholars may recognize that physical reality may have some
small influence on these cultural conceptions, they argue that cultural interpretations of nature are more
important for understanding the human-nature relationship, since all meaning must come from human
intersubjectivity (Hannigan 2006).
Freudenburg, Frickel, and Gramling (1995) critiqued these early environmental sociology
perspectives arguing that they all rely on dichotomous interpretations of society and the environment.
They argue that each of these perspectives, while incorporating the environment into the understanding of
society maintains a separation between the social processes and biophysical world.1 The authors argue

Freudenberg, Frickel, and Gramling distinguish between three ways for understanding the physical-social
relationship which result in a dichotomous separation of the physical and the social. The first, analytical separation
1
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that this is a false dichotomy, which over simplifies the human-environment relationship and limits our
understanding of both the social and the physical. While it may be possible to separate the physical from
the social as an “analytical convenience,” it is more accurate to recognize mutual contingency between the
two. Freduenburg, Frickel, and Gramling develop the term “conjoint constitution” to refer to the process
by which physical characteristics and social understandings are mutually contingent. They argue that the
social practices, perspectives, and technologies of people inhabiting a place indelibly shape the place’s
physical characteristics and that a place’s physical characteristics indelibly shape social understandings,
practices, perspectives, and technologies. The authors suggest that recognizing this interplay will enable
us to move past the analytical distinction between the physical and social dimensions and instead focus on
the extent to which each influences the other.
Freudenburg, Frickel, and Gramling (1995) are not the only scholars to point out the problems
with the nature/culture divide and propose an approach to ontologically and epistemologically navigating
it. In fact, recent literature, most notably within environmental sociology, science and technology studies,
sociology of knowledge, and the sociology of disasters, have seen the development of several such
approaches. James Rice (2013) has attempted to collect these varying theories under a single approach he
terms the co-constructionist posture. Rice argues that these separate perspectives, despite highly detailed
contradictions, share a core argument that is useful to environmental sociologists attempting to understand
the intertwining of society and the environment. More recently these efforts to re-incorporate the material
dimensions into sociological research has been termed the material turn (Murphy 2016; Pellizzoni 2016).
In what remains of this section, I will provide an overview of the more notable co-constructionist
approaches as well as the similarities and differences within the various theories. I then conclude the
section by arguing, in agreement with Rice, that these perspectives have more in common than in

understands the social and physical as separate and that sociology is only concerned with the social. The second,
analytical primacy views the social and physical as distinct but that one is more important than the other. The last
perspective is balanced dualism which recognizes the social and physical as separate but equal in importance. The
author’s develop conjoint constitution as a challenge to these three understandings.
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contradiction and together provide a strong ontological and epistemological base for analyzing the coconstruction of the social and biophysical.

Conjoint Constitution
William Freudenburg, Scott Frickel, and Robert Gramling (1995, FFG from here forward)
develop the conceptual tool conjoint constitution to help researchers more accurately theorize and
describe the ways in which physical and social forces are fundamentally intertwined. Conjoint
constitution recognizes that what social scientists too often assume to be physical facts are actually
shaped deeply by social construction processes. Likewise, what are often assumed to be “’strictly social’
phenomena are likely to have been shaped in important, if often overlooked, ways by the fact that social
behaviors often respond to stimuli and constraints from the biophysical world” (Freudenburg, Frickel, and
Gramling 1995, p. 361). As a conceptual tool, conjoint constitution enables the analyst to move beyond
the analytical distinction between the physical environment and its social construction and specify the
mutual contingency between them. The concept encourages researchers to utilize environmental variables
in their research and to recognize the actant role these variables play in influencing social behavior.
Conjoint constitution helps the analyst identify the social constructions that researchers take for granted in
the physical environment and physical environmental influences that researchers often take for granted in
our social constructions. We benefit from a conjointly constituted understanding by being better equipped
to develop more complete and accurate views of the reciprocal dependency inherent in the society
environment relationship. As FFG (1995) have empirically demonstrated in their study of the relationship
between humans and the Iron Mountain along the Michigan-Wisconsin border, the social uses of the
mountain result from both the mountains physical characteristics and the economic, cultural, and political
values that people held as they interpreted the mountain and their relationship to it. FFG show that while
Iron Mountain has undergone little physical change, it has undergone dramatic changes in the social
definitions people attribute to it. These multiple definitions flow from changing perceptions of the
mountain’s multifaceted physical characteristics (e.g., the presence of iron, timber, and pristine ski
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landscape) and changing social and cultural understandings of those characteristics (e.g., need for hunting
and gathering grounds, increased economic demand for iron and timber, and the shift toward a leisurebased society). The combinations result in various, shifting definitions of the Iron Mountain over time. In
short, the Iron Mountain is as much a product its physical characteristics as it is our social constructions.
In addition to challenging the historical dichotomy between the physical and the social in
sociology, the theory of conjoint constitution conceptualizes the environment as both agent and structure.
Previous attempts in sociology to understand the role of the environment on society viewed the
environment as backdrop or stage that, while providing natural resources, is also an object acted on or
toward by people (Capek 2010; Rice 2013). Conjoint constitution recognizes that the environment also
influences the social and as such “acts” in and of itself.. While, this action is not necessarily the same type
of agency we think of when considering human action, it does recognize that ecological system changes
influence society and as such have influence outside of and on human agency.
Since FFG’s (1995) initial application of conjoint constitution to Iron Mountain, few studies have
used the concept to understand empirical cases. Dana Fisher’s (2006) effort to apply conjoint constitution
in her study of U.S. policy positions on climate change offers one exception. Fisher critiques prior
attempts to explain U.S. policy on climate change for focusing entirely on social factors while ignoring
physical environmental variables including the presence of specific natural resource. Fisher utilizes FFG’s
conjoint constitution as a tool to demonstrate that a comprehensive understanding of climate change
policy must include the interplay between environmental factors and their social interpretations. To
accomplish this Fisher combines quantitative data of U.S. energy production and consumption with
qualitative interviews with Washington D.C. federal policy makers to reveal the importance of natural
resource dependence on decision-making. She concludes that U.S. policy decisions on climate change are
as much, if not more, the result of the nation’s physical dependence on fossil fuels as any ideological
position. Specifically, Fisher argues that it is the physical availability of fossil fuels such as coal in the
U.S. combined with its social, economic, and political use values that create a policy climate inhospitable
to lowering carbon emissions.
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The Mangle
Andrew Pickering argues that scientific development is the result of “human and material agency
reciprocally engaged by means of a dialectic of resistance and accommodation” which he refers to as
“The Mangle” (Pickering 1993, 1995; Pickering and Guzik 2008). Pickering argues that scientific and
technological development exemplify the co-constructed interplay between society and nature since it is
the process by which humans attempt to understand and manipulate nature. Pickering attempts to decenter
humans in the sociology of science by arguing that it is not human beings separate from nature but rather
human beings’ produce scientific discovery and technologies through a relationship with nature.
Pickering argues that the relationship is temporally emergent. The structure of science is constantly in
communication with nature. The interchange between human and material agency results in a continuous
back and forth which Pickering refers to as “tuning” (Pickering 1993). Pickering argues that tuning is
dialectical relationship in which the actions and reactions of both sides influence each other and slowly
over time and increased interaction come increasingly in alignment with one another. Pickering argues
that nature as material agency “does things” and those actions influence the social dimensions of science
and its outcomes. He does draw a distinction between material and human agency, which rest mainly with
intentionality. Humans differ from non-humans in that human actions have meaningful intentions and
material objects and nature do not. Pickering’s mangle identifies a constant tension between human and
material actions resulting a blending so as one can only be understood through its relationship to the other
and vice versa.

Actor Network Theory
The French Social Philosopher Bruno Latour developed Actor Network Theory (ANT) to better
understand the intermingling influences of human and non-human actors (Latour 1987, 2005). Similar to
Pickering’s mangle concept, Latour initially applied ANT to analyzing science and technology though it
has since been applied to other co-constructed phenomena (Latour 1987). According to ANT, social and
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material networks intermingle resulting in both human and non-human actors creating meaning and
influencing reality. ANT scholars argue that the blended network includes a web of complex relations
continuously being performed creating a coherent whole. ANT provides a tool for mapping influential
relationships between human and non-human phenomenon. Since, ANT scholars view the humanmaterial relationship as a network action can be initiated on either side and may impact all parts of the
network. The theory argues for both human and non-human agency with both having equal importance in
understanding the network. Several scholars, including some co-constructionist scholars such as
Pickering, have critiqued the level of agency ANT associates with non-human/material aspects. They
argue that human agency is qualitatively different then material agency in that material agency does not
involve intentionality or reflexivity. Latour and other ANT scholars have responded to this critique
arguing that they do not include intentionality in their claims of material agency and that lacking
intentionality does not change the influence that non-human actions have on both other non-human and
human actors in the network.

Ecological Habitus
Debbie Kasper (2009a, 2009b) proposes the concept ecological habitus, an expansion of
Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, as a way to get past the nature/society dichotomy. Kasper argues that an
approach to the nature-society relationship needs to be one that focuses on the processes and relations at
work rather than on the specific structures and agencies of either side. Kasper points to Elias, Bourdieu,
and Giddens as representing process and relation focused sociological perspectives that are better
equipped to recognized the dual and overlapping role of structure and agency in peoples’ lives. She
argues for focusing the concept of habitus on ecological issues and relations saying that “ecological
habitus refers to the embodiment of a durable yet changeable system of ecologically relevant dispositions,
practices, perceptions, and material conditions- perceptible as a lifestyle- that is shaped by and helps to
shape sociolecological contexts” (Kasper 2009b, 318). Kasper claims that our lives depend on, affect, and
are affected by the ecosystems and the wider biosphere. Ecological habitus is a way to focus analysis on
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the ways people’s lives relate to the environment that highlights the interconnections as being part of a
larger framework.
Kasper proposes a conceptual web tool that could be used to map a group or persons’ engagement
with the environment by analyzing features such as water, energy, housing, cultural perspective, life
practices, etc. Her focus in using the empirical web map is to quantify the relationship and place the group
on a continuum from “supportive” to “antagonistic” ecological conscious. Kasper (2009b) uses her
research on ecovillages as an example of how ecological habitus can be used. She analyzes the ecovillage
residents arguing that their way of life encourages a particular worldview and set of practices toward the
environment. She sites explicit community intentions, rules, the physical structure of homes and
communities, social interaction practices, and outreach efforts all work to foster specific ways of thinking
about, acting within, and relating to the environment (Kasper 2009b).

Transverse Interaction
Andrew Weigert (1997) proposes the concepts transverse interaction and the environmental
generalized other for analyzing the human-nature relationship. Weigert’s approach expands on George
Herbert Mead’s theories and symbolic interaction in general arguing that human-nature relationships are
meaningful interactions with the ability to significantly shape the self and our understandings of nature.
Weigert orients the natural environment “as a meaningful co-interactant” (Weigert 1997). He argues that
the environment is an “autonomous and self-conscious interactant” as opposed to prior views which
construct it as “inert, conscience-less, and passive” (i.e. a social construction). Weigert expands our focus
from human-human symbolic interaction to transverse interaction, or human-environment interactions. He
argues that our meanings of the environment develop through a combination of social meanings and the
physical meanings resulting from transverse interactions, which are most often based on sensory physical
experiences of the environment.
Weigert expands Mead’s concept of the generalized other to include the environment as a
perspective one can take to interpret their actions. For Weigert, the environmental generalized other is
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role-taking that takes into consideration the nonhuman realm and the ecosphere essentially serving as the
voice of the environment incorporated into the repertoire of others when viewing ours and others actions.
It is crucial in the development of an eco-self. In Weigert’s view, an eco-self develops from an awareness
of the influences of a person’s “transverse interactions” and the ability to reflectively analyze this through
the environmental generalized other. As a result, despite a strong attempt to engage the blending of nature
and society his perspective is still highly dependent on human’s recognizing and incorporating the
environment through a social lens.

The discussion above is not meant to be all inclusive. Other scholars have proposed concepts and
approaches that could also be argued to be co-constructionist including Michael Carolan’s (2005)
approach to critical realism, Michael Bell’s (2004) ecological dialogue, and even Richard Norgaard’s
(1984) coevolution. I focus on the concepts above because they appear to me to be most prevalent in the
literature and the most useful for my analysis of Sabula. Also, while the perspectives above share a
general co-constructionist approach to the nature-society relationship, they do not completely agree on the
more nuanced specifics of that relationship.

Co-Constructionist Debates (Similarities and Differences)
James Rice (2013) collectively refers to these approaches as having a co-constructionist posture.
Rice argues that these separate, and sometimes contradictory perspectives share a core argument that is
useful to scholars attempting to understand the intertwining of society and the environment. Rice argues
that all theories that maintain a co-constructionist posture share three key attributes (1) arguments for
conjoint constitutionality, (2) recognition of the performativity of bio-physical-material reality, and (3)
and an ontological posture that is both asymmetrical and decentered.
Conjoint constitutionality is based on William Freudenburg, Scott Frickel, and Robert Gramling’s
(1995) work. They develop conjoint constitution as a conceptual tool to more accurately theorize and
describe the ways in which physical and social forces are fundamentally intertwined. Conjoint
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constitution recognizes that what scientists too often assume to be physical facts are actually shaped
deeply by social construction processes. Likewise, what are often assumed by social scientists to be
“’strictly social’ phenomena are likely to have been shaped in important, if often overlooked, ways by the
fact that social behaviors often respond to stimuli and constraints from the biophysical world”
(Freudenburg, Frickel, and Gramling 1995, p. 361). As a conceptual tool, conjoint constitution attempts to
move beyond the analytical distinction between the physical environment and its social construction and
specify the mutual contingency between them. To help clarify their point FFG provide a socialenvironmental history of Iron Mountain, a mountain along the Michigan-Wisconsin border rich in iron
ore. By tracing the changes both natural and social on Iron Mountain FFG are able to illustrate the
interplay between the residents’ social understandings and the mountain’s biophysical existence, most
notably the changing social use value of the mountain from timber, iron ore, to pristine ski landscape
despite rather static biophysical characteristics.
By bio-physical performativity Rice refers to the fact that co-constructionist approaches admit
that nature, biology, and/or physical reality act. The level to which this action exists is a point of
argument among the various co-constructionists scholars. Some such as Bruno Latour’s (2000) actor
network theory (ANT) argue for material agency in which material reality is considered as an equal actor
as social actors. Other’s such as Andrew Pickering argues that both people and nature act and that their
actions influence one another, however, he identifies distinctions between social action and material
action. Specifically, for Pickering, material action lacks intentionality and reflexivity. It is this form of
material action that Ricer refers to as bio-physical performativity.
Finally, Rice argues that co-constructionist approaches simultaneously recognize that the conjoint
ontology is asymmetrical and decentered. Asymmetrical in that reality is not equal parts material and
social but rather a more nuanced and complicated blending. Furthermore, it maintains a decentered
approach that recognizes the need to go beyond human centered expressions of nature. For Rice this
places the emphasis on “the variable objective characteristics of the biophysical-material, which may or
may not find expression through human representation, as well as the anthropogenic manipulation of such
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qualities that then become instantiated within the social.” The result is what Pickering refers to as “The
mangle”- a socio-natural hybridity comprised of human interpretation and accommodations and material
performativity and resistance which together result in a complicated intertwining or dance.

URBAN/ COMMUNITY SOCIOLOGY, MATERIAL REALITY, AND CO-CONSTRUCTION
The history of urban sociology begins with classical social theorists. Classical urban theory
represents the work of several early social theorists of the late 19th century and early 20th century
including Ferdinand Tonnies ([1887] 1963), Karl Marx (1978), Frederick Engels (1845), Max Weber
(1966), Georg Simmel ([1903] 1971), and W.E.B Dubois ([1899] 1996). Social disorganization and
shifting social relations flowing from the Industrial Revolution heavily influenced this diverse group of
social theorists.
The classical urban theory perspective focuses on the shifting community connections and
increase in impersonal social relations in modernizing towns and cities. While each theorist developed
their own distinct sociological perspective, they all share two major similarities. First, they are interested
in shifting community organization and social relationships during the development of modern industrial
cities. Each theorist describes a loss of traditional close-knit communities with strong gemeinshaft social
relationships. The explanation for this shift varies among these theorists. Marx and Engels place a heavy
emphasis on capitalism as the driving force of change. Weber emphasizes increasing bureaucracy and
rationality tied to capitalism and government centralization as critical factors. Finally, Simmel highlights
shifting social psychological characteristics reflecting gesellschaft social arrangements. A second
similarity is that most focus on the negative aspects of city life, such as impersonality, loss of community,
poverty, exploitation, alienation, and dissociation. Only on rare occasions do they highlight any positive
outcomes of modernization and even then they are cast as potentials (Karp, Stone and Yoels 1977). For
Marx and Engels, modernization carries the potential for proletariat class consciousness leading to class
revolution, For Simmel it is the accompanied freedom and creativity of urban life.
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Scholars developed four schools of urban sociology from these classical interpretations (1) the
Chicago School2, (2) urban political economy/ neo-Marxist perspective3, (3) symbolic interactionist/
urban culturalist perspective4, and (4) the Los Angeles School5. These perspectives represent a
chronological development in the field of urban sociology in which each school responds to specific
trends in urban society. All the perspectives share an interest in understanding the existing relationship
between people and urban places.
Urban sociology has always had an increased awareness for the physical characteristics of social
life. This interest starts in the Chicago School’s analysis of the spatial organization of the city resulting
from economic and cultural dynamics (Burgess [1925] 1967). It continues with the urban political
economy approach’s interest in how the economics of capitalism influence the organization and use of
space (Gottdiener 1985; Logan and Molotch 1987; Zukin 1991). Spatial analysis is further expanded by

The Chicago School urban perspective represents urban social theory developed at the University of Chicago in the
early 20th century. The Chicago School developed largely out of a push by Robert Park, Ernest Burgess and
Roderick McKenzie ([1925] 1967) to systematically and empirically investigate urban life using demographic and
ethnographic data collection (Wirth 1938). It is best known for its series of ethnographies analyzing the social lives
of various neighborhoods and urban communities. These studies included an analysis of the social world of Chicago
taxi-dance halls (1932), class inequality in the gold coast and slum neighborhoods of Chicago (1983), and an
analysis of the Jewish Ghetto (1927).
3
The urban political economy perspective is the result of a paradigm shift in urban theory following the social
unrest of the 1960s and 1970s in the United States and Europe which drew attention to the growing inequality and
social disorganization in urban society. The urban political perspective developed as a way of understanding this
unrest by reinterpreting and applying Marxist ideas and principles to modern society (Walton 1993). The
perspectives’ major characteristic is that it attempts to understand how the organization of the city and urban life is a
product of the political and economic structures of society. Significant theorists within this perspective include
Manuel Castells (1972, 1983), David Harvey (1973), Mark Gottdiener (1985), John Logan and Harvey Molotch
(1987), and Sharon Zukin (1991, 1995).
4
The symbolic interactionist perspective is unique in that it developed in urban sociology through a series of waves
(Borer 2006). In “The Location of Culture: The Urban Culturalist Perspective” (2006) Michael Borer outlines this
approach which he calls the “urban culturalist perspective.” He argues that the urban culturalist perspective
investigates the symbolic relationship between people and places. In short, urban culturalist scholars are interested in
the social construction of the meaning of place, the expression of this meaning through social interaction, and the
influence that these have on urban life. Borer identifies six areas of contribution to the understanding of place and
urban life.
5
Michael Dear (2002) identifies the school as consisting of collection of cooperating researchers from several
disciplines interested in the development and characteristics of the postmodern city. These scholars include
sociologists, urban researchers, and geographers, including the work of Allen Scott (1996), Edward Soja (1989,
1996), Mike Davis (1990, 2002), and Michael Dear (2002). Dear (2002) provides an extensive review of the L.A
School and its major theoretical trends including shifts towards multiple centralizing places, increasing geographic
diversity (Dear 2002; Scott and Soja 1996), increased privatization and exclusion (Dear 2002), a shift to consumer
based global cities, and the development of an environmental crisis at both a local and global level.
2
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the Los Angeles School’s interest in how postmodern city spaces limit the formation of community and
excludes people from interacting (Dear 2002; Scott and Soja 1996; Soja 1989). Despite these varied
perspectives on urban space only the urban culturalist perspective focuses on the relationship between
micro social interaction, social meaning, and urban space (Borer 2006, 2008; Karp, Stone, and Yoels
1977; Lofland 1998; Wohl and Strauss 1958). While the urban culturalist perspective has done a
wonderful job of showing how social meaning and interaction influences the formation, interpretation,
and imagination of physical places it has provided only a limited analysis of the back and forth
relationship between the two (Capek 2010).
Despite its concern with spatial questions, urban sociology maintains a rather distant relationship
with the questions about the natural environment in which all urban settings are embedded and rely upon.
While, urban sociology has not completely ignored the discussion of nature and the city, the majority of
this research positions nature as a background factor or stage on which the play of the city occurs. Stella
Capek (2010) argues that urban sociology has traditionally addressed nature in three ways; 1) as
background (Jacobs 1970; Park [1925] 1967); 2) as metaphor (Park [1925] 1967); or 3) as social
construction (Fine 1998). For these studies nature is a footnote. However, in a world increasingly shaped
by environmental crises, urban sociologists must begin to foreground nature by asking questions that
attempt to understand the role of nature in and on the city.
Some recent urban sociology has begun to more comprehensively address the environment-city
relationship. Most notably, Stella Capek (2006, 2010, and 2012) incorporates nature into urban analysis
by utilizing more agentic understandings of the environment, including the concept of conjoint
constitution (Freudenburg, Frickel, and Gamling 1995). The task is to better understand the relationship
between physical place and social meaning. She identifies two aims in her research: 1) to expand urban
sociological views of the place-society relationship (Capek 2006); and 2) to utilize the term to draw
attention to the relationship between cities and nature which she terms “foregrounding nature” (Capek
2010, 2012). She argues that “nature” exists everywhere including in cities through the physical space and
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natural resources that we utilize. Urban sociology needs to better address the relationship between nature
and cities, and Capek’s work helps to set the terms of engagement.
Another body of literature associated with urban sociology is community studies. By community
studies I refer to the collection of research analyzing the defining characteristics of and empirical
representations of communities. Sociological definitions of community have varied significantly. One
early attempt by Robert Park defined community as the combination of a territorially organized
population, rooted in “the soil it occupies,” and consisting of mutual interdependent individuals (Park
1936). Since Park, sociologists (as well as other social researchers) have developed dozens of definitions
of community (Lyon and Driskell 2012). While the large majority of these definitions share common
elements such as a territorial area, common ties, and social interaction between members, the definitional
difficulty seems to indicate a significant variation in the kinds of existing communities.
Lyn Macgregor (2010) argues that creating detailed definitions of community is problematic
because it inevitably results in oversimplications. Macgregor points to analytical categories of community
such as urban versus rural and gemeinschaft versus geselleschaft which are often used to reinforce
existing assumptions and ahistorical typologies of community rather than capture the nuances of life in
any specific community. Furthermore, Macgregor argues that these conceptions of community only allow
researchers to capture characteristics of communities that are already encompassed in the definitions.
Instead, Macgregor proposes an approach to community studies that focuses on the variety of
“community making” styles and the influence these have on social organization. By attempting to
understand community as a social production the understandings of members are placed at the forefront.
As a result, researchers are better able to focus on the social characteristics of a community (promotion of
cooperation, community stratification, distribution of power, etc.) and the changes of these characteristics
rather than measuring the community against an “arbitrary standard.”
Community studies provide vital sources of data about how people live. These studies represent
connections between the meso-level and macro-level. Community studies take smaller communities as
representations for larger social processes allowing the researcher to better identify how macro-level
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social forces influence the everyday lives of individuals and communities at the micro and meso-level
(Lyon and Driskell 2012; and Macgregor 2010). Likewise, community studies can be used to explore the
ways that meso-level social organizations (such as community organizations, community social
institutions, and even communities themselves) are constructed and maintained by micro-level social
interactions (Macgregor 2010). As a result, communities are not generalizable in the statistical sense but
rather are representative of broader social processes, forces, and changes affecting all cities and towns.
Research in community studies share several unifying characteristics (Lyon and Driskell 2012).
First, community studies projects tend to apply a holistic research approach. These studies are holistic in
that they attempt to describe the entirety of the community not just a single aspect. For these studies the
community as a whole is taken as the object of inquiry. In some cases, such as the Chicago School studies
the focus is on a subcommunity or ethnic enclave that exists as a part of a larger urban landscape. Second,
community studies place a heavy emphasis on description. The aim is to record observed data and then
use the observations to raise questions about the community. Third, these studies tend to use an eclectic
collection of methodologies in conjunction in order to provide the most comprehensive profile of a
community. Specifically, these studies utilize community surveys, demographic data and other
community indicators, and field research. Above all other methods, field research is the most commonly
utilized method because it provides a detailed and descriptive description of a community.
Early community studies focused on urban communities while largely overlooking small town
rural life. These studies focused on urban communities and subcommunities in order to addresses effects
of urbanization on community. These studies were concerned with the ills of urbanization including social
inequality, disorganization, heightened individualization, and poverty. Most notable among these early
studies include the works of the Chicago School scholars including Clifford Shaw’s study The JackRoller (1930), Frederick Thrasher’s study The Gang (1927), Harvey Zorbaugh’s The Gold Coast and
Slum (1929), and Louis Wirth’s The Ghetto (1928). While not holistic in the strictest sense, the Chicago
School studies focus on descriptive analysis of subcommunities or ethnic communities within the larger
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Chicago area. These studies focused on issues of social disorder and order, influences of the urban
landscape on community development, and the fragile state of gemeinschaft based social organization.
While later community studies shifted from the social disorganization aspects, these studies are
still heavily focused on urban subcommunities. These studies include Herbert Gan’s study of Boston’s
West End Urban Villagers (1962), William Kornblum’s study Blue Collar Community (1975) of steelmiller workers in south-side Chicago, Elijah Anderson’s study Streetwise (1992) of racial divisions in
Philadelphia, and Mitchell Duneier’s Slim’s Table (1992) a study of a south-side Chicago local dinner.
While, still identifying racial and class-based inequality these studies also spend significant time
addressing the social interactions, customs, and meanings that create these unique communities. This
expanded focus represents a shift toward analyzing the role of micro-level interactions in constructing
meso-level social patterns.
Despite the focus on urban communities, some community studies did analyze rural or small
town communities. These include Robert and Helen Lynd (1929) Middletown studies which provide a
rather detailed description of Muncie, Indiana. In the first volume of this study the Lynds provide a
heavily detailed description of rural life in Middletown which they then return to in the second volume
following the influences of the Great Depression. The second volume provides a more theoretical analysis
of the changes in Middletown most notably of which is the solidification of a business class over the
community. Similar to the Middletown studies, W. Lolyd Warner’s Yankee City studies analyzes the
New England town of Newbury port. The Yankee City studies focused on the home environment of
electric workers and revealed both the existence of a local stratification system as well as the influence of
industrial society’s bureaucratization on the small-town.
Another influential study of small-town community is Arthur Vidich and Joseph Bensman’s
Small Town in Mass Society (1958) is a study of the rural community of Springdale, New York. Vidich
and Bensman argue that the everyday lives of Springdale including social cleavages, small-town politics,
and religion within the community are heavily influenced by the rise of mass society. The authors
describe the ways in which community power, politics, the economy, and local religious institutions are
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forced to conform under the influence of mass media, industrialization, and national and state politics.
These early studies challenged the assumption that rural small-town communities are entirely defined by
gesellschaft- like organic solidarity. Instead these studies argue that life in small towns is heavily
influenced by the social processes, structures, and social changes influencing larger society. I will expand
this literature by conducting a holistic study of a small community which contextualizes small-town
society in a discussion of environmental issues both locally and nationally.

SOCIETY, RIVERS, AND CO-CONSTRUCTION
As sources of fresh water, food, and transportation, rivers are dominant figures in the lives of
humans and other living creatures (O’Neil 2006; Wohl 2011). Almost every major city in the world has
been built on the banks of one or more river. Historically, rivers are resources for human survival,
transportation, and agriculture as well as aesthetic inspiration for painting, literature, poetry, music, and
religion. The relationship of these human settlements with their associated rivers has resulted in a
conflicted history. Rivers represent places where human aspirations collide with nature’s complexities.
Sociological research directly concerning rivers is limited. There have been some sociology
studies that address concerns over water as it relates to sustainability and human resources. Many of these
studies are aimed at addressing the overuse of water resources combined with the decline in the
availability of fresh water (Futrell 2001; Postel 1997). Additionally, research in sociology has addressed
the influences and concerns related to the building of dams or other construction concerns along rivers
(Dumas, Mietton, Hamerlynck Pesneaud, Kane, Coly, Duvail, Baba 2010; Ghosh 2011; May 2006).
Finally, some research has addressed the role of rivers as recreational areas and how this influences the
social-psychology of visitors (Smith and Moore 2013). These studies however, represent a small number
in sociological literature, even within environmental sociology.
Despite the lack of sociological research of rivers, many environmental historians and
anthropologists have analyzed the role of rivers in human history. These studies pay specific attention to
the connection between rivers and the human civilization. These studies not only provide historical
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reviews of rivers and their connected civilization but have also revealed important characteristics of rivers
such as energy sources (White 1995), influencers of power (Worster 1985), or as sources of culture.
Richard White’s (1995) analysis of the Colombia River argues that rivers are sources of energy flows that
move energy through the ecosystem and between humans and the environment. Additionally, Donald
Worster’s (1985) analysis of the Colorado River and water in the American west argues that water is a
source of power and access and control can be used to exercise power over others. Finally,
The Mississippi River has also been the topic of several environmental historians. These studies
vary from historical analysis of the Mississippi River throughout North American history to studies of the
river in specific cities or regions. Several studies of the Mississippi River review early European colonial
and American attempts to manage and harness the river for their purposes (Barry 1998; Fischer 2006;
O’Neil 2006; Sandlin 2011; Schneider 2013). These studies specifically focus on the attempts to tame the
river through dredging, building dams, and clearing rapids (Anfinson 2003; Morris 2012; Smith 2007).
Still other studies have focused on the Mississippi River as a natural resource and geographic advantage
that has helped develop major North American cities including New Orleans (Kelman 2003) and
Memphis (Capers 1966).

LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING CO-CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACHES
There are several existing limitations to the co-constructionist approach literature, which I hope to
address and refine in my dissertation. First, the majority of the examples utilized in co-constructionist
literature are historical or hypothetical examples devised by the authors for the purpose of highlighting
the co-constructionist approach. As a result, there are few empirical examples in which the researchers
collected data for the purpose of testing the approach. Thus, the examples are often cherry picked to make
the authors point and therefore do not tend to complicate the approach or apply it to varying phenomenon.
This is not that surprising since the majority of articles are theory based articles aimed at defining the
approach rather than engaging in theory testing.
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Despite the varying concepts utilized to make a co-constructionist argument, the majority of the coconstructionist concepts deal largely with static biophysical phenomena (e.g., mountain, office building)
that remain unchanged over long time periods. In the case of FFG’s analysis, Iron Mountain is a static
entity that does not undergo much noticeable physical change; its definitional changes result from sociocultural shifts. Existing research does not answer the question of how the conjoint constitution process
would be different when significant environmental change, such as river flooding or severe drought, is
involved. This makes it difficult to determine the level and variation in environmental agency which is a
key component of many co-constructionist approaches.
Next, existing co-constructionist research overly centers on how changing sociocultural
phenomenon shapes the understanding and use of “natural” physical entities. For example, how changing
social understandings of a mountain influence its use (Freudenburg, Frickel, and Gamling 1995). Or how
the social interpretations of specific landscapes influence people’s interactions with nature (Greider and
Garkovich 1994). Few co-constructionist projects focus on the ways in which the natural environment is a
part of social phenomenon. For example, how does the environmental influence people’s collective and
social identities, social organization, or social action. Also, the focus on “natural” physical entities tells
use little about how non-natural or human-made physical entities, such as a city or town, are shaped by
their relationship to the surrounding natural environment. Cities and towns are social and physical
“things” and as such are intricately influenced by the surrounding landscape. Like technology, cities and
towns represent the interrelation of the social and the physical. As such, I argue that cities and towns are
prime examples of the conjoint constitution process. I will build on this by analyzing the way Sabula’s
development and continued existence is a product of conjoint constitution process between the town’s
residents and Mississippi River.
Thirdly, previous research on co-construction has relied almost solely on “use values” (Marx
1978) (specifically economic, political, and cultural use values) to describe our relationship with the
physical environment. These studies ignore how peoples’ conceptions of beauty, aesthetics, preferences,
or tastes related to the physical environment may play a role in the conjoint constitution process.
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Finally, the little research that utilizes co-construction focuses on the macro aspects of the
process. People experience, interpret, and understand place not only through macro sociocultural
characteristics but also through micro level interactions and embodied sensory experiences with nature.
As a result, it is important to better understand how these experiences shape the conjoint constitution
process and in-turn the human-nature relationship. I believe the work of Andrew Weigert (1997) can be
instrumental helping analyze the micro aspects of conjoint constitution. Weigert expands on George
Herbert Mead’s theories arguing that human-nature relationships are meaningful interactions with the
ability to significantly shape the self and our understandings of nature. Weigert provides a micro level
analysis of the human-environment relationship. Weigert expands our focus from human-human symbolic
interaction to transverse interaction, or human-environment interactions. He argues that our meanings of
the environment develop through a combination of social meanings and the physical meanings resulting
from transverse interactions, which are most often based on sensory physical experiences of the
environment. Utilizing Weigert’s theory, I argue that an analysis of transverse interaction will help
provide insight into the process of conjoint constitution particularly at the micro level.
The limited application of the co-constructionist approach results in many questions about the
characteristics and patterns of the co-construction process. However, the plethora of terminology
attempting to grasp the process combined with the variety of examples utilized by authors would indicate
that the co-constructionist process is highly complex.

APPLICATION OF CO-CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH IN THIS PROJECT
I agree with Rice that the body of literature concerned with the co-construction of nature and
society have more in common than not. I also agree with Rice’s concluding arguments that adopting a coconstructionist approach is not necessarily aimed at being the end all of the social-material ontological
debate. Rather it is an approach that when adopted may provide insights into social-material relations and
tension.
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“[A co-constructionist posture] is ostensibly another way of doing environmental sociology that
has the potential to uncover insights and dynamics not readily visible from either side of the
nature/culture divide, a position that contributes to knowledge claims cognizant of the
increasingly hybrid character of the social and the natural.” (Rice 2013, 246).
It is the power to uncover and reveal that is the real benefit of a co-constructionist approach.
Therefore, I draw extensively from this literature to analyze the relationship between Sabula and the
Mississippi River as a way to demonstrate the approaches collective practicality, build upon its existing
empirical examples, and expand on the approaches sensitizing concepts.
Despite a few noteworthy exceptions (Kasper 2009b) the growing literature concerning theories
of co-construction remain just that, theoretical. They make arguments for the philosophical and
epistemological underpinnings of co-constructionist thought referencing empirical examples only to
support their particular argument. These examples are handpicked and often based on historical events,
media coverage, and archival documents. As a result, these works raise a number of important empirical
questions pertaining to how co-construction plays out in everyday community life. If our communities are
co-constructions, then to what degree do these co-constructions vary? In what ways are these coconstructions patterned? How does this co-constructionist relationship play out in a city’s economy,
culture, politics? To what extent are the physical features, layout, and design of a city a co-construction?
In what ways are people’s everyday lived experiences and sense of community themselves coconstructions? Only in addressing these questions can we discover the usefulness of the co-constructionist
approach in revealing relationships and patterns, previously unseen, which can help extend our
understanding of the nature-city relationship. Thus, my focus is to build upon the theoretical foundations
of co-construction by focusing the approach on life in a single community on the Mississippi River.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
I conducted an ecoethnography of Sabula, Iowa to analyze its relationship to the Mississippi
River. Ethnographic methods feature direct experience of natural situations or settings using the
techniques of participant observation to understand the lives and perspectives of a group of people
(Lofland, Snow, Anderson, and Lofland 2006). Ethnographic methods are often coupled with
interviewing and are sometimes referred to as “field studies,” “naturalistic research,” “fieldwork,” or even
simply “qualitative research.” As mentioned earlier, many sociologists have used ethnographic methods
to conduct community studies (Gans 1962; Lynd and Lynd 1929; Macgregor 2010; Suttles 1972) and
studies of built spaces (Anderson 2002; Borer 2008; Cressey 1932; Duneier 1999, 2002; Oldenburg 1989;
Wacquant 2002). While, the large majority of the studies focus on human-made physical spaces, studies
have increasingly been using ethnographic methods to analyze environmental spaces (Capek 2006, 2010,
2012; Edelstein 2004; Fine 1998; Mitchell 2001).
According to Capek (2010) an ecoethnography takes into account the people and the landscape.
Capek’s explication of ecoethnography is limited. As a result, I have attempt here to clarify my
interpretation of Capek’s ecoethnography. I suggest that in addition to the typical characteristics of
ethnography, ecoethnography includes the following characteristics:
1. Incorporates the ecological/environmental characteristics of a place (natural plants, animals,
insects, ecosystems, weather, climate etc.)
2. Utilizes qualitative data collection methods to analyze not only human-human interaction
(symbolic interaction) but also human-environment interaction (transverse interaction (Weigert
1997))
3. Pays particularly attention to the way these interactions influence/impact/change the environment
and vice versa.
An ecoethnography, much like an urban ethnography, is an ethnography that pays particular attention to
place. In the case of ecoethnography the place refers to the environment. Unlike most “urban” places
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studied by urban ethnographers, the “environment’ pertains to a broader sense of place. which often
overlaps human-built places. In this way it is possible to conduct an ecoethnography of an urban place,
for example Las Vegas, by paying attention to and collecting data on the way the city and its residents
interact with Southern Nevada’s environmental landscape (Mohave Desert, Colorado River, Las Vegas
Valley Prairie, etc.). Another example of this overlap is Capek’s (2010) ecoethnography of a Leed
certified building in an urban environment. Capek analyzes how the building impacts the environment
and how people’s experiences of the building influence their perspectives of the environment. The result
is a study that acknowledges the relationship between the natural environment, human-built environment,
and people’s experiences of place. Other examples of ecoethnographies include Kai Erickson’s (1976)
study of the Buffalo Creek flood and Valerie Kuletz’s (1998) study of the relationship between Native
American groups and the militarized American Southwest.
This ecoethnography of Sabula, Iowa focuses on the environmental landscape of the Mississippi
River and the ways that community residents interact with the river. I utilized a variety of qualitative
methods to collect data on the Mississippi River, the physical aspects of Sabula, Iowa, and the meanings,
interactions, and practices residents engage in in relationship to both places.
I selected Sabula, Iowa as the research site for several reasons. First, Sabula, as an island, is
physically close to the Mississippi River. The proximity of Sabula to the river increased the likelihood
that community residents interact with nature, the river, in a multiplicity of ways. I had ample opportunity
to observe and participate in resident’s interaction with the river. Furthermore, the town’s location means
it is constantly influenced by or influences changes in the river (flooding, drought, seasonal changes,
animal migrations etc.). One particular, historical “interaction” is the conversion of Sabula into an island.
This event represents a significant shift in the community’s relationship to the river that I feel provided a
unique insight into the conjoint constitution process. Another reason, I was interested in Sabula is its
location just south of the Mississippi Wildlife Refuge and just upriver from a lock dam. These features
represent both the extremes of human infrastructure on the river. The wildlife refuge is protected space in
which humans have attempted to limit their impact on the environment. The refuge is also a major site of
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tourism on the Mississippi River for sportsmen, boaters, and even hikers. The lock dam represents human
attempts to change the river to fit human needs. As mentioned, the dam also had a significant impact on
the environmental landscape around Sabula. The combinations of these characteristics made Sabula a
prime location to analyze how people experience the Mississippi River, how changes in the river impact
the environment and community residents, and how community residents impact the river.
I collected data on a variety of analytical dimensions in relationship to Sabula and its residents.
These included (1) information on the surrounding ecosystem and physical environment (natural plants,
animals, insects, ecosystems, weather, climate etc.), particularly the Mississippi River, (2) information on
the areas human-infrastructure (town buildings, town layout, bridges, levees, dams, etc.) (3) the
interactional experiences of residents including both symbolic interactions and transverse interactions (4)
the sensory experiences of residents, specifically as they relate to the physical environment and (5) the
meanings people have of Sabula, the Mississippi River, and the surrounding area. By focusing my
analysis on these dimensions, I was able to understand resident’s experiences and interactions both within
the community and with the Mississippi River.
I conducted the project in three phases. The first two represent the data collection phases and the
third represents the data analysis phase (See Figure 2). First, I spent time conducting a thorough historical
analysis on Sabula paying close attention to the community’s development, historical context, and their
connection to the Mississippi River. This included analysis of census data, archived newspapers, and
historical documents of the river and island, most of which were found through the Army Corp of
Engineers. Be a small rural community many historical documents were kept on site within the local
library and county historic society. These documents included microfilm of town newspapers, community
published historical documents, and photographic collections of residents. As a result of the significant
number of historical documents on site, the initial phase historical analysis phase blended into the second
phase, the ethnographic phase. During this historical collection phase I conducted two weekend trips in
which I traveled to Sabula and stayed in the community at a local bed and breakfast, called The Castle.
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These trips allowed me to both access some of the local historical documents as well as meet some initial
key informants.
By analyzing these texts, I was better able to understand the historical context of the community’s
relationship to the Mississippi including how the community developed, what major social, political, and
economic changes it has undergone, and how these changes have impacted the community’s relationship
to the river. I used the initial research during this historical analysis phase to help guide the ethnographic
phase of the research. Having a grasp of the history of the town and some of the difficulties of living on
the Mississippi River including flooding, boat traffic, bridge maintenance, etc., allowed me to focus my
interview questions as well as more quickly build rapport with residents.
After several months of historical data collection, in January 2015 I entered Sabula to collect
ethnographic data on the community, its residents, and the environmental landscape. Ethnographic
research includes a variety of data collection techniques each with their own specific advantages and
disadvantages. I used a combination of data collection techniques including (1) observations, (2)
participant-observation, (3) interviewing, and (4) analysis of contemporary texts produced by and
circulating among residents. The combination of these methods and sources of data helped provide a more
comprehensive and detailed understanding of the community’s residents.
From January to December 2015, I lived in Sabula at the town’s only local Bed and Breakfast,
The Castle. The castle is a large two-story white stone turn of the century home that includes a large front
wrapped around screened in porch. Owned by a prominent Sabula family, the Castle was converted into a
bed and breakfast for visitors by another long-time local who married a native-born resident. She
converted the Castle into a bed and breakfast in order to make a little money on the side and put the house
to good use. The house has three rooms upstairs for rent as well as a room on the main level that includes
a toilet and sink in the bed chamber. I rented this lower room for the year. The Castle provided several
methodological advantages. First, it allowed me to live on the island similar to a regular without having to
enter into a rental agreement. It was located on the river side of the island, providing easy access and view
of the river, community businesses, as well as allowing me to have a presence in the community. Second,
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it provided me access to both locals and visitors to the island. I could easily interact with residents by
visiting local restaurants, stores, as well as on walks and kayak trips on and around the island. In addition,
and perhaps most unique for the Castle, is that I regularly was able to talk and interact with visitors to the
island staying at the Castle. I would often have meals with them usually breakfast or late-night drinks on
the porch watching the river. This allowed me to do dozens of informal interviews that provided insights
as to how outsiders or visitors understand the island and its relationship to the Mississippi River. This is
particularly important considering some community members goals of increasing tourism to Sabula (See
Chapter 7).
It was important that the ethnographic data collection phase last long enough to incorporate both
environmental changes in the landscape and related social changes in the community. As Freudenberg,
Frickel and Gramling (1995) indicate, time and historical comparisons are important methodological tools
to revealing the conjoint constitution process. By spending a full year living in the community I was able
to observe a year of seasonal changes, such as flooding, bird migrations, winter freezing, etc. within the
Mississippi River ecosystem. I was able to not only experience these changes myself but also able to
analyze how these changes impacted and are impacted by community residents.
During the ethnographic phase of the research, I attempted to spend as much time in the
community as possible. I believe extensive presence helped maintain continuous access to the community
and increase my depth of understanding resident’s perspectives. I feel that the more time I spent in the
community particularly engaging in local activities the more accepting they were to my presence and the
more seriously they took my requests and interactions. Despite this steadily increasing relationship that
was built up between me and many of the Sabula residents my position was always limited. As I discuss
in Chapter 4, many transplants to the community who have lived there for five plus years still express
difficulty being accepted as a “local” by the native residents. In the end, my role in the community was
something akin to a regular visitor or known outsider, though I was asked on several occasions if I would
decide to make Sabula my permanent home. This “outsider” position is a limitation of the study. While
many residents allowed me to tag along on their daily activities, visit their homes, and be interviewed, I
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feel that the residents were constantly aware of my position as researcher and outsider. I expect that this
limited some of the offers I received and information that was shared. On occasion I make note of these
throughout this document. Given more time in the field, locals may have come to accept my presence to a
greater level perhaps providing additional insights into their lives.
While I spent significant amounts of time observing residents and visitors in public or semipublic spaces, I also attempted at every opportunity to play a role in locals’ practices and community
events. Observation is the most fundamental and basic of the various ethnographic data gathering
techniques (Adler and Adler 1994; Lofland, Snow, Anderson, and Lofland 2006). I conducted observation
of residents and visitors on the island and in the water through regular walks around the island and
kayaking in the river and area backwaters. Most of the time these were solo activities that allowed me to
observe people on the island engaging in many activities including walking the island themselves,
picnicking along the river and lakes, playing at the parks, getting ice cream at the outdoor ice cream shop,
as well as engaging in a variety of river activities such as pole fishing, net fishing, boating, kayaking,
water skiing, swimming, and eagle watching. I was also able to regularly join locals in their daily walks
around the island, which allowed opportunities to get at resident’s opinions and explanation of the
activities we observed. These activities were similar to informal go-alongs (Kusenbach 2003) in which
the informant and myself walked through the physical place or landscape and the places we encountered
guided our conversations.
I also spent much of my time investigating through participant-observation the practices,
activities, and interactions of community residents. After getting to know several residents I was able to
get invited to two weekly gatherings that provided great conversations of locals. The first was what locals
referred to the “coffee clutch,” a daily morning gathering of men at the local fire station for coffee and
conversation. These gatherings vary in population from six to over a dozen men who would meet for
about two hours in the early mornings at the fire station for coffee. Many of the participants were city
workers or members of the mostly volunteer fire department. Sundays were the largest gatherings with
fewer members during the week. The conversations discussed at these events range significantly, but
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largely focused on local area and town happenings and gossip, sports, local and national politics
(particularly since my attendance overlapped with the 2016 presidential election), as well as experiences
on the river. The last was likely increased due to my presence and their knowledge that I was interested in
the role the river played in the community. I attended over two dozen of these coffee clutches and word
eventually spread that I was a participant leading to jokes and questions by locals that did not attend.
Most of these focused on the fact that these men got together and “gossiped worse than women” as one
outsider to the group put it. The second gathering was with a group of six older retired women who met
weekly on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons in the city hall building to play cards. While cards were the
focus of these gatherings, the women regularly talked about local events and happenings in Sabula and
neighboring Savanna, IL. Both these gatherings provided wonderful insights into long-time and native
residents opinions of Sabula and its future. Furthermore, they served as a great way to recruit interviewees
and network in the community.
In addition to these weekly gatherings, I also volunteered at the Sabula library, scanning
microfilm of the local newspaper, at the city hall building updating the documentation of the city
cemetery, and at the 2015 Island City Days, a three day festival that includes a parade, community
focused games, music, and many river based events such as canoe/kayak races and a fishing competition.
I also served as a guest volunteer and member on the Sabula Visioning Committee, a committee focused
on community beautification and economic development with a strong focus on increasing tourism. These
volunteering experiences not only provided me access to local historical documents but also provided
regular opportunities for me to interact with and meet residents.
I specifically analyzed those activities that directly relate to the physical space both within the
community and on the Mississippi River ecosystem. I conducted many home visits, both as informal
interviews and formal interviews. During these visits, residents would provide tours of their properties
and allow me to accompany them on their daily routines while discussing life on the island. I also spent
time boating, pole and net fishing, hiking, and lounging on riverside decks with many residents. Other
river experiences on the river included helping bring in and out the personal docks prior to the winter
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freeze and after the spring thaw and helping with home owner flooding preparation during the spring
flood season. These experiences on and along the river provided opportunities to see firsthand how
residents experienced the river and physically spent their time in relationship to it. They also allowed me
to share in these experiences in a way that was both sensory focused and embodied.
Since one of the aims of the project is to understand how people experience place, I feel it is
important to have a multi-sensory understanding of this experience. I regularly incorporate both mobile
and sensory methods into the project (Buscher and Urry 2009). In most cases this involved paying
particular attention during my participant observations to my sensory experience of the place as described
within the recent sensory (Pink 2008; Vinnini, Waskul, and Gottschalk 2012) and mobility (Buscher and
Urry 2009; Urry 2000, 2007) literature. I also utilized both informal and formal interviews as
opportunities to ask informants about their sensory experiences of Sabula and the Mississippi River.
All of my participant-observation activities were recorded first as jottings done in the field and
then as full-length detailed field notes. These field notes describe in narrative format the various activities
and interactions of the field, the appearance and physical make-up of the setting, and my personal
experiences while in the community. It is important to note that the considerable time spent in the field
made it difficult to fully document everything, so much of the time remains as hand written jottings with
particularly relevant and saturated periods being those selected to be documented through full-length field
notes.
Finally, I conducted formal interviews with town residents as well as a few visitors. These were
semi-structured interviews using open-ended questions (Lofland, Snow, Anderson, and Lofland 2006). I
used these interviews to attempt to understand the various perspectives of local residents. The questions
were guided by historical research and experience in the field. I aimed at guiding the interviewees
towards a discussion of their relationship with the river and the ways they interact with and are influenced
by the river (See Appendix I for interview guide). While guided by these questions, the interview process
was open so that the residents can guide the conversation to information, they deem important. I
conducted a total of 31 interviews with 50 people. Most of these interviews while originally scheduled
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with one individual were done in their household with other family members or friends present. I took
advantage of these opportunities and conducted the interviews with all members present, being sure to get
multiple opinions from the different interviewees present for each question or point of interest in the
interview. Three of the interviews were follow up interviews with particularly informative interviewees
that I felt provided many insights into the community’s relationship with the river and thus were worthy
follow up to further probe the issues raised in the initial interview. Of the fifty people interviewed all
were adults 18 or older and the sample included thirty-two men and eighteen women. The sample was
divided among twenty-seven native born or long-time residents (ten plus years), seventeen transplants or
residents that moved to Sabula later in life often living there for less than ten years, and six visitors. While
I talked to significantly more visitors, most of these were information interviews as they were only on the
island for a limited time. All of the six visitors interviewed were repeat visitors from relatively local cities
within the region (within a two-hour drive of Sabula). Most of the interviews were conducted during the
one-year period ethnographic phase, however, several interviews including the three follow-up interviews
were conducted in the six-month time period following the ethnographic phase as part of short visits back
to Sabula. All the interviews but two were recorded and then transcribed for analysis. On two occasions
interviewees declined to be recorded for privacy reasons. In both these cases I took extensive notes and
wrote up summaries of the interviews immediately following the interviews.
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Figure 2: Research Phases and Timeline

Phase 1:
Historical Data
Collection

Phase 2:
Ethnographic
Data Collection

Phase 3: Data
Analysis and
Presentation

•3 months (October 1st 2014 to January 1st 2015).
•Included analysis of historical documents related to the Mississippi River and Sabula,
Iowa specifically.
•Historical research was conducted both off site and on stie through weekend visits.

•One year of on-site ethnographic data collection (January 1st 2015 to January 1st
2016).
•Includes participant observation and in-depth interviewing.
•In-depth interviewing and site visits continued for six months following ending in the
summer of 2016.
•Historical research collection continued during this phase as needed.
•Data analysis began in this phase.

•Data collection continued as needed.
•Both historical and ethnographic data was analyzed using analytical coding methods.
•Memos constructed from coding results.
•Themes and chapter topics identified and the written form of the dissertation
completed.

I selected informants and interviewees through snowball sampling. Initially these persons were
recruited through initial interactions with people in the field as well as using my personal network from
the region to identify potential interviewees. These initial interviewees served as key informants and in
some cases gatekeepers for recruiting others in the community. The first of these informants was a friend
of a friend of my family, Luke. He had moved from my home town of Freeport, IL, where he still works,
to Sabula about ten years ago because as he says he “fell in love with the river.” Luke and his wife now
commute forty-five minutes so that they can live on Mississippi River. Luke is a longtime transplant in
the community and was able to introduce me to many of the other transplants as well as to a few key
locals including Avery. Luke also served on the Sabula Community Visioning Committee and was able to
get me access to their members, meetings, documents, and planned events. Avery was another key
informant. As a native multi-generation resident and one of the few remaining commercial fishermen in
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the community, Avery was able to introduce me to many native residents as well as many of the locals
and visitors that fish, hunt, and trap the river either as recreation or for profit. He also served as my point
of access to the “coffee clutch.” It was after hanging out with Avery and going along on a few of his
fishing outings that the locals began to recognize me and show interest in my presence in the community.
In a way Avery served as a gate keeper in that many locals required him to make my introduction before
talking with me. On two occasions, I had unsuccessfully reached out through phone or door to door to
native residents, who showed no interested in talking with me until later running into me with Avery on
the river pulling up the catfishing nets. In this way my time with Avery served as a stamp of approval to
many community residents that I was an okay person to talk to. From these two informants I was able to
begin snowball samples among both the native resident and transplant resident populations. This provided
a diverse sample of Sabula residents despite a slight oversampling of men.
Once selected, I approached potential interviewees face-to-face either in the field or with a visit to
their house, to request interviews. Initially, I tried to use phone calls but this often resulted in no contact
or declines. As I came to know more people in the community, I was more often able to arrange an
introduction from a community member at a local bar or event which was far more successful in
recruiting willing participants. I also requested recommendations for further interview participants from
each interviewee. This snowball sampling process allowed me to take advantage of local information and
residents opinions while also providing for a more robust and diverse sample. Despite this, I am aware
that snowball sampling may have limited the final sample. Having two distinct snowballs focused on
different social groups in the community helped counter this to some extent. However, as mentioned
earlier, the fact that both samples started with men likely skewed the sample toward men, which can be
seen in the final numbers. While I use the name of the community I have changed the names of all
informants with pseudonyms. However, participants were warned that because of the small community
size it would be possible that readers that are locals or regular visitors would be able to identify them
based on context.
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I continued the data collection process until I reached a point of data saturation (Lofland, Snow,
Anderson, and Lofland 2006) whereby the amount of additional or new information being found in the
interviews was reduced to almost nil. While I was limited in time due to life and financial restraints, I
strived to use the depth, detail, and saturation of data to determine the amount of time in the field rather
than any arbitrarily designated time limit. As a result, the ethnographic phase was then followed by a sixmonth period in which I commuted back to the community on a semi-regular basis to do additional
interviewees, including a couple follow up interviews, and to attend major community events like the
2016 Island City Days for a second time.
After I collected several months of ethnographic data, I began the analysis phase (See Figure 2).
The data collection and data analysis combine, in a dynamic and iterative process, successive waves of
data analysis to prompt successive waves of data collection, and vice-versa. Each aspect influenced the
other. Choices that I made during the data collection process, such as collection sites, key informants, and
interest in interactions with the Mississippi River, limit the results of the data analysis process.
Furthermore, consecutive waves of data analysis helped identify existing holes in the research. I then
edited and revised my data collection methods to attempt to address and fill these holes. The result is an
interactive and overlapping collection and analysis process continually focused on increasing depth,
detail, and saturation of data. Data analysis then continued beyond the data collection phase of the
research and continued throughout the writing process.
I analyzed the collected data using a process of analytic coding and memoing (Emerson, Fretz,
and Shaw 1995; Lofland, Snow, Anderson, and Lofland 2006). Coding refers to an inductive process of
data analysis in which I closely read collected data and identify analytical categories to organize the data.
I accomplished the coding process through two waves. First, I conducted initial coding in which I
systematically read through the data line-by-line, coding by analytical categories. These codes represent
concrete and specific terms that capture the meaning and action in the data. Each line or “event” in the
data is coded until there are distinctive codes for all events. These codes are both numerous and varied.
After initial coding was complete, I analyzed the coded data through focused coding in order to identify
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more productive and useful codes. While I conducted this coding process via the computer, highlighting
sections of the text and assigning codes the computer identified will not be utilized to interpret or assign
codes outside of my input.
After the coding process, I created memos in order to analytically organize the coded categories. I
first create a series of initial memos for each of the categories revealed in focused coding. These memos
are written-out explanations and elaborations of the coding categories. Each of these memos included
explanations of definitional aspects of the codes, how they apply to the data, and any variations in their
application. Next, I combined these initial memos by writing integrative memos which elaborated,
extended, and integrated various coding categories. I then used the integrative memos to reveal, build, or
expand theoretical arguments to be presented in the chapters that follow.
I attempted to address validity within the data through several techniques. I utilized multiple
techniques of triangulation, or the confirmation of data validity through multiple sources or
methodological processes (Bloor 2001; Denzin 1978; Lofland, Snow, Anderson, and Lofland 2006). First,
I confirmed data validity through data triangulation. Data triangulation is the collection of data through a
single method at a variety of times and with a variety of people (Denzin 1978). As indicated, I collected
data over a year time period allowing for data to be collected from a variety of locations, events, time of
day, seasons, and people. I then compared the information from these different collection periods to
enhance legitimacy. Second, I used multiple data collection methods to check data validity through
methodological triangulation (Denzin 1978). By utilizing historical comparative, participant-observation,
and interview in conjunction, I was able to compare data collected through one method with data
collected from another. Data that is confirmed by multiple methods was then considered more valid. In
addition, I also allowed for multiple voices from the data to be heard. Not every resident of the
community has the same opinion. I was particularly aware of outliers and narratives outside the
mainstream within the data and went out of my way to present each perspective in relation to the other.
This is most notably seen through the comparison of native residents, transplants, and visitors and
between genders. By allowing for multiple voices I reduced some of the concerns of validity within the
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data. Finally, once the research report, or dissertation, is complete, I plan return Sabula to allow residents
to read and comment on the report. This will create a form of “member validation” (Bloor 2001) whereby
the research subjects are given the opportunity to confirm, deny, or comment on the research. I will use
their commentary to revise and edit the report, adding their comments to the report even if they disagree.
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CHAPTER 4: PLACE, IDENTITY, AND COMMUNITY IN SAND ISLAND
It is my goal in the first half of this chapter to “paint” a picture of the town of Sabula, Iowa as it is
today. The narrative below describes the physical layout and appearance of the island and its landscape, a
description of the people that reside and visit the island, and a general description of culture and life of the
people of Sabula. To create this narrative, I draw on both my ethnographic reflections visiting and
residing in the community as well as the descriptions of residents and visitors I interviewed. While, the
narrative below attempts to capture the physical appearance, feeling, mood, and character of the
community, in the end it represents a generalization about the culture and life of Sabula as expressed by
many residents. That said, not everyone’s experience of Sabula fits the description and I note these
variations as I see them. This description provides a base understanding of life in Sabula today to better
situate the later chapters into a contemporary context.
In the latter half of the chapter, I discuss the co-construction of place and identity among
community residents. Previous interpretations of place and identity have focused on the sociallyconstructed meanings attached to places and place-based identities. I argue that these understandings can
benefit from a more integrated analysis of social constructions and characteristics of biophysical place. I
utilize a co-constructionist approach to identify several ways residents’ place-related identities result from
a blending of social and biophysical processes. These include the role embodied experiences and practices
play in physical places, sensuous experiences of place, and experiences of bio-physical environmental
change. Co-constructionism suggests that place and identity are mutually constituted from a combination
of environmental and social actions operating in a reflexive and dialectical relationship. My goal is to
understand the importance of place, place attachment, and identities in the river town of Sabula.

SAND ISLAND
Driving from my home town in Northern Illinois to Sabula, IA was only an hour by car, yet, the
landscape shifted perceptibly. During the first forty minutes I passed through several small rural farming
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communities with relatively flat landscapes, few trees, and covered in corn and bean fields. However, as I
approached within ten miles of the Mississippi River the landscape turns into wavy hills rising to yellow
limestone bluffs covered with forest that flank the river that constitutes the Iowa-Illinois border. The river
town of Savanna, Illinois nestles along these bluffs on the Illinois side just before the Mississippi River.
The small highway, route 52, becomes Savanna’s main street and winds through the hills until it reaches
the river. There it turns north, sandwiched between the river to the west and the bluffs to the east. It is
here, just north of Savanna city proper that the Savanna-Sabula bridge stretches across the Mississippi
River.
Built in 1932, the truss bridge is made of an interlocking mesh of steel bars painted blue with
steel grating covering its two lands, and thick wood railings bolted to the steel supports mark its edges
(See Figure 3). The bridge is only 20ft wide creating an eerie feeling in the sense that it is narrow enough
to raise concern when two cars pass each other and that large farm tractors and semi-trucks make the
bridge shake. Pam Brown, a local Savanna resident and Chamber of Commerce Executive director was
recently quoted in a local newspaper describing the eerie feeling of crossing the bridge. She says
“My heart rate goes up just going across it…I pray I’m not going to meet a semi on my
way…Forget walking or riding a bicycle across it. I value my life, so I wouldn’t do it.” (Wellner
2016).
These concerns intensify during rainy, icy, or snowy conditions. The bridges’ grated base, however, does
allow most of the precipitation to fall through to the river more than one-hundred feet below. In the early
spring Mayfly hatches, referred to by locals as Shadeflies, cover the bridge in thick layers of living and
dead flies. These make the bridge extremely slippery, especially for motorcycles. On multiple occasions
ice trucks have been called in to scrap the mayflies from the bridge or on other occasions fire trucks to
spray the bridge down. Sabula’s bridge is both essential to island life, but hazardous to navigate
throughout the year.
The bridge is vital to both Sabula and Savanna, as well as the two states that it connects. The
bridge is the only access to Sabula from the east and its construction marked an increase in roadway
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traffic to the town. In early 2016, while I was living in Sabula, the Illinois Department of Transportation
announced a project to replace the bridge with a new wider structure. Workers broke ground in the
summer of 2016 with an $80 million-dollar plan set to be completed in 2018 (Wellner 2016). As of this

Figure 3: Sabula-Savanna Bridge Across Mississippi River

Figure 4: Construction of New Sabula-Savanna Bridge Across Mississippi River
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writing the new bridge extends from both sides of the river but is yet to connect in the center. The new
bridge is being built parallel to the existing bridge (See Figure 4). Once the new bridge is complete then
the old bridge will be decommissioned and removed. The announcement came just a few years after a
state report found the bridge to be in poor condition (Wellner 2016).
The original bridge does not connect to the Iowa side in the traditional way one would imagine a
bridge across a river. Instead of connecting with the Iowa mainland, it instead ends on a series of
backwater islands located within a slough6. From here, a two-lane road stretches about a mile along a long
stretch of built-up land within the backwaters of the Mississippi River until it passes over another far
smaller bridge onto the Island of Sabula. This odd stretch of road from the end of the Sabula-Savanna
Bridge to Sabula marks the drive’s most scenic area. On both sides lay shallow backwaters of the
Mississippi River lined with small islands. Following these islands to the west flows the Mississippi
River’s main channel and to the east is a large backwater area before the Iowa mainland. It is in this one
mile stretch that much of the avian wildlife can been seen. On dozens of occasions I would spot blue
herons and white egrets walking in the shallower parts of this back waters or flying across the open water.
During the early and late winter months, bald eagles’ nest in the island trees and fish the open water areas
between the ice sheets, even on many occasions landing on the ice sheets to tear apart their feast.
Sabula, IA is a small island about a mile and half across north to south and a mile across east to
west (See Figure 5 and 6). The island is bordered on the east by the Mississippi River’s main channel and
to the west by three lakes named North Sabula Lake, Center Sabula Lake, and South Sabula Lake based
on their orientation alongside the island. The areas just north and south of the island are mainly backwater
areas that fall away to either the open river or bluffs. Despite being referred to by locals, the state, and the
city’s welcome sign as “Iowa’s only Island Town” the Island has four land-bridges that connect it to the
Iowa mainland. One bridge stretches north from the island and connects to the Sabula-Savanna Bridge.
Another stretches directly east from the island marking the barrier between north and central lakes and

A slough is a side-channel or inlet wetland area, swamp, or shallow lake that is usually a backwater to a larger
body of water, in this case the Mississippi River.
6
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then rising into the bluffs on the Iowa side. The third land-bridge is a gravel road that connects the island
from the north-west corner separating north lake from backwater of the Mississippi River and connecting
with the Iowa side. Along this road sits the Sabula Cemetery and a few houses. The roadway also ounce
housed the old city dump and for this reason many residents nicknamed it “Dump Road” contrary to its
true name, “Evergreen Avenue.”
The final land-bridge is a railway line that bisects the island east-west just prior to the southern
tip of the island. It stretches west off the island separating South Sabula Lake from Center Sabula Lake
and connects with the railway lines running along the Iowa river bank. On the eastern side of Sabula
Island, the railway meets a historic swing bridge crossing the Mississippi River before connecting to the
railway lines running along the Illinois river bank. The railroad has played an important role in the
development of Sabula, Savanna, and for that matter the Mississippi River itself. The lines flank the river
stretching along the majority of Upper Mississippi River Valley from St. Louis, Missouri to St. Paul,
Minnesota. The swing bridge is one of the oldest of its kind that is still in use. To this day, a railway
employee sits in an operator’s room about a third of the way across the railroad bridge and opens the
bridge for barges and other large watercrafts traveling the river. Many local railway aficionados and
photographers travel to the bridge to observe and photograph it (See Figure 7).
The section of the island south of this railway includes a small trailer park, a harbor and dry dock,
and state campground. The largest part of this area is taken by the Sabula Harbor, a private harbor with a
dry dock and enclosed harbor area. A slot carved into the land connects the lake-like harbor to the main
channel of the river on the eastern side. A narrow roadway runs along the west side of the harbor
separating the harbor from south lake. This road travels south to the far tip of the island which contains a
state campground with several dozen sites and equipped for RVs and campers. During the summer
months this campground is consistently full requiring reservations, sometimes several weeks in advance.
The campground sits at the base of the island directly where the island, the Mississippi River, and south
lake all meet.
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Figure 5: Sabula, IA, Island and Surroundings Map
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Figure 6: Map of Sabula, IA

Figure 7: Sabula, IA, Historic Swing Railroad Bridge
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Sabula’s town consists of a bank, a factory building that now houses a small wholesale store and
an auto mechanic, a gas station, two churches, a pizza restaurant, small ice cream hut, city hall building,
fire station, library, three bars, a boat harbor, beauty salon, two apartment complexes (one of which
resides in an old hotel building that also includes the beauty salon), and about 300 residential homes.
Until recently the island included a school building that was partially consolidated with a neighboring
district. However, in the last few years the school was further consolidated and the Sabula School was
torn down. It now stands as an open field of grass where the school building was with the playground that
remains the only reminder of what once stood there. The community is currently discussing what to do
with the property including building a community center, park, or even transferring the property to
residential lots.

The River
The Mississippi River plays a central role in Sabula residents’ lives. The river’s main channel
passes just east of the island creating a mile-long river front area on the eastern side of the island and
stretching an equal distance across to the Illinois side (See Figure 8). Neon colored buoys mark the center
of the main channel which the Army Corp of Engineers maintain at a greater than 9ft depth for river barge
traffic. While levees that run all along the eastern side of island keep the Mississippi River from flooding
Sabula, the areas to the north and south of the island do not have levees and consist of many backwater
areas. Water from the backwaters north of the island flow both back into the main channel of the river as
well as overflowing into North Sabula Lake through an overflow grate cut through the northern dike road
and then through overflow pipes into Center Sabula Lake and eventually into South Sabula Lake and back
out into the river’s main channel. When the water of Center Sabula Lake gets too high and threatens to
flood the west side of the island the city utilizes a large water pump to pump overflow into South Sabula
Lake. This pump was installed following the heavy floods in the 1960s and it plays a crucial role in
keeping the island above water.
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Figure 8: Arial View of Sabula and the Mississippi River

The river and lake depths vary significantly depending on time of year, amount of rainfall, silting
in the backwaters and sloughs, and dredging both inside and on rarer occasions outside the river’s main
channel. Despite these variations the backwater areas stretch up to two miles from the Mississippi’s main
channel and consist of large numbers of sloughs and islands. During the flood season in late winter and
early spring the river rises, swallowing many of these islands including their small plants and grass and
leaving trees and other large plants appearing to be sprouting directly from the river. These flood times
make for good fishing as fish swarm over these drowned islands to eat exposed insects, worms, and
decaying plant life (Fremling 2005). Similarly, many locals and visitors use this time to boat or kayak
through the now water logged woodland areas above the islands.
These backwater areas support an array of wildlife. Many variations of waterfowl and birds of
prey nest on these islands as they provide habitat secluded from humans. Deer, muskrats, beavers, and
other small mammals also inhabit the islands. Deer are often seen swimming from the shore to these
islands and will use them as places to rest or even to give birth. The network of islands and sloughs in the
Upper Mississippi River backwaters also provide varying depths and abundant food supplies for many
species of fish and reptiles. Most sports and commercial fisherman in the area concentrate their efforts in
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these areas including dropping submerged commercial cat-fish nets. On several occasions, I went on boat
trips through these backwater areas including recreational kayaking, sport or leisure fishing trips, pontoon
boat tours, as well as trips with two local commercial fishermen. When traveling through these
backwaters I really got a sense of the enormous amount of wildlife that these ecosystems host.
The river freezes in the winter. The shallower backwater areas are the first to begin to freeze over
and then as temperatures drop and remain below freezing the main channel solidifies all the way across.
Once the freeze begins, river traffic slows and eventually ceases. Many towns along the Mississippi River
have enclosed harbors making access to the river impossible once their harbors, entrances, and locks are
frozen over. Sabula, is among these towns. It’s harbor only has one small inlet and the harbor is shallower
than the main channel causing it to freeze over earlier in the season. Boats in the harbor are removed
before the winter season begins and many are dry docked at the harbor or across the river at the Savanna
harbor dry dock. Even large boat river traffic including the river towboats and barges are incapable of
passing once the main channel of the river begins to freeze. In most seasons, the river’s backwaters and
lakes freeze solid enough to walk across. Several area residents use this time to snowshoe or hike through
the backwaters giving access to the islands that normally require boats during the spring, summer, and fall
seasons. Some area hunters use this time to trap animals in the sloughs, though depending on the
temperatures in any particular winter this is still dangerous work as the ice may break. Many residents
told warning stories of past residents or visitors that did not respect the ice and fell into the river. While
rarely seen today, in earlier years’ residents would utilize the frozen lakes for ice skating or hockey.
Today, assuming the river freezes solid enough and temperatures remain cold enough for long periods of
time, many residents and visitors snowmobile through the backwater areas as well as on the main channel
of the river. The snowmobiles move fast enough so as to not place their full weight on the ice allowing it
to speed through the river’s channel or along sloughs for great distances. A rider needs to be weary of
stopping on the open ice so as not to break through. A few residents reported a couple “accidents” in
which snowmobilers stopped to soon or took too long getting on the ice and their snowmobiles had to be
fished out of the river.
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In the late winter and early fall when temperatures rise above freezing the ice begins to melt and
breaks causing what locals refer to as simply “when the ice goes out.” This phrase captures the movement
involved. As the ice begins to melt it will break into large pieces. Since the river is still flowing below the
ice surface, the ice sheets will begin to crash against one another as well as along the shore and islands as
it attempts to make its way downriver. Often these ice sheets slam against each other and get caught on
each other creating damns made of ice with large open water between. Residents describe the ice breaking
as like a daytime storm filled with low grinding thunder and large crashes. This is a normal experience for
the residents signaling the coming of spring and summer. For the residents, the experience has become
normalized and signals the coming of fall and summer.
Eagles return first. Large numbers of bald and golden eagles migrate and nest in the trees on the
backwater islands. They arrive in late January and early February and remain until April or May. They
nest and raise young in the trees throughout the backwater islands and along the southern tip of Sabula
Island near the campground. Dozens of the birds can be seen hunting the river and backwaters. They often
land in small groups on the broken ice sheets next to open areas of water. They hunt these areas catching
and pulling fish onto the ice where they feast and tear off pieces to take back to their nests. The ice in
these areas become soaked in the fish blood. Area bird watchers and photographers flock to the area
during these periods to see and photograph the eagles.

The Community
Many residents and visitors describe Sabula as a rural community, which on the surface seems to
be a fitting label in the sense that it is a small town with a relatively low population of only about 600
people and is surrounded by the Mississippi River and the open farmland of Iowa and Illinois.
Sociologically speaking, community is a highly-contested term with a diverse array of definitions in the
literature (Lyon and Driskell 2012). Despite these definitional issues most community researchers agree
that it refers to a group of people in a specific geographical area who share common ties and interact with
one another. Based on this definition Sabula is, of course, a community. However, when attached to the
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term rural, community takes on an assumption of spread out, isolated, homogeneous, and defined by
gemeinschaft-like characteristics (Lyon and Driskell 2012). While Sabula does in fact have, to some
extent, each of these characteristics, to paint it as solely made of these factors is an extreme oversimplification.
Interconnectedness is a key to understanding rural communities in modern society (Lyon and
Driskell 2012). Sabula is relatively geographically isolated, but deeply connected to several surrounding
communities. As mentioned earlier, Sabula is flanked by the Mississippi River on one side and the river
valley bluffs and Iowa farmland on the other. But, the town is less than four miles by car across the
Mississippi River from Savanna, Illinois, where the nearest grocery store is located, an eight-mile car ride
to Miles, Iowa, and a twelve-mile car ride to Preston, IA where the closest public school is located.
Furthermore, Clinton, Iowa, a town of more than twenty-five thousand residents and where many Sabula
residents commute daily for work lies less than twenty-miles away. Thus, while Sabula may be somewhat
geographically isolated, increased mobility, school consolidation, and loss of town grocery stores and area
hospital forces the community to be constantly interconnected with neighboring towns. This has resulted
in an interdependence between relatively similar rural communities to share resources in order to maintain
their continued survival.
Second, Sabula has a relatively low population of only about 600 people. While Sabula’s
population has been decreasing for many years, its numbers never exceeded 1,500 residents. Unlike many
rural communities which often include a central town area with houses becoming increasingly distant as
they go outward, Sabula has a relatively high population density. This is a product of the community
being located on an island less than one square mile. The population density even results in Sabula being
defined as an “urban” town on some official documents, since when you calculate the population density
it comes to just under 1,500 people per square mile. In comparison to similarly sized neighboring
communities in inland Iowa and Illinois, Sabula’s houses and population is more consolidated due to the
island’s limited space. These physical constraints have likely also limited potential population growth in
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Sabula as the community cannot just build new housing subdivisions for new residents as it has nowhere
to put them.
Finally, Sabula is racially and socially homogenous. The community is almost exclusively white
(more than 98%). The median household income in Sabula in 2017 was $50,855 compared to 58,570 for
Iowa and $59,039 for the U.S. The majority of households are working-class blue-collar families. In
2017, of the 231 households all of them included at least one working adult. Most residents work in
manufacturing or retail positions, usually outside of Sabula. The majority of them commute to larger
communities including Clinton, IA, Bellevue, IA, Savanna, IL, or Freeport, IL. All of these communities
are within a 30-minute drive except Freeport, which is about 45 minutes away. The average commute
time for employed residents in 2017 was 21.6 minutes by car. Based on the 2017 census data, the
community is almost equally divided between family (54.5%) and non-family households (45.5%) with a
recent progression toward fewer family households (family households are down from 58.1% in 2010).
Based on my ethnographic observations the large majority of local permanent residents consist of families
with children and transplants are more likely to lack any children living in the home. Transplants, while
permanent residents, have moved to Sabula often later in their lives to retire or in preparation to retire.
Most of these residents are married couples with grown children living elsewhere throughout the country.
In addition, there is also a subset of homes that have been purchased for recreation or vacation use. These
households are often owned by individuals who do not reside in Sabula year-round but rather come to
town for extended weekends or during summer months when the owner visits on a vacation to go hunting,
fishing, boating, or relax along the river. It is difficult to put a specific number on the amount of these
houses, though I was able to identify about a dozen during my time in Sabula.
The combination of small population and geographic isolation creates a small close-knit
community in which everyone knows everyone. Social networks within the community are based on
family and friendship. In fact, in several interviews, residents referenced “founding families” including
local family names that have been in Sabula for decades if not since its founding. These interconnected
family networks make up the backbone of Sabula’s community. However, despite the strong community
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focused social networks, Sabula is also interconnected and even reliant on the surrounding communities
for education, healthcare, groceries, and employment. In addition, recent increases in tourism including
the campground on the island and area hunting, fishing, boating, hiking, lake beach draw many regional,
national, and even international visitors to the community. These visitors are common in the community
and can create friction when outsiders interrupt the community’s traditional social activities and
establishments.

River Town Culture
Sabula is a river town. Geographically it lays alongside the Mississippi River, but for Sabula
residents the term “river town” says much more about their way of life, culture, and character. In the
summer, the community is a peaceful one of easy living, relaxed boat rides, walks along the river or lake
shore, and picturesque sunrises over the Mississippi River and sunsets over Sabula Lakes. During the
winter, like the river itself, community life slows even more as the campground closes, the boats are taken
out of the harbor, and river traffic stops. Short of the occasional snowmobiler, the town is quiet during the
winter. Many residents remain indoors only traveling out to eat at the Sandbar or for a nightcap. Life in
Sabula is tied to the river. When the river is frozen in some ways so too is the town.
A typical weekday in Sabula starts early in the morning when many residents have breakfast at
the Sandbar, a local diner and café that is known for large home-style breakfast including plate size crispy
pancakes. The diner is always packed for breakfast. Everyone knows each other, the waitresses remember
your order, and gossip dominates conversation. The breakfast rush starts early at the Sandbar usually
running from 6am to 10am. Some residents of neighboring communities including Savanna, IL are
regulars for this daily breakfast social. Similarly, on the south side of the island, the newly built Sabula
fire station has an early start. Sabula only has two paid firemen including the chief and one part-time city
worker. The rest of the town’s firemen are made up of many of the community’s men who serve as
volunteer firemen. In the early morning before work many of these volunteers meet for a regular get
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together at the firehouse for a morning “coffee clutch.” During this get together residents will discuss
recent town events, share gossip, talk politics, and joke.
During the weekdays the island is a quiet place. Many residents are off the island at work and
outside of summer children are in school. Many of the older residents spend their days around the house
working in the garden, reading, or engaging in other indoor activities. There is always a regular group of
local sport fisherman who arrive early in the morning with their small boats and put in at the north river
access point. The men make their way along the backwaters finding shady fishing spots to spend the day
before returning to pull out and head home just before sunset. A few residents walk the grassy perimeter
of the island along the lake and river shores. Traffic trickles through the town on the main two-lane
highway but few travelers stop and even then, it is usually a quick stop at the gas station, lunch at the
Sandbar, or occasionally a drink at one of town’s four bars. A group of local elderly women meet at
various locations throughout the week to play cards, including games of hearts at the city hall every
Wednesday. Still another group meets regularly at the VFW for games of penny poker. All in all, the
weekdays in Sabula are marked by a slow and laid-back feeling that appears in many ways to match the
steady and slow flow of the river Sabula is surrounded by.
The weekends, depending on the season, are much more active. Breakfast at the homeport is a far
busier time and the number of attendees at the fire station coffee clutch doubles. In addition, from late
spring to early fall the island sees a significant increase in visitors consisting mostly of regional tourists.
Many visitors flock to the island’s campground or to houseboats held in the harbor slips where they spend
their days fishing and boating the river or swimming at the beach at South Sabula Lake. Leisure traffic on
the river easily doubles during these weekends with house boats, fishing boats, speed boats, and even jet
skis. The local bars often host special events such as motorcycle days or jeep days which attract large
crowds. Also, the Homeport, a bar located in the basement level of a house built into the island’s river
levee is a common stopping place for boat traffic to get a pizza or stop for a drink. Bikers and kayakers
making their way down the Mississippi River will often stop in the island at the bars or stay a night or two
at the town’s bed and breakfast.
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Additionally, Bombfire, the town’s eclectic hippy-themed pizza parlor nightly attracts a large
crowd during the summer months. These patrons are mostly tourists or visitors to the community looking
for a bite to eat at the only restaurant outside of the Sandbar on the island. The Bombfire was named one
of the top ten restaurants you must see in Iowa which attracts thousands of visitors each summer (Kendall
2016). The Bombfire is built into an old general store with the main floor converted into a pizza restraint
and small bar. Tom, the owner, grew up in Sabula before moving away for college and working as an
architect. Then about a decade ago he returned to Sabula when his parents were sick and eventually built
a pizza oven and converted the building. Ivy covers the building’s outside, which also includes an array of
peace, love, and hippy signage. Tom owns several Volkswagen buses which he regularly parks outside
the restaurant. Inside, the walls and ceiling are covered in old record covers mixed with an array of
strange items and local art for sale. Near the front of the restaurant sits a piano covered in graffiti which
visitors are encourage to play. During the summer, the restaurant hosts local musicians during the
weekends. When live music is not playing, sounds of Bob Dylan, The Grateful Dead, Bob Marley, and
the like echoing over the riverfront. The menus are made from old record albums and the waiters and
waitresses take your order on pages ripped from old novels and other books. Tom’s dog spends many of
these nights sitting or lying just outside the restaurant at the corner. He is free to roam the island, though
he stays close most nights. He sits up for a pat on the head when visitors approach the restaurant. Tom has
also been known to take in a stray cat from time to time that will become a regular fixture at the restaurant
often accepting offerings of pizza scraps. I once had such a cat join me for an entire meal which he spent
on the chair next to me eyeing my pizza.
Overall, the community is peaceful. Crime, is relatively rare in Sabula short of some vandalism or
public drunkenness. But the summer weekends often do come with heightened activity. The town’s only
police officer calls in outside help from one or two part-timers to help manage the increased car and bar
traffic. Even during these times, the weekends usually only see a few speeding tickets, DUIs, and on
occasion a domestic argument or tussle at one of the local bars. During the busy summer weekends, there
is a slight increase in activity that brings with it an increase in disturbing the peace or similar events.
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During the winter, traffic and the number of visitors decrease significantly. Even many temporary
summer residents and house boat owners pull out their boats and leave town for the winter. In this way
the speed, tone, and pulse of the community is directly tied to the river’s life. When the river is flowing
strong and the weather is good Sabula is busy with fisherman, visitors, boaters, hunters. However, when
the river freezes over there are few visitors and many residents remain indoors. On occasion a
snowmobiler, ice skater, or snowshoer comes through, but in general community life slows.
The community exhibits a strong sense of social solidarity through regular close-knit social
interactions among long-term residents. For the most part, residents are well acquainted with and friendly
with their neighbors. While this solidarity is stronger among long-term native residents than more recent
transplants, natives are respectful and welcoming to transplants. Residents regularly join with each other
to attend local events including pancake breakfasts, plan island activities like the Halloween hay rides or
yearly river clean up, and even help each other with home management tasks. One example of the latter is
the removal of docks along the river side of the island prior to winter. The eastern side of the island has
little protection from the main current of the river. As a result, the winter freeze causes the large ice
pieces to regularly hit up against the levee shore grinding along the island. Residents who live along this
side of the island and have docks will remove these docks for the winter to protect them from being
destroyed by the ice currents. Some residents bring the docks out of the water and store them in their
yards or on extra empty home lots. Others float the docks up and place them in the backwater areas
between islands so that they are protected from the river’s main current during the winter. It is common
for neighbors to band together and assist each other in moving or removing these docks. By collaborating
residents can use multiple boats to control and move the docks in large floating dock islands. These
events show the social solidary that exists within the community as well as marks a yearly social event
that signals the change of seasons.
This is not to say that the community always gets along. Like many small communities’ residents
disagree and hold grudges. In fact, on more than one occasion during my visit the town hall meetings
were reduced to some residents yelling at each other fences or utility regulations. I was also told on
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multiple occasions that residents had to be removed from the meetings, hence why the local police officer
now attends all the meetings. These grudges were not hidden. In fact, many residents cited the fact that
disagreements are regular among residents but in the end “we” all come together when it is needed.

BEING A RIVER RAT: PLACE AND IDENTITY AS CO-CONSTRUCTIONS
Place is a central sociological concept for understanding peoples’ lived experiences (Bell 1994;
Gieryn 2000; Lofland 1998). Sociologists recognize that places influence not only where but how people
life including the way they make sense of the world and their identities. Places like Sabula and the
Mississippi River represent physical locations where people live out their lives, making sense of both the
physical world and themselves. Place is both embodied within physical locals as well as full of symbolic
meanings, emotional attachments, and lived experiences and practices. Previous sociological research into
place has argued that places are not simply physical spaces but also are produced and maintained through
social and cultural processes. These processes include story-telling and narratives that give place cultural
meaning (Dominy 2001), embodied practices in places that serve to define a place and people’s
understandings of it (Gray 2003), and place-work or actions that serve to define and give place meaning
(Stokowski 2002).
Thomas Gieryn (2000) defines places as having three interconnected characteristics. First, places
are geographically located. Second, places have a material physicality. They are not simply a location but
also comprised of biophysical and material objects. Finally, they have social meanings and definitions
which define symbolic, cultural, and historical dimensions. Gieryn’s conceptualization maintains coconstructionist leanings. For Gieryn, place is mutually constituted in that it consists of both biophysical
reality and social/cultural constructions. Gieryn also argues that place is an “agentic player…a force with
detectable and independent effects on social life.” Despite the co-constructionist potential of Gieryn’s
concept of place, the majority of social research has focused solely on the ways through which place is
symbolically constructed through human interpretation and action. Even the social construction of natural
places such as natural landscapes are constructed and reconstructed through cultural definitions of place
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(Cronon 1996; Greider and Garkovich 1994). While places are repositories for cultural meanings, the coconstructionist perspective recognizes that physical place actively influences the social construction of
people’s definitions, understandings, and practices. As Stedman (2003: 671) argues, “the local
environment sets bounds and gives form to constructions.” In the case of Sabula, this means that the
physical landscape of the river both enables and constrains Sabula residents’ practices and interpretations.
Researchers have analyzed the place attachments connected with both human built environments
(Low 1992) and natural environments (Gray 2003; Stedman 2003). According to Low (1992), place
attachment is the “symbolic relationship formed by people giving culturally shared emotional/affective
meanings to a particular space or piece of land that provides the basis for the individual’s or group’s
understanding of, and relation to, the environment” (Low 1992: 165).
During my time in Sabula and talking with residents it increasingly became clear that place
played an important role in their reasons for living in Sabula, the practices they engaged in, as well as the
in the way they understand and define themselves and their town. Many Sabula residents and transplants
expressed a strong positive attachment with Sabula and the Mississippi River. Residents and visitors, I
interviewed and interacted with typically expressed a bond with the island river town and/or the
Mississippi River. Regularly in interviews and field conversations, residents spoke about being
“emotionally connected” or “drawn” to the Mississippi River. When asked about Sabula one native
resident said:
the river is in my blood. I couldn’t imagine calling anywhere else home. I love spending time on
the river with family and friends during the summer…It is just a great place to live. (Interview)
Another native resident and mother of two said,
Sabula is a wonderful place to raise a family. Everyone knows everyone and most people get
along. People look out for each other…and with the river there is plenty of things to do with the
kids outside the house. (Interview)
While most residents expressed strong positive attachments to Sabula and the Mississippi River, the topic
of that attachment varied between different groups of residents. Long-term or native residents of Sabula
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were far more likely than transplants to mention community features such as the quality of people, lack of
crime, closeness of the community members, or community events/gatherings. Transplants to the
community, even those that had lived in Sabula for five or more years, rarely mentioned community
features in their discussions of Sabula. In fact, many transplants expressed difficulties being completely
accepted by native residents. They saw themselves as outsiders in the community often spending time
with other transplants rather then with the locals. As a result, locals more than transplants expressed a
strong community attachment or a sense of place that included both the physical place and the social
place of Sabula. On the other side, transplants were far more likely to speak of the beauty of the river and
the island and the recreational or leisure activities that could be done. These transplants often spoke of
being “called” to the river by its beauty. This fit their choice of housing in Sabula as most the transplants I
encountered purchased houses either on the Mississippi River or along one of the lakes on the western
side of Sabula.
It is important to note that despite the differences in their expressed attachment to Sabula, most
interviewees conflated attachments to Sabula the town and the Mississippi River. By this I mean that
residents would often transition from talking about the town of Sabula, to the river, and back again
without making any distinctions. For example, one resident after being asked to describe Sabula and what
they like most about it said:
I love living in Sabula. We get to go out on the boat all the time. My son does tours. We fish. And
the people- the people here are all wonderful. If you need anything they will help. They are just
great down-to-earth people. And the river is just so beautiful [points out the window]. Who
wouldn’t love to wake up to that view every day? It’s just a spectacular experience. (Interview)
Despite being asked about “Sabula” the response begins by describing things the family does on the river
before shifting to a description of the great people that live in Sabula. Finally, it shifts back to the river
again talking about the river’s beauty. The majority of interview responses engaged in this blending of
natural physical place and social space. When residents think about what Sabula is to them it equally
includes the natural physical landscape and experiences of the Mississippi River and the river town of
Sabula and its residents. For Sabula residents “Sabula” is a co-construction of social community, human
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built town, and the physical landscape of the island and waterscape of the Mississippi River. It also
demonstrates the importance of physical place in our understanding of place attachment made even more
meaningful considering the important role this attachment plays in Sabula residents’ identity construction.

Co-Constructed Identity: Embodied Practices, Sensory Experiences, and Environmental Change
Expanding on the importance of place attachment, sociologists of identity argue that people’s
place meanings affect social identities (Dominy 2001; Marshall and Foster 2002; Sampson and Goodrich
2009). Sociologists understand identity is an ongoing, narrative, and reflexive accomplished through
which a person comes to understand and situate themselves in relationship to specific and generalized
others (Blumer 1969; Mead 1934; Snow and Anderson 1987). Identities are not static identifiers but
rather products of interactional and reflexive processes through which a person comes to understand
themselves and others within the social and physical world they live. Many identity scholars have
analyzed the role of the social meanings of place in the construction of identity. For example, Dominy’s
(2001) analysis of high-country farmers in New Zealand highlights the importance of historical and
narrative meanings in creating place-based identities. The farmers understand themselves in relationship
to the stories being told about the places they reside creating a place attachment that becomes meaningful
to their social and collective understandings of self. Similarly, Michael Mayerfeld Bell’s (1994) analysis
of residents in Childerly demonstrates the use of narratives of place to construct meaningful
understandings of themselves as “country people” that not only live in the country but also share a
cultural outlook that includes a closeness and respect to each other and nature.
Place-based meanings shape peoples’ understandings of self and each other. More recently,
scholars have challenged these conceptions of place-based identity arguing that places are not simply
inactive backdrops for the identity production but rather play an active role (Sampson and Goodrich
2009). Such co-constructionist approaches provide a much-needed theoretical approach which can help us
understand the “mutually constituted” characteristics of place attachment and social identities.
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Embodied experiences and identity
Sabula residents experience their place through moral cultural meanings associated with and as a
consequence come to understand themselves and others through these shared meanings. However, these
shared meanings are steeped in embodied practices and sensory experiences of the river. Perhaps one of
the best examples of this is the label “river rat.” Many residents define themselves and others as being a
river rat. When asked what this meant residents provided identity descriptions that are based on strong
emotional and physical relationship with the river. In this way residents come to understand themselves
and defined themselves and others in relationship to the Mississippi River. For example, Luke, a
transplant of about ten years, defined himself as a river rat. When I asked what he meant by this he
provided the following description.
I think a river rat is someone who it [the river] has captured one’s soul, or psyche…I don’t know.
Maybe enough experiences on the river, more on than off the river. Maybe you relate more to the
wet than the dry memories…I’m maybe a transplant river rat. I have a house on the river, I have
boat I take out often. My boat has been on fire on the river. It may put me in the rat zone. I’ve
slept on sandbars. I’m not afraid to get in the water. The mud is probably part of me by now. So
Yeah, I would say I’m a river rat. Now, am I as much as a river rat as my neighbor who hunts and
traps? But maybe I’m on the river more than him because I use it as recreation. I’m a rat…I think
I’m a small rat [laughter]… my buddy will wake up in his golf cart. He’s lived here for a long
time. They locked up the building to go water skiing…they’d lock back down. Do I have the
miles on the river? No. Do I have the days on the river? Probably not. Do I feel like the river is
part of me? Yeah. I think that’s the definition. Has the river become part of your psyche? Maybe
it’s more a mental thing. I mean, look at this! [Points out the window at the river] How could you
not be a river rat sitting here? (Interview)
Luke’s discussion of being a river rat highlights the emotional/affective aspects of place attachment.
Being a river rat is having the river in your “soul,” “psyche,” and having it be “part of you.” However,
beyond these symbolic and emotional aspects being a river rat also includes a set of practices. In his
reference to a “rat zone” he indicates that a part of being a river rat is physical proximity to the river. He
also references activities and practices engaged on, in, and nearby the river such as trapping, boating,
fishing, skiing, etc. For Luke, these practices strengthen one’s connection to the river and even give
authenticity to a person’s claims of being a river rat.
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In J. Scott Bestul and Kenny Salwey’s The Last River Rat (2001) he describes a river rat as a
person that use the river “for sustenance, income, and recreation” (1). For Bestul and Salwey the river rat
is a declining group of respected people that are “wresting a living from, or even part of one, from the
river” (1). Bestul and Salwey focuses heavily on relying on the river for sustenance and engaging in
regular activities and practices on the river. In comparison, residents’ discussions of river rat identity rely
less on sustenance from the river and more on experiences, embodied practices, and emotional
connections. This may be because, to my knowledge, no family in Sabula entirely gains their sustenance
from the river. There are many who fish and hunt the river, eating their catches, and even a few
commercial fishermen that fish the river, selling some of what they catch. However, even among these
families this food and resources represent a small portion of the overall percentage of their family’s
sustenance.
Despite this lack of sustenance from the river, residents continue to use the term to reference a
closeness emotionally and physically with the river. In an interview with Julie and Andy, native residents,
they talk about how they and other local residents are river rats.
Julie: My husband’s a river rat. We live just a block from the river. He can come home
after work and go fishing every night if he wanted. He was raised on the river. It [being
on the river] was the thing to do when we were kids.
Andy: [Carl’s] the real river rat. He is out fishing, hunting, or trapping every day. He
relies on what he gets from the river. He evens sells some fish to people in town. You
should talk to him. [laughs]
Nick: What makes him a river rat then?
Julie: Well, living on the river. Being on the river.
Andy: You know the river- where to go for good fishing. Places to avoid.
Julie: You are out there fishing and hunting. That is where you want to be. That is where
you’re at home. (Interview)
Julie and Andy’s description of river rat echoes Luke’s. Like Luke they stress the need for living on and
being on the river. In addition, they see a river rat as being someone that “knows the river” in that they
understand the landscape and how to use it. Andy also admits that Carl, another native resident who
spends every day on the river, is the “real river rat” because he is not only on the river daily but relies on
the river for his survival, at least to some extent. This shows that some of Bestul and Salwey’s definition
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of sustenance is still present in residents’ understandings of river rat but not a major determinant that the
Bestul and Salwey’s makes it out to be.
It is also important to point out that the gendered character that “river rat” seems to carry. The
majority of people who self-identified or were identified by others as river rats were male. No women
directly identified themselves as river rats. The closest a few would get is sometimes slipping in “we”
when talking about another river rat such as Julie’s comment at the beginning of the quote in the previous
paragraph. While her focus is to claim that her husband is a river rat, she claims “we” live near the river.
The only other example is when referring to the entire community as being river rats. This is
representative of a gendered difference in practices residents have with the river and how they define river
rat. The practices most often associated with being a river rat were hunting, fishing, and trapping with
boating sometimes being included. Men were far more likely in the community to engage in fishing,
hunting, and trapping. While women usually talked about boating, kayaking, or sometimes going fishing
when they tagged along with husbands or sons. I did not meet any women in the community that talked
about hunting or trapping along the river. Despite this obvious gendered use of the term river rat, many
women still expressed strong emotional attachments and regular embodied experiences with the river.
These experiences just focused more on boating, kayaking, hiking, and watching the river.
The identity construction process is not just a social process but is instead a mutually constituted
process that engages the physical place through embodied practices, sensory experiences, and biophysical
environmental change. It is in part through these physical processes that residents co-construct meanings
about place and intern about their own social identities. Sabula residents understand themselves not only
through the meanings attached to Sabula and the Mississippi River but also through their physical actions,
practices, and embodied experiences of these places.
In the last two decades several scholars have expanded the application of place attachment
beyond simple social construction to include ways in which people use places and make them meaningful
through their practices (Edensor 2000; Gray 2003; Grubb 2005; Sampson and Goodrich 2009; Vannini
and Vannini 2008; Waskul and Waskul 2009; Wylie 2005). Sampson and Goodrich argue that “identity
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and belonging can thus be created, constructed, shaped, and maintained through engaging in practices and
behaviors that connect individuals to particular landscapes” (904). In this way, the physical place ceases
being a simple backdrop and becomes an active part of the identity construction process. For instance,
Guy, a long-time resident and regular fisherman and hunter expressed the importance of physical
activities on the river.
We did a lot of pole line fishing. And then when we’re kids we set trap like my brother obviously
you know and he’s biggest I mean he’s doing it for the money. We were doing it for fun. When
we’re kids all of our dads had houseboats. I mean that was a big thing, houseboats around here.
I’d say in the summer and for the entire fall everybody just come and goes. They want to stay and
duck hunt or deer hunt. So, in the summer time the houseboats are kind of ours. You know other
than the weekends, mom and dad want to use them then. But during the week as kids we’ll be out
there partying in the houseboats and… we just bail off the side you know. And I am surprised
more kids didn’t drown around here as much as we were in the water. And as you got into high
school then it was skiing you know and then guys started getting just skis and run around chasing
the girls up and down the river. (Interview)

Sensuous experiences and identity
The physical environment plays an important and active role in peoples’ sense of place, place
attachment, and place-based identity constructions. Although places are of course understood through
symbolic interpretations and social meanings, the physical environment plays an active role in the
construction process. I observed the physical environment’s active role in place attachment and identity
constructions through respondents embodied and sensory experiences of the river. Vannini, Waskul, and
Gottschalk (2012) describe the “sensuous self” as “a performative, reflexive, perceptive, intentional,
indeterminate, emergent, embodied being-in-the-world” (85). For them the sensuous self is an empirical
and agentic product in that it results from perceived sensations of the physical environment and sensemaking practices through which we make sense of and attach meaning to the sensations. Many residents
described their attachment to Sabula and the Mississippi River through their sensory experiences.
For example, when asked about her relationship to Sabula, Margaret, a native born Sabulan who
moved away and recently returned with her husband, describes an embodied sensory experience of
returning to Sabula by car. As she drives into the river valley she notes the first smells of the river.
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Okay for the last 12 years of – well 13 almost we lived in North Carolina. But we would always
come up… And as soon as you start getting through Southern Illinois where it was flat, flat, flat.
And you come and you know upward and seeing the trees. There’s a smell in the river that you
notice and coming to the timber, you know, coming over the hills you can kind of – there’s
almost a smell to the river that draws you back. And it’s almost like an inner stirring inside that
for me, after being away. I think that’s one of the beauties of being away from the town for a
while. It’s in the fact that coming back kind of stirs your soul (Interview)
Margaret recognizes her attachment to Sabula through a sensory experience with the physical landscape
of the river. The perceived sensations she mentions are physical characteristics of the Mississippi River
valley including the smell of the river water in the air and the shift in landscape. Margaret perceives and
makes sense of these physical sensations translating them into sensations of returning home, peace, and
attachment to the river and Sabula.
Similarly, other residents discuss being able to smell the changing of the seasons based on the
changes in the river. One repeated example of this is the arrival of summer with the smell and presence of
the shadeflies. J.C., a transplant who lives in the small trailer park on the south end of the island and
commercially fishes demonstrates
“Shadeflies, yeah, lots of people don’t like ‘em. You can use them on the lines though [bait for
line fishing]. They’ll hatch in groups. The first one is smaller and brown [holds fingers out to
indicate size at about a quarter of an inch]. They hatch in early spring. The bigger white or yellow
ones’ they hatch in the summer. That’s how you can tell summer is here. You can smell them
when they hatch. The river will have a smell to it.” I sat with J.C. while he baited hooks with the
shadeflies. J.C. lifted the bucket and held it out so I could smell it. I smelled a mix of dirt and
decay which does oddly reminded me of what the river smells like. J.C. puts the bucket down and
says “smells like summer.” We all laughed at his only semi-sarcastic comment. (Field Notes)
For many residents, the shadeflies or mayflies are a seasonal nuisance. They hatch in large batches
saturating the night with them for a few weeks. They are attracted to lights and congregate in large
swarms under street lights, garage lights, and the lights of the bridges. In the mornings there are masses of
bugs piled in some cases two feet deep below street lights and in front of some of the local business front
doors, due to the lights above the doors. Some residents take notice of this and with turn off outdoor lights
during this time period. One resident motorcycle rider even mentioned having an accident because the
roads were so covered with shadeflies that she slipped and had to put the bike down. The steel bridge can
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become so covered that the county calls in the snowplows to plow the dead bugs off. Despite these
dislikes, several residents explained that the hatches put a “bug” smell in the air that reminds them of
summer on the river. These sensory experiences, play important roles in the way residents go about their
lives. Whether it is catching shadeflies to use as bait, turning lights off throughout town to avoid their
buildup, or recognizing the shadefly smell as the “smell of the river” these practices influence how Sabula
residents understand seasonal change on the river.
Similarly, many residents talk about the sounds of the seasonal ice melt. During the winter, the
main channel of the river along Sabula freezes over with thick layers of ice. Depending on the strength of
the freeze the ice is thick enough to “drive a car across” according to several residents. More often though
local residents and visitors will snowmobile on the ice which is even possible on thin ice as long as the
snowmobile keeps up its speed. However, in the early spring as the temperature rises the ice begins to
melt and then breaks apart into large sheets. These sheets of ice are often too large to simply flow
downriver with no problem. Instead they begin to move around crashing against each other and the shore
and collecting in large ice dams. Both the initial breaking of the ice and the crashing of the pieces create
an eerie breaking noise that several residents have described as sounding like an “earthquake” or “the
snapping of bones.” For visitors like myself hearing the ice breaking for the first time was unnerving,
unsettling, and forced me at first to go in search of what I initially thought was a barge hitting the railroad
bridge. For longtime residents, they describe this noise as a familiar sound that reminds them they are
home and signals the coming of spring with all the outdoor activities that entails.
Margaret’s smells of the river valley, the shadeflies, and cracking of the ice all represent what
Vannini, Waskul, and Gottschalk (2012) call “ritual sensations.” These are patterned sensory experiences
that help organize a person in time and place. Margaret recognizes the smells of the river valley as
representing home and the social meanings that come with that sentiment. In the case of the shadeflies
and the letting out of the ice, these are not only sensory experiences that let residents know they are on the
river or in Sabula but also signal seasonal changes in time. All of these examples demonstrate how living
on the Mississippi River becomes internalized into residents’ everyday activities, behaviors, and even the
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way they interpret and understand the world around them. Being a “river rat” involves more than simply
claiming the river as a place of residence, work, or leisure, it also has a lasting impact on the way
residents see themselves and live out their lives.

Environmental change and identity
Place based identities are not simply us placing meaning on physical places and then
understanding ourselves within those interpreted environments. The natural environment also influences
these meanings. Environment changes result in changes in our understandings and relationship to places.
One particularly pointed example of this is the shifts in place attachment and place-based identities after
natural disasters. Many social scholars of environmental disasters (Erikson 1976, Kroll-Smith and Couch
1991) have pointed out that these physical disasters have significant and lasting changes on social
characteristics including community, identity, sense of place, and place attachment. Based on these
findings, I would argue that the processes by which people physically experience environmental change
during natural disasters also goes on during less drastic environmental changes.
One example of the role of environmental change in place and identity constructions is the loss of
river islands and backwaters in the area surrounding Sabula. Sabula residents discuss these changes in
relationship to their practices, experiences, and rituals of river life. Ted, a longtime local explained how
increased siltation in the backwaters and erosion of the river’s islands caused the loss of family fishing,
hunting, and camping spots.
My dad used to take us duck huntin’ in a lake up in the backwaters. He loved that lake.
We would just set up along the shore in our blind, back when you could leave your
blinds. My brother and I would run around there all the time. Fishing, hunting,
swimming. When my dad died a few years ago we thought we would take his ashes and
put it in the lake. We got up there and there wasn’t even a lake left. It’s a mud hole with a
little bit of water. [Nick: It’s all silted in?] Yeah it’s filled up. Can’t fish there anymore.
We were like, hell we aren’t going to leave him here…We went down river and found an
island and poured him out there…Island are gone too. Seems like it is harder and harder
to find ‘em. The Corp [Army Corp of Engineers] keeps trying to build ‘em… Yeah, you
see out there? [Stands up from the bar and points out the Home Ports large window
downriver] Just before the bridge [railroad bridge] there was a couple of islands out there
when I was a kid. People gotta go farther downriver to find good islands to camp on.
(Field Note Interview)
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The loss of river islands for camping and backwaters for fishing and hunting have changed the ways
residents experience the river both through changes in embodied practices and seasonal rituals. The result
is a change in people’s relationship to and understanding of the river. In their discussions, the reason for
the changes are in some ways less important that the impact it has on their river experiences, practices,
and rituals which alters their understandings of themselves and community life on the Mississippi River.
Embodied practices and sensory experiences are central to the make of place and place-based
identities. Based on my observations, interpretations of place and identity that focus exclusively on social
constructions or biophysical characteristics are insufficient. Sampson and Goodrich (2009) argue that “the
essence of place is expressed and constrained through the effects of the physical world. Places can be
characterized by the opportunities they bring, as well as by the limits they impose on human behavior and
social activity.” Identity construction is such a social activity. The process of identity construction is not
only a reflexive process between social agency and social structure but also with the physical
environment. As a consequence, our theoretical perspectives of place, place attachment, and moreover
identity need to integrate the social and physical to better understand how our actions are mutually
constituted.

Thinking like A River Rat: The Co-Constructionist Attitude as a Way of Life
Sabula community residents’ mutually constituted experiences with the river discussed above
reflect a co-constructionist attitude to understanding their everyday world. This process aligns with what
Weigert (1997) calls the generalized environmental other, “an integrated set of internalized expectations
of the systemic reactions of the natural world to individual and collective action.” Residents internalize
their embodied and social experiences with the river and regularly consider the river’s influence in their
everyday actions and attitude toward the environment. One limitation of Weigert’s approach is that he
conceptualizes the generalized environmental other as a one-way process. He recognizes the “reactions of
the natural world to individual and collective action” but does not discuss the internalized expectations of
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the natural world’s actions on individual and collection action. Sabula residents demonstrate not only an
understanding of how human actions, including their own, influence the river but also how biophysical
changes on the river influence their behavior. In fact, this “mutually constituted” attitude is so internalized
by residents that when I attempted to question it, they typically responded with “of course,” “sure,” or
“duh.”
The residents internalize the conjointly constituted nature-society relationship that it results in a
co-constructionist attitude that they use to understand their relationship to the physical world, the way
they go about their everyday habits and routines. This co-constructionist attitude can be seen in their
weather discussions in relationship to river flow, connection to seasons, types of leisure activities and
social gatherings, and other aspects of their lives. For example, local residents are keenly aware of
changes in the weather related to precipitation because of the severe impact this has on the flow and depth
of the river ecosystem and flooding potential. Residents must maintain awareness of river depth to know
when they are likely to get water in their basement and need to pump, or when the backwater areas will be
high or low for best fishing or boating, as well as when large amounts of precipitation may result in
dangerous flooding requiring residents to patrol levees and dykes. However, not only are residents aware
of local weather patterns but their interpretation and discussions of weather do not follow the typical
directional patterns of storm movement. For example, rather than simply watching the weather channel
and paying attention as storms move across the country, typically from east to west, Sabula residents also
pay particular attention to weather far up river. I have been told on several occasions by residents that
weather up river is just as important if not more important than weather in Sabula. One explanation come
from Nate, a native resident living on the river side of the island who does river tours with visitors to the
island.
Weather is important, especially during the flood season. It isn’t the rain we get here [Sabula] to
worry about. That all goes down river. It’s the rain up river in like- Dubuque [Iowa]. The more it
rains up there the higher the river will be here. You can tell because the water in the back areas
will start to get high first. Then I know we need to get ready to pump the basement or in real
high-water sandbag. (Interview)
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As Nate and other residents well know, any precipitation that falls in the areas up river will quickly find
its way to Sabula’s banks within a day or two. Large amounts of rain in Dubuque, IA means flooding
hours later in Sabula. For Nate, this means needing to pay attention to weather north of Sabula as well as
watching how the river responds. Nate’s time on the river has taught him the signs to look for to be ready
for flooding.
Another example of the internalized co-constructionist attitude is apparent in how residents
understand time through seasonal changes on the river. As discussed earlier, residents are very aware of
the seasonal changes because they regularly interpret the changes in the river as signs for these changes.
These include the ice melts that indicate winter is almost over and spring is on the way, the coming of the
shadeflies which signal the coming of summer, and raising and lowering water in the backwaters that
indicate times of flooding and low water. Emma a native-born resident who recently returned to the
community conveys the importance of these experiences for the community behavior.
The river changes the community. [What do you mean by that?] When the river freezes the town
sort of slows down. There just isn’t as much to do outside in the winter. You get a few people
snowmobiling but other than that the town sort of um, um- hibernates. The town goes quiet and
just slows down…Then, when the ice melts and the river starts flowing again the town gets more
active. People put their docks back out. They start fishing. It is like the town comes alive.
(Interview)
As Emma’s quote indicates, changes on the river influence the community’s practices, behavior, social
understanding of time. The community residents are very aware of these changes and have internalized
them into their everyday lives. I expect that environmental changes like these play important roles in
many communities’ lives including non-river communities, but the river’s winter state here is particularly
impactful on how residents imagine their lives across time. For the “river rats” that spend significant time
hunting, fishing, boating, or morel hunting on and along the river these changes signals are important
indicators of when it is good times to start those activities. For example, morel hunting is a relatively
common yet highly secretive practice. Several people I interviewed and many more I spoke with in bars
or on the river told me that they go morel hunting. However, few were willing to tell me where
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specifically they go or allow me to accompany them as they felt they needed to keep their “hunting
grounds” secret. Nate told me about how he knows when it is time to go morel hunting.
The shadeflies usually hatch in late spring. They stink up the whole town and cover everything
near a light…Though, when the shadeflies hatch you know it is time to go looking for morels.
You know the mushroom…[Yes, they must grown in the spring then?] Yeah, the best time to find
them is late spring but you got to beat everyone else out. So as soon as the shadeflies come I
know it is time to go morel hunting. [Where do you go?] Well, I can’t tell you that. Um- Wellyou know all around. Mostly in the hills near the river. (Interview)
Nate’s knowledge and experience with the river allows him to interpret physical changes on the river to
know the best times to go morel hunting. Like Emma’s discussion of the relationship between the river
and the community, Nate has internalized the river’s changes to guide his everyday practices and
behavior. In both cases, the residents are aware of these influences and describe them with little prodding.
In fact, they take this connection and interpreting of the river as something everyone does.
Some identity scholars dealing with the physical environment (Weigert 1997, Gottschalk 2001)
have argued that these increased and regular embodied and sensory experiences with the environment
result in more ecologically sensitive and concerned people. In short, they argue that embodied sensory
experiences awaken or re-awaken an ecological connection that is more likely to result in more
ecologically conscious actions and relationship with the natural environment. My observations did not
really support or refute these arguments. I would not necessarily say that the community’s intimate
interactions with the environment translated into increased concern for its well-being. Residents also
demonstrate their co-constructionist attitude to choose good fishing sites, prepare for flooding, or
complain about the local Department of Natural Resources or Army Corp of Engineers “being out of
touch with the river.” Residents also stigmatized locals who litter, dump, or otherwise pollute the river
and its backwaters. Avery, a local resident and semi-professional commercial fisherman, also organized a
yearly river cleanup that included gathering a couple dozen residents to do a day long litter cleanup along
the river and the backwater areas north of the island. Similarly, resident’s place attachment to the river
displays respect and care for the river ecosystem.
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Despite these more ecologically conscious actions, a few interviewees who share these embodied
experiences expressed desires and behaviors that are not necessarily conducive for the river ecosystem.
For example, on several occasions, when talking with local fisherman about the river they made
comments about “the pelican problem.” Brad’s comments below exemplify their concerns.
Yes, I think that the bird population has come back since I was a kid. There are a lot more ducks,
herons, egrets, and all the pelicans. There were never any pelicans on the river when I was kid.
Now they are all over the place. They are a big problem. [Nick: A problem? Why are they a
problem?]. They eat all the fish. [Laughs]. We should shoot them all. An open hunting season I
say! (Field Notes Interview)
Brad’s remarks demonstrate an awareness of river changes based on his experiences of fishing the
Mississippi. However, his response to the recovering pelican population is that they should be eradicated
because they compete with him for the fish he wants to catch. Brad, like all the other fisherman I spoke
to, expressed a love and attachment for the river. However, these experiences and attachment does not
necessarily mean that he is always or only concerned for ecology of the river. His personal uses and
experiences of the river, in this case, take precedence over more environmentally conscious claims than
Weigert’s (1997) discussion seems to anticipate.
Similarly, while residents did seem more ecologically conscious in that they expressed concern
and care for the river, very few residents discussed larger ecological problems affecting the river
including climate change impacts or pollution from farming run off like the kind that creates the yearly
red bloom at the mouth of the Mississippi River in the Gulf of Mexico. I suggest that increased embodied
and sensory experiences with the river made the residents more attuned to river impacts and changes and
as a result made them better able to control their responses to and actions toward the river. Residents
demonstrated an attitude, which I term a co-constructionist attitude, toward everyday life that clearly
recognized the intertwined characteristics of social and material life. The moral intentions of their attitude
and actions still varied significantly in terms of ecological and personal benefits.

CONCLUSION
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While place attachment and social identities are socially constructed, they are not only social
constructions. Place plays an important and agentic role in identity construction and place/community
attachment. We engage place through our embodied practices and sensory experiences. Furthermore,
place is not simply an inert backdrop to human action. As the co-constructionist approach argues, place
acts; it is performative. As a result, the actions of place influence the ways we come to understand,
experience, and define it and other places. In the case of Sabula and the Mississippi River, residents
become attached to, experience, and situate themselves to the Mississippi River based on the embodied
practices, sensory experiences, and changing social understandings resulting from environmental changes
on the river. The residents’ sense of place, place attachment, and social and collective identities all are
products of co-constructionist processes. To ignore the role of place in these constructions is to miss
important ways in which the physical environment helps structure our everyday actions including our
identity constructions.
In the next chapter, I further analyze the conjoint constituted processes at work in Sabula by
turning my attention to the historical role the Mississippi River has played in the development of Sabula
as a community and a selection of its economic industries. In order to analyze these processes I utilize
Andrew Pickering’s (1993) concept of the Mangle to highlight the accommodations and constraints that
the Mississippi River ecosystem exhibits on Sabula. Through this historical analysis, I demonstrate that
Sabula’s development is the result of a combination of social agency, social structure, and material forces.
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CHAPTER 5: THE MANGLE BETWEEN THE RIVER AND SAND ISLAND
In this chapter, I historically analyze Sabula’s founding and early economic industries to
demonstrate how Sabula developed as a mutually contingent process between human social structure and
agency and the Mississippi River’s biophysical environment. I utilize Andrew Pickering’s (1993, 1995)
conceptual approach of “the mangle” to frame my analysis. While, Pickering uses the concept to analyze
the co-construction of science and technology, I demonstrate through my analysis of Sabula the
usefulness of the mangle to parse out features in the co-construction of human communities. Using
Pickering’s approach, I describe how the Mississippi River ecosystem established constraints and offered
accommodations for Sabula residents’ economic actions. Residents simultaneously respond to these
biophysical influences, as well as to larger social structural forces including economic demand,
technological advancement, and cultural shifts. The result is a co-construction processes that operates
simultaneously at all levels of social life and includes both social and environmental action. I then utilize
my analysis to identify existing patterns in Sabula’s various economic industries and draw some
conclusions about the characteristics of the co-constructionist process.

THE MANGLE
As discussed in chapter 3, the co-constructionist posture represents a handful of similar
theoretical approaches that argue for the hybridization of social and material reality. One of these
perspectives is Andrew Pickering’s concept of the “The Mangle” (Pickering 1993, 1995). For Pickering,
the mangle, represents a co-constructed approach to society and nature in which human and material
agency are reciprocally engaged in an emergent process by a means of a dialectic of resistance and
accommodation. Similar to other co-constructionist concepts such as conjoint constitution (Freudenburg,
Frickel, and Gramling 1995) and actor network theory (Latour 1987, 2000), Pickering’s mangle
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recognizes realities’ social-material hybridization and the existence of human and material agency7.
While, Pickering largely applies his approach to the analysis of science and technology focusing largely
on scientific discoveries and technological developments, I argue that the conceptual framework he
provides makes for a useful tool for understanding the socio-material co-construction process at work in
community development.
Pickering’s analysis of the mangle provides several insights and conceptual tools for
understanding the social-material co-construction process in general, and specific to the development of
Sabula. First, Pickering argues that the co-construction process is temporally emergent. By this he means
that it is a continuous process involving both social and material forces taking action and influencing one
another over a period of time. Action by either side results in changes for the other side and vice versa.
The end product is a social-material intermingling that can only be understood together through an
analysis that considers the temporal dimensions of the process. Pickering even goes one step further and
argues that the emergent and evolving dimensions of the co-construction process make it extremely
difficult if not impossible to predict. He argues that the co-construction process can only be understood
after the fact through a historical analysis of the process.
Second, in developing his approach to material agency, Pickering argues that the biophysical
environment constrains and accommodates human social meanings and actions. Pickering uses the term
“resistance” to describe the characteristics and actions of the biophysical environment which constrain
and limit human action,8 while, “accommodations” refer to the ways in which the biophysical
environment aids or encourages specific human actions. These concepts provide a framework for
analyzing the influence of the biophysical environment on human actions in the co-construction process.

While Pickering agrees with FFG’s claims of human and material agency creating a two directional relationship he
argues in his response to FFG that they fail to demonstrate the material influence on human action and society,
instead only serving to recreate the social constructionist approaches to nature that FFG are attempting to argue
against (Pickering 1996).
8
For the remainder of this chapter and subsequent chapters I utilize the term constraint rather than resistance. While,
roughly meaning the same thing I feel that resistance implies a sense of thoughtful action on the part of the
environment to stop human action. Constraint carries that same level of limiting of human action without implying
anthropocentric or reflexive thought to the natural environment.
7
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Pickering recognizes and gives weight in the analysis to material agency without reducing that agency to
anthropocentric interpretations or giving it reflexivity or intentionality.
Finally, Pickering argues that the mangle consists of a “tuning” process whereby human and
biophysical aspects influence each other in a continuous back and forth process until they settle. Pickering
argues that tuning is dialectical relationship in which the actions and reactions of both sides influence
each other and slowly over time and increased interaction come increasingly in alignment with one
another. Pickering describes the process as a continues dance of agency.
One can imagine it as a dance of human and nonhuman agency in which each partner was
integrally involved with the other. The people tried something- moving the eels from Japan to the
U.S.- then the eels did something- growing and climbing out of their tanks -then the people
responded -throwing the eels into the ponds -and the eels did something else- stealing the bass'
food- in an evolving dialectic. (Pickering 2005, 34)
The tuning process Pickering describes helps recognize the two-direction influence at work in the coconstruction process. However, it also creates several potential problems. First, it frames the coconstruction process as relatively symmetrical in that both human and nonhuman agency play an equal
role in the process. Second, Pickering’s tuning analysis seems to analytically separate the human and nonhuman dimensions therefore somewhat contradicting the hybrid reality he is arguing for with the concept
of the mangle. Finally, by framing the process as one that results in harmony between the human and nonhuman agents it creates an overly optimistic or positive stance on the conclusion.
In the remainder of the chapter, I utilize Pickering’s approach to analyze the Sabula’s founding,
development, and early economic industries. Through this analysis I accomplish three tasks. First, I
demonstrate the usefulness of Pickering’s approach to analyzing communities’ human-environment
relationship. Second, I utilize the approach to identify key factors at work in the co-construction process
of Sabula’s early economic industries and through comparison reveal patterns in this process. Finally, I
reflect on my analysis of Sabula in order to provide further insights into the co-constructionist process
more generally.
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THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER AS ACCOMODATION AND CONSTRAINT
As sources of fresh water, food, and transportation, rivers are dominant figures in the lives of
humans and other living creatures (O’Neil 2006; Wohl 2011). Almost every major city in the world has
been built on the banks of one or more rivers. Historically, rivers are resources for human survival,
transportation, and agriculture as well as aesthetic inspiration for painting, literature, poetry, music, and
religion. However, these same rivers have also been sources of challenges to human settlements through
natural disasters like flooding and difficulties of mapping, navigating, and crossing. As a result, the
relationship of these human settlements represents places where human aspirations collide with nature’s
complexities. While this collision can be found with any human settlements in any natural environment, it
is particularly relevant with settlements on dynamic biophysical entities such as rivers. By using
Pickering’s mangle approach to highlight the constraints and accommodations at work on the Mississippi
River we can better understand the role the Mississippi River played for early settlers. Furthermore, this
analysis provides room for both human agency and actions as well as material agency by recognizing the
role the biophysical reality the Mississippi River played. The Mississippi River is not just a background
or a landscape for human action but the river is a important and influential actor in the co-construction
process.
In the sixteenth century, when Hernando de Soto first navigated its channels, the Mississippi
River was a muddy giant with tributaries stretching from the Rocky Mountains to the East coast of the
United States and flowing the entire north-south stretch. The Mississippi River remains the world’s
largest river system (Wohl 2011; Anfinson 2003). The river snaked back and forth on itself as it made its
way from what today is Northern Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico. Over thousands of years the river’s
channel had carved a shallow path through the Midwest’s fertile prairies and southern swamplands.
Periodically the river’s channel would shift following the breaking of natural sandbars and plant levees.
This was particularly common during seasonal high-water periods. The Mississippi River system consists
of hundreds of tributaries including many other large rivers such as the Illinois and Missouri Rivers.
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The Mississippi River wetland ecosystem sustains habitat for innumerable plants and animal
species. It is one of the most nutrient saturated environments with millions of tons of biomass harnessed
through the river's plant life and providing nutrients to fuel a series of complex food chains. The river
ecosystem's array of lakes, sloughs, and backwaters provided excellent sources of stored plant material
which decays and recycles into the river ecosystem (Fremling 2005). This nutrient source provides energy
for many species of fish, reptiles and amphibians, insects, and small mammals like otters and muskrats
which used the rivers environment, yearly floods, and existing snags to their advantage (Scheffer,
Carpenter, and de Young 2005). These creatures provide food for birds, making the Mississippi Valley
the North American flyway for migratory bird populations, and for larger mammals such as black bears,
panthers, wolves, and humans.
The Mississippi River’s material characteristics accommodated early native settlers by providing
sources of navigation and transportation as well as sources of fresh water and food. Prior to European
arrival in North America, the Mississippi River and its river system network was home to over a dozen
native tribes with a population in the tens of thousands (Fremling 2005). These tribes formed an
interconnected network of villages and even several large cities set along the banks of not only the
Mississippi River but also the river’s many tributaries. The largest of these cities was Cahokia, which was
located at the confluences of the Illinois and Mississippi River just north east of present-day St. Louis.
These native peoples utilized the river system as “roadways” to connect the villages. They designed small
canoes that allowed easy navigation. The small highly maneuverable boats allowed passage through the
rivers many snags, sandbars, and rapids. They were also lightweight so people could portage them over
short distances enabling the native people to connect between rivers that came close to each other but did
not directly flow into each other. In addition, to navigation, the river also provided native peoples with
grounds for hunting, trapping, and fishing. The fertile soil and access to nearby fresh water also allowed
these groups to engage in early forms of agriculture. They planted gardens and small fields. Many of
these native settlements died out from disease and plague brought on by the arrival of Europeans. By the
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time European settlers arrived in the upper Mississippi River valley the large majority of these villages
and cities had been decimated and abandoned for several hundred years9.
Early European settlers were drawn to the Mississippi River for many of the same
accommodations. The Mississippi River and its tributaries provided a needed source of transportation for
early settlers exploring westward across North America. In fact, many early European explores initial
mistook the Mississippi River for being the western navigation route to the Pacific Ocean. Furthermore,
the river system was a spectacular source of food and other supplies including timber, fish, meat, animal
furs, and clam shells for crafting. These features accommodated human living eventually resulted in large
populations of early migrants settling in the Mississippi River Valley.
The Mississippi River’s biophysical features and landscape also constrained many activities of
early European explorers and settlers. Chief among these constraints was those to attempts at river
navigation. Early European ship and boat navigation along the Mississippi was hindered by the river’s
wide and winding channel, fluctuating depths, snags and logjams, and river rapids (Fischer 2006; O’Neil
2006). These features made navigation with the larger European ships difficult. They would often run
aground on sandbars or be completely blocked by large logjams or areas of rapids. This made travel along
the river with these boats slow, difficult, and in some areas even impossible. Unlike the smaller canoes
used by the native tribes these ships were too large and sat too deep in the water to easily navigate the
Mississippi River.
Land access to the river and river crossing posed another constraint. The Mississippi River’s
extremely wide channel’s bordered on either side with large backwaters, wetlands, and bluff areas. This
makes gaining access to the river’s main channel difficult since you need to navigate this backwater or
find access points between bluffs. This made boat landings difficult to find and increased distances
between landings. Similarly, the large channel and limited access provided few opportunities for river

This leads to misconceptions that underestimate the native American populations and their agricultural
developments. See Fremling 2005.
9
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fording. Even when points were found the rivers varying depth and large numbers of snags and sandbars
below water still made these crossings difficult and dangerous.
The river system also constrained traditional European agricultural techniques. Both in Western
Europe and Eastern North America agriculture was conceptualized as a dry land activity. As a result,
early European settlers along Mississippi found the flooded fertile soil of the Mississippi wetlands to be
unmanageable for the settling and sustaining of human populations (Smith 2007; Morris 2012). The river
constrained permanent settlements and attempts at farming due to the large wetland areas and seasonal
flooding. While the soil around the Mississippi River was extremely fertile much of it was wetlands that
were covered in water during large portion of the year making farming difficult without first finding was
to drain the area. Similarly, the river’s depth fluctuated significantly throughout the season with seasonal
high water widening the river as far as a mile on either side. These floods would destroy early settlements
and wash away crops.
The Mississippi River is not simply a landscape through which human settlers, either native or
European, play out their culture and actions. Instead, the Mississippi River’s biophysical characteristics
simultaneously accommodated some human actions while constraining others. In this way it limits and
guides the historical process through which human agency unfolds. Some human cultural productions are
more likely to develop in eco-systems like those of the Mississippi River valley. While other cultural
productions, like the large ship navigation of the Europeans, are hindered by the landscape. However,
humans are not unaware of these accommodations and constraints. In fact, over time humans find ways to
consider and respond to these material limitations. This fits Pickering’s discussion of the coconstructionist process as being both emergent and continuous. Neither human or material forces remain
static but rather both influence the other creating an evolving back and forth process.

CO-CONSTRUCTING A RIVER TOWN (1600-1930)
Sabula’s founding and development did not result solely from human actions separate from the
biophysical environment. The Mississippi River’s biophysical and geographic features play an important
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part in influencing these human actions. As discussed above, the Mississippi River ecosystem provides a
series of constraints to early settlement life, both for native groups and early European settlers. These
constraints included difficulty accessing river banks for fresh water and fishing, limited sites for forging
the river, difficult river navigation, and flooding. Sabula’s site provided many accommodations that
helped the community address or mitigate many of these constraints. The town site itself is a product of
co-construction. As Pickering and other co-constructionists argue, the biophysical environment constrains
and accommodates human social meanings and actions. In the case of Sabula, the site has been utilized by
at least three groups within different cultural application and ways of life. However, for each of these
groups the site provided accommodations that eased the environmental constraints posed by living on the
river and making the site appealing to those groups.
Prior to European arrival, Sabula’s location was the site of a Native American village. The village
was small with an estimated population at the time of first European arrival at less than one hundred
(McNally 1879). The villagers engaged in mostly hunting and fishing with some limited subsistence
farming. Early French settlers referred to the site of Sabula as “Prairie La Pierre” or “prairie stone”
because of the open prairie set along the river’s limestone bluffs (McNally 1879). The village’s location
was an open area of sandy soil prairie between the limestone bluffs and the river along the Mississippi’s
western shore. The openness allowed for river access from the west and made for easier river crossing. In
addition, the site allowed for desirable access to the river’s backwaters and wetlands for the native people
to hunt, trap, and fish. The village itself was set on an area of higher ground just prior to the main river
channel. This area now makes up present day Sabula Island. The higher ground protected the village from
seasonal flooding.
In the 17th century, Spaniards explored the Northern Mississippi River, including the area of
present-day Sabula. However, they did not really take control or formally settle the area. By the end of the
18th century Spain had transferred claim to the area to France (McNally 1879). French settlers were the
first Europeans to establish long-term settlements in the area, though even these were in small numbers
and consisted mainly of French fur traders and trappers. These settlers did not develop larger settlements
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and instead joined the native village trading for furs and trapping the Mississippi River backwaters in the
area. French fur traders hunted and trapped throughout the backwaters and sloughs running along the
rivers’ edge both north and south of the village. This area includes the present-day Upper Mississippi
River Wildlife Refuge just north of present-day Sabula. The village’s location provided access to the
backwaters for trapping as well as easy access to the river to transport the furs south to New Orleans and
other ports for market.
In 1803, the village’s area was transferred from France to the United States as part of the
Louisiana Purchase. In 1835, the first American English settlers arrived including Dorman Hinkley and
E.A. Wood who laid claim to the area. Despite Native American’s presence the two settlers were able to
pay surveyors to formally register their claim in 1837 (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). After a
couple name changes10, town residents named it Sabula, after the Latin word for sand, ‘sabulum,’ due to
the town’s sandy soil. In 1864, the town was incorporated, and included the lowland area west, referred to
as the “bottoms” and regularly flooded turning into a seasonal wetland. At the time of incorporation, the
streets were given names associated with the surrounding hydroscape, with the farthest west street along
the bottoms being called Spring Street and the street along the river being called Water Street. Later,
following the towns transformation into an island these streets would be renamed Lake Street and River
Street.
Even the name, Sabula, is a co-construction resulting from interactions with the sandy soil built
up from years of siltation. Sabula is not unique in this way. Many towns, cities, streets, businesses derive
names that are based on the existing environmental realities of the geographic area. For example, many
towns along the Upper Mississippi River are named for the existing prairies, islands, bottoms, and
savanna’s that mark the area including towns such as Mount Prairie, Prairie du Chien, Blooming Prairie,
Chery Grove, Spring Grove, and even Savanna, IL directly across the river from Sabula bares such a

10
Initially the new town was called Carrollport but after a mistaken delivery of goods meant for “Carrion Point” the
new settlement voted to change the name to Charleston (Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City 1985). However, this only
caused further errors in package and letter delivery since there was a Charleston already in Lee County, Iowa.
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name. These names represent a connection to the natural landscape that both symbolizes the community
as well as provides important information concerning its resources and geography. Naming based on
landscape and hydroscape also includes the naming of streets, businesses, and other community features.
In Sabula, the street along the river is “River Street” and the one running along the Sabula Lakes is “Lake
Street.” Over the years the town has also sported many businesses related to the river and geography
including “Island City Harbor,” “The Sandbar Restaurant,” and “Home Port.”
American settlers found the site attractive for several reasons. It provided channel access on both
sides of the river allowing for river crossing by boat or ferry. The ability to cross the Mississippi River
has always played an important role in Sabula’s development. The first ferry began as early as 1837 and
was accomplished using a flat boat ferry propelled by poles pushing along the river bottom and oars for
paddling (McNally 1879; “Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). In 1850, a horse ferry was put into use
by residents. The horse ferry consisted of a large barge with a center paddle wheel which was attached
with a shaft to a horse hitch on either shore. The horse ferry allowed for quicker trips and placed the labor
burden onto the horses rather than paddlers. In 1859, local residents put the first steam ferry into
operation but after some technical issues caused the ferry to shut down it returned to a horse ferry. In
1895, the steam ferry was restarted and lasted just over a decade before in 1908 residents put a gaspowered ferry called the Hiawatha into service (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). By 1916 several
gas ferry boats where carrying travelers and railroad workers daily across the river. By 1928, the number
of passengers had increased so significantly that a larger boat was needing resulting in the building of the
Iona Pearl which continued service until 1932 when the Sabula-Savanna Bridge was nearing completion
(“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). The Sabula-Savanna Bridge is a 20ft wide and half-mile long
steel grate bridge that arcs 65 feet above the river and has two lanes of traffic. Initially, the bridge was a
toll bridge to fund its construction and maintenance. This bridge provided easier access to Sabula from
Illinois side of the river and significantly increased the community’s development.
Sabula was also one of the only sites for miles along this region of the Mississippi River where a
steamboat or paddle wheeler could find good landing. Most of the shoreline in this area of the river either
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ran too closely to the river’s bluffs, were too shallow for large boat landings, or were covered in
backwater wetlands and sloughs making navigation extremely difficult. Despite the appealing landing
area, the site posed other geographic difficulties as it was flanked to the north and south by backwater,
sloughs, and wetlands. Additionally, the open prairie area to the west was subject to flooding during the
river’s seasonal high-water periods making western access problematic during these months (“Sabula
Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). Prior to European arrival the Native American’s would use canoes to
access the island during flooding. After American settlers arrived, they maintained this access by building
a roadway dike to the west creating a land strip high enough to remain above water in all but the worst
floods. After initial local elections were held for mayor and city council, bonds were collected to build up
the turnpike leading northwest out of town through the bottoms (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985).
The road was completed in 1867 but ended up costing much more than initially expected forcing the town
to pull money from the planned jail.
The river ran wide and shallow during Sabula’s initial development in the early 19th century.
Wetlands surrounded Sabula on the north, south, and west. The areas to the north and south, running
along the river, included significant amounts of forest and timber growing on islands spread throughout
the backwater area. During high water, the river covered the islands decreasing their size and leading
some to disappear under the water’s surface. The trees and other tall plant life would stick up from the
water as the only sign that the now submerged higher ground still existed. This made navigating the
Mississippi River difficult as during high water it would be hard to be sure which path truly marked the
river’s deeper main channel. During low water, backwater areas would sometimes be exposed creating
muddy swamplands dotted with sloughs and lakes of river water. It is this yearly flooding and receding of
the river that makes the upper and lower Mississippi River Valley prime ecosystem for water fowl,
predator birds, small and large mammals, reptiles, and insects.
In those days, the bottom lands back of Sabula as well as the islands, would teem with thousands
of ducks and geese so it would require no very expert marksman to kill a wagonload in a day.
Game that inhabited the uplands was just as plentiful, such as deer, turkeys, pheasants, quail and
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prairie chickens. I remember once of having seen 27 deer in one drove (“Sabula Iowa’s Only
Island City” 1985).
Not only did residents hunt and fish these backwater areas but some area farmers also utilized the islands
for cattle grazing during low water. The access to drinking water, abundance of grasses, and the islands
limited space helped provide grazing areas and made it easy to control the movements of the heard.
The area to the west of Sabula was also a wetland. However, unlike the areas closer to the river
edge, this area had little timber and instead was a field of tall grass.
A growth of tall, luxuriant grass covered every spot of untimbered lowland adjacent to the village
[Sabula]. Immediately west of town, the grass grew so tall that a man on horseback passing from
Sabula westward on the traveled road could not see men making hay a few rods distant. The grass
was from five to eight feet high and had been known by actual measurement, to reach ten feet in
some places. (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985)
Locals referred to this area as “The Bottoms” meaning the lowland to the west at the bottom of limestone
bluffs that ran along the western shore of the river. Like the other wetlands, this area was extremely
susceptible to changes in the river’s seasonal flooding. During low water, the area could be crossed on
foot or with horse and even farmed to some extent. However, during high water the entire area flooded
limiting access to the west. They only access was by boat or a small dyke extending northwest from town.
This dyke was built early in the town’s development. However, since it was essentially just built up earth
it was highly susceptible to erosion requiring regular maintenance. This was even more problematic
considering the areas sandy soil. In 1867, the town funded the building up of this dyke to act as an access
point from the west (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). A few years later a similar southern
roadway was constructed.
Despite the fact that Sabula was surrounded by wetlands, the town rarely experienced a large
enough flood to significantly displace the community. Such extreme floods were rare and for this reason
were nicknamed “one-hundred-year floods” by locals and some river historians. In 1859 there was just
such a flood. In that year due to the combination of unusually severe rainfall to the north and the seasonal
winter melt the river rose to completely surround Sabula turning the then river town into a temporary
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island. Sabula gradually rises in a slope from the west all the way to the east bank along the Mississippi
River. As a result, Sabula’s east bank acts as a natural levee against flooding. However, the western side
of town slopes significantly toward the area of the bottoms which is regularly flooded during high water.
During the 1859 flood the river rose high enough to flood from the west into the town. Following that
year’s flood, the town voted to raise the north dyke above the high-water line of that year’s flood (“Sabula
Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). In the years to follow, some amount of flooding was always common
and, when needed, the residents used dirt and sandbags to reinforce low places and keep the bulk of the
Mississippi’s water from getting at the western side of the town.
This is not to say that Sabula residents still did not experience significant constraints to their early
development. During the 19th century the Mississippi River was still full of sandbars, islands, log dams,
snags, and rapids that made navigation difficult, particularly to the Upper Mississippi River near Sabula.
The area around Sabula was extremely prone to these hindrances to river traffic. Both to the north and
south of Sabula, there were areas of rapids. These areas are large rocky river sections with low water
which are close to the surface of the river. The result is that during times of low water it was extremely
difficult for riverboats to navigate. Many boats ran aground in these areas and often the boats were ripped
apart. In addition, the large amount of timber and vegetation combined with large numbers of sandbars
and islands made the area prone to snags and logjams. This was particularly true of the wetlands just
north of Sabula along the river which today make up the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge.
In analyzing the early founding of Sabula through Pickering’s framework of the mangle we are
better able to see the role that the physical landscape and the Mississippi River played in the town’s coconstruction. The town’s site selection is a product of co-construction a result of specific accommodations
and constraints. While selected by both the native people who originally settled the site and the later
European settlers, the town’s physical position played an important role in guiding this choice. The
town’s site provided high enough ground to remain above water during high water while also remaining
close enough to the river for easy access for transportation, fishing, water resources, and river fording.
The location directly along the main river channel both shortened the distance of crossing the river as well
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as provide an open landing place on both sides while avoiding sloughs. The bluffs also provided resources
for building stone homes with the abundance of limestone which could be mined from the bluffs and
brought down to the river. Several of the early limestone homes and buildings still stand today. The same
limestone rock was also used to build levees around the town in areas of lower ground in order to keep the
water back during flood seasons. These natural resources and location intertwined with the human
settlement to establish an environmental advantage for Sabula residents that drew significant amounts of
westward traffic from Great Lakes which spurred more community developments. By using Pickering’s
mangle framework, we are better able to see the combination of social and material forces influencing
people’s behavior.

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AS A CO-CONSTRUCTION (1800-1930)
Early economic development in Sabula included a variety of industries. Many of these industries
were heavily reliant on and developed directly from the Mississippi River ecosystem. While it may not
seem that surprising that local industry develops from the available natural resources, it does demonstrate
the importance of the river and the surrounding environment in accommodating and constraining the
community’s development. The result is an emergent and interactive process between the biophysical
environment of the Mississippi River ecosystems and local and societal social forces. Below, I discuss the
development of several industries in Sabula as a way to demonstrate the usefulness of Pickering’s
concepts in analyzing co-construction in community development. Based on my analysis, I draw three
conclusions to help expand the mangle’s application. First, the mangle is an inconsistent process that
when mapped results in varying degrees of importance throughout its component parts depending on the
specific example being analyzed. Second, but not unrelated, while the mangle includes a mutual
constitution of social and biophysical forces, these forces do not play out equally in each example. Some
industrial developments in Sabula are more or less influenced by one or the other. As a result, it is better
to understand co-construction processes in a triad of influences rather than as a single space between the
two extremes of social and biophysical. Finally, the co-construction process is the result of a continuous
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interchange between human agency, social structure, and material/biophysical reality. All three parts of
this triangle influence the historical development and outcome. Like other co-constructionist theorists
have pointed out, it is extremely important that these relationships are examined historically to view the
ongoing interchange and identify patterns.
I review several economic industries that develop in Sabula. While all of these industries develop
due at least in part to the town’s proximity to the Mississippi River, they vary in their method and level of
reliance on the river. In the case of farming, commercial fishing, and timber these industries rely on the
Mississippi River ecosystem’s natural resources. Their main development results from the extraction of
river resources and therefore they are dependent on them. Other industries like the pork packing plant and
electronic factory also took advantage of the river as a mode of transportation. Access to the river’s
resources and as cheap and easy transportation provided material accommodations for these industries to
develop.
However, these industries develop and dissolve over time for various reasons. In some cases,
such as the timber industry and general commercial fishing the natural resources were depleted reducing
the industry’s economic viability. In the case of the clam button industry resource depletion combined
with new technological developments lead to the industry’s decline. Each of the industries represents a
mangle through which social structures, human agency, and the biomaterial characteristics of the
Mississippi River play out over time.

Pork Packing
Pork Packing was one of Sabula’s earliest industries. In 1860, the Iowa Packing Company began
business in a two-story stone building on the east side of River Street (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City”
1985). During its forty-four-year operation in Sabula, they expanded the building two times from the
original two-story building to a four-story brick structure 70 feet by 360 feet long. In addition, they had
almost an entire city block of pens and an adjoining ice house.
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Locating the pork packing plant in Sabula can be connected to both socio-economic choices and
environmental/geographical influences. By the second half of the 19th century cities such as Chicago, IL
and St. Louis were growing exponentially. These growing urban populations created high demand on
agricultural and farming food supplies. This drove up the cost of pork and other food supplies and spurred
the development of the Midwest pork packing industry. Economically, Sabula’s location placed the
factory relatively close to the hog farms in rural Iowa and Illinois and along transportation routes to major
markets like those in Dubuque, IA, Saint Louis, MO, and Chicago, IL. Locating the packing plant along
the Mississippi River provided easy access to fresh water from the river both for the hogs and for cleaning
purposes. Additionally, during the winter months, the packers would cut ice from the river and then store
it in the ice house. They would then use this ice to store, pack, and ship butchered meat to market.
My dad used to cut ice from the river during the winter. They would use it at the local stores and
the old meat plant. They would go out on the river and in the sloughs and use saws to cut blocks
of ice…They also put wood [railroad] tracks across the river during the winter to take the meat
across to the [Savanna Railroad] depot. This was before the bridge was put in. (Field Note
Interview)
Initially, the meat was shipped to markets almost exclusively by boat along the Mississippi River or to
nearby towns by wagon. However, after the railroad spread, the factory began to ship within a larger
geographical region both east and west. Even prior to the Sabula Railroad Swing Bridge, the factory
workers would use the ferry to transport across the river or in the winter months they place temporary rail
on the frozen Mississippi River and used it to ship the meat across to the railroad in Savanna. At its peak,
the plant employed about 200 men and was the fourth most productive pork plant in Iowa. This provided
Sabula with significant economic opportunities that spurred development in the community and drove up
the community’s population.
However, by the early 1900s the factory began to struggle. The railroad’s western expansion
across Iowa and north and south along the Mississippi River helped hog farms ship their animals over
longer distances to larger urban pork packing factories, particularly in Chicago. Additionally, health
issues in many of the packing plants had resulted in increased regulation, which made it difficult for the
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Sabula factory to compete economically. In 1904 they closed their doors (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island
City” 1985). While location along transportation routes and access to river natural resources, water and
ice, combined to develop pork packing in Sabula in the end economic competition and political regulation
eventually resulted in the factory’s decline.

The Timber Industry
One of Sabula’s longest running industries was the saw mill. From 1863 to 1938, Sabula had one
saw mill and two planning mills operating in the community. Timber harvested up river from Minnesota
and Wisconsin’s white pine forests supplied the Sabula mills. Loggers worked the northern forests
throughout the winter months when backwaters and swamplands were frozen and moved the timber by
sled and train to the river’s edge. When the ice melted the logs were bound together and floated down
river on large rafts to saw mills and towns throughout the midwestern prairie lands where they were used
to build homes, boats, and other structures. Many of these rafts reached sizes of over 1,000ft long and
500ft wide (Fremling 2005). It took upwards of two dozen men to guide these rafts down the river on the
spring flood water using poles and oars to steer, avoiding snags and guiding the rafts through the main
channel. When they arrived in Sabula, or another mill town, the men would sell their oars and other
supplies and then travel back north by wagon, steamboat, or later by train.
By the early 20th century the logging industry had reach its peak. In the early 19th century area
loggers considered the northern forests inexhaustible with the river supplying an endless highway of
timber. Similar to more recent discussions of oil resources and depletion (Klare 2008), the assumption
that the timber supply was so abundant led to a fifty-year logging boom which in the end was
unsustainable and significantly damaged the river ecosystem (Anfinson 2003). Logging depleted northern
forests leaving large open areas which over years of rainfall and flooding eroded into the river increasing
siltation in many backwaters as well as raising the river level and increasing flooding in some areas
(Fremling 2005). Furthermore, the many sawmills throughout the upper Mississippi River also deposited
large amounts of sawdust into the river. In some cases, fishermen and other river travelers reported large
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snags along islands and some sloughs filling in with sawdust (Fremling 2005). By the 1930s logging
north of the Mississippi River was dwindling. Most logging companies had moved to the northwest and
were now logging and shipping those forests throughout the country. The northern white pine forests had
been mostly depleted leading many Mississippi River mills to close, including all but one of the Sabula
mills. This remaining mill closed in 1938 when the construction of the lock dam system halted further
timber traffic on the river (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985).
Geography, availability of natural resources, and economic demand factored into the
development of the Sabula wood mill and the timber industry along the northern Mississippi River.
Settlements west of the Mississippi River spurred the demand for good wood for building houses, boats,
fuel, and even railroad expansions. Timber’s abundance in the Northern Mississippi River Valley
provided a source to fulfill this demand while the river provided extremely cheap and easy way to
transport this resource to market. Depleting the timber resources made wood processing along the river
less economical. In conjunction, further westward expansion opened up access to other sources of timber
in other geographical areas. Similar to the pork packing industry, the mills developed in Sabula as
industrious settlers exploited ready access to natural resources and transportation routes along the river.
However, human led resource over-extraction eventually depleted those once-abundant natural resources
leading to industrial decline in Sabula.

Railroad Industry
The development of railroads in the Mississippi River valley is in some ways a direct response to
the constraining physical features of the Mississippi River. Despite the development of steamboats,
navigating the river was still extremely difficult in terms of water hazards. Furthermore, the river would
largely freeze in the north during the winter stopping winter boat traffic. The railroad was not influenced
by river conditions since it ran on land-based rails across or along the river. It also could continue travel
during the winter season with few difficulties. This does not mean that railroads were not influenced by
the physical landscape. Rail still required relatively flat expanses. While this is common in the American
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Midwest, the Mississippi River valley is characterized by rolling hills, limestone bluffs, and wetlands.
Rail access to the river was thus limited to breaks in these physical features. Sabula provided such a
break. The railroad was able to navigate through a valley on either side of the river and access the water at
both Sabula, IA and Savanna, IL. This is one example of the material landscape providing a source of
accommodation to the spread of railroads. Furthermore, early trains were heavily dependent on lumber
and coal resources to fuel the trains as well as access to fresh water to cool various engine parts. With
timber industries sending a steady source of lumber down river and plenty of fresh water towns like
Sabula made for key stopping points for railroads.
In 1870, the Chicago, Clinton, Dubuque and Minneapolis Railroad Company built the rail line
along the western bank of the Mississippi River from Dubuque, IA to Clinton, IA passing just west of
Sabula (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). Then in 1872 the Sabula, Ackley and Dakota Railroad
was built from Sabula to Marion, IA and included a train station in Sabula. Both these rail lines were
purchased by the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul a few years later. Initially, the company ferried train
cars across the river on the company steam ferry boat the “William Osbourne.” During the winter season,
when the river was frozen, temporary tracks were laid across the ice for the train to cross (“Sabula Iowa’s
Only Island City” 1985, Petersen 2003). Tracks were often laid following the easiest path across the
landscape. Some areas had more accommodating landscapes making laying track easier than others which
hindered or made construction more difficult. Since Sabula is located in prairie area with access through
the bluffs it made a choice location to cross the river and pass through the bluffs. As a result, it was the
location of one of the earliest railroad bridges. Additionally, the area between the bluffs and the river is
flat making it a good location to run track up down the river which would also be able to pass through all
the communities that developed along the river prior to the railroads. Through the existing landscape the
material reality of the river influenced the spread and ending result of the railroad. Where the
environment hindered expansion, tunnels were dug and blown using dynamite and iron bridges erected to
continue the endless expanse of rail. These adaptations to the environmental limitations allowed the
railroad to successfully compete with river traffic.
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In 1880, the rail company constructed an iron bridge across the Mississippi between Sabula and
Savanna which was replaced in 1906 by an updated heavier swing bridge (Petersen 2003)11. The train
station at Sabula was one of the busiest in the state at the turn of the century as all trains from the eastern
division of the Milwaukee road passed through Sabula. Nineteen passenger trains a day crossed the bridge
and seventeen stopped to deliver passengers at the Sabula Station. Sabula was the largest passenger
transfer point between Chicago and Omaha. During this time, it was common sight to see dozens of
shoppers and businessmen boarding the train for Clinton every morning. Passengers could also buy
passage on river boats traveling the Mississippi River making the hub a key connector for rail and river
transportation in the area. Train traffic was further increased in 1918 with the opening of the Savanna
Army Depot just north of Savanna on the Illinois side of the river. This depot acted as a storage grounds
for military munitions all the way through World War II. As a result, the Savanna, IL train yard just
across the river became a popular stop with rail traveling through the area and particularly north and south
along the river (Petersen 2003).
The railroad developed in the United States as a combination of engineering innovation and
economic forces that fueled railroad expansion across the American landscape. Railroads were
significantly spurred by the development of steam engines, the manufacture of steal, and the use of coal
as a fuel source. Together these innovations made the building and increased use of railroads more
feasible. The increased demand for quicker travel over long distances resulted in the development large
railroad corporations that grew in economic and political power in the late 19th and early 20th century. In
some cases, competition along the Mississippi River between the steamboats and railroads led to railroad
companies buying up docks and converting them to rail yards. This hindered steamboat use and forced
people to utilize the rails. The railroad companies significant and growing profits allowed them to control
large growth machine (Logan and Molotch 1987) coalitions between economic and political powers both

This swing bridge which has a segment that turns parallel to the river to allow boat traffic to pass is still standing
and active today.
11
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locally and nationally. The success of these coalitions can be seen in the dominance of railroads over river
traffic well into the early 20th century.
The railroad industry developed in relationship to physical constraints/accommodation, social
structural forces, and social innovation. Physical constraints of the Mississippi River waterscape play an
important role in the development of the railroad. The bluffs and rolling hills on either side of the river
made carving flat land for rail difficult. Furthermore, the large expanse of wetlands on either side of the
main river also hindered rail expansion and limited locations for building river crossing. Human centered
technological innovation helps overcome some of these physical constraints. For the railroad innovations
include the ability to clear and flatten terrain and build permanent bridge structures across the river. The
railroad industry is also propelled forward by increased economic demands for the movement of people
and goods and challenges the river placed on other modes of traffic such as steamboats. In fact, with the
spread of the railroad the economic forces of rail and river travel come head to head and begin competing
with each other. These corporations then utilized their economic force to garner political support to
further their development along the river. Railroads are influenced by material constraints but social
agency through bridge building and land clearly and economic social structures including local and
national growth coalitions seem to eventually overcome these material constraints. The power of the
railroad to spread is significantly pushed by the technological development and economic based growth
coalitions. The railroad is not limited by the flow of the river. Even the physical limitations such as
landscape and river crossing are overcome through human ingenuity overcoming and countering these
constraints.

Commercial Fishing
Commercial fishing in the Mississippi River was a huge industry as early as the late 18th century.
Similar to the pork and timber industries, it developed directly as a result of the availability of natural
resources, namely fish and clams, in the Mississippi River. The industry’s decline is a combination of
natural resource depletion and increased economic competition. Political attempts to regulate these
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industries stem the tide of overfishing and slow the industries decline but in the end a combination of
unsustainable fishing practices, economic competition with other sources, and technological innovation
result in decline of the industry.
In the early 19th century, the Mississippi River was well stocked with a variety of fish including
catfish, bass, bullheads, and trout. Sabula residents have long talked about fishing as “a way of life” for
them. “Way of life” is an often-used phrase that implies a fullness of experiences organized around a
particular activity. This “fullness” reflects the mutual contingencies involved how people simultaneously
organize their efforts around the how they interpret resources and opportunities and how the locale
organizes their efforts with provisional possibilities and constraints. Fishing as a “way of life” carries
economic, cultural, political, and ecological implications.
Of course, fishing as a way of life, preceded Sabula’s founding. Prior to European immigration,
native Americans had long fished the Mississippi River and its tributaries. The Sabula area offered a great
fishing location due to the large amounts of back water areas surrounding the townsite. In addition, since
the site provided high ground directly on the river’s edge it allowed for easy fishing even from the banks.
Sabula families continued to fish and hunt along the river as a source of food in the myriad
fishing holes along the river’s backwaters. Edward, one of the oldest living Sabula residents remembers
as a young boy the fishing nets and lines laid out in the evenings all around town. He and his brother
would untangle, repair, and bait the lines that their father then put out in the mornings and collect in the
afternoon.
Yes, we had plenty of fishing holes. If you liked bullhead fishing you could catch all you wanted
in the vicinity of the lower turnpike and there were many times when the black bass hit pretty
well there, too. Then, there was the group of lakes just north of Sabula- Dead Lake, Eldredge
Lake, and Alligator Lake- all good spots for a day of fishing (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City”
1985)
Many families supplemented their income by catching as much fish as they could and then selling it at
local fish markets in Sabula, Savanna, or further downriver in Fulton, IL. These families often shared the
labor involved in catching and bringing the fish to market with the fathers doing most of the day labor of
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fishing while other family members help prepare, repair, and bait lines and nets or clean the fish after
catching.
When we were kids, we all helped with the fishing. My brother and I would help my dad bait the
lines in the morning before school. Then after school we would help him bring in the lines and
prep them for the next day. Our mother and sisters would repair the lines and nets when they
ripped or got tangled. It didn’t matter how old you were. If you we part of a fishing family then
you helped. It was just what you did. (Interview)
These fishing families engaged in line fishing with long fishing lines held in the water by floats with
dozens of baited hooks as well as net fishing with tubular nets sunken to the bottom of the river to catch
catfish. Lines and nets would be put out early in the morning and then brought in in the evenings or the
next day. The fish was then cleaned and prepped for local markets or put in live tanks to be shipped to
more distant markets, including Chicago, IL. Once the railroad arrived, the fish could be shipped to even
further markets. Families had their own sloughs or backwater areas that they fished. Conflicts sometime
arose over sites due to these informal claims. A variety of baits were used including worms, shadeflies,
clotted blood from animal slaughter, and even some citrus fruits.
Fishing as a way of life directly affected the local ecology and people responded with efforts to
regulate human impacts. During the early 1900’s, the river’s fish populations rapidly declined. The state
responded by creating state fishing commissions like the Iowa Fish and Game Commission. These
commissions began stocking the Mississippi River as well as lakes throughout the state. In 1914, the
abundance of fish in the Sabula area led the Iowa Fish and Game Commission to create a fish rescue
station in Sabula. It was located just south of railroad bridge and was operated by a group of ten workers
under the direction of the local fish and game warden. They would collect the fish that had been trapped
in pools created by receding high water before the pools completely dried up. They then sorted the fish
and kept them alive in large tanks before shipping them by train and later truck throughout Iowa to stock
the states ponds, lakes, and streams. The Commission also expanded the station in later years for use as a
hatchery for trout and baby pheasants to be released throughout Iowa.
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The area around Sabula also developed a large clam fishing industry aimed at manufacturing shell
jewelry. As early as 1870, Sabula residents had begun making novelty items such as sleeve buttons,
combs, and brooches from clam shells and pearls from the area river beds. Clam fisherman would dive
and fish them from the river bottom. Then they would cut their outer shell, shape and polish using hand
tools or machinery. In 1895, the first pearl button factory opened employing 15 men and 10 women and
used machinery to cut the button circles from the clam shells for carving and polishing (“Sabula Iowa’s
Only Island City” 1985).
The button factory was huge for Sabula. People would free dive for clams… Then the workers
would shuck and cut the shells to make the buttons. There were piles of clam shells around the
factory. You can still find the shells with holes cut out from the buttons. We found a bunch when
we redid the back patio. (Interview)
In 1905, button factory owners sold out to a New York state entrepreneur who constructed a larger
building along the western side of town and opened the Iroquis Button Company. At its height, the
factory employed 100 men as cutters or clam fishers (“Sabula Iowa’s Only Island City” 1985). Clam
fishing in the upper Mississippi River was extremely successful in the initial boom years between 1890
and 1910. However, the clam bed populations were quickly exhausted. As a result of the overuse, the U.S.
Bureau of Fisheries began in 1908 to artificially propagate clams through the Upper Mississippi River in
order to help maintain populations. Even with these actions the high rates of fishing increased silting from
northern forest erosion and river pollution depleted the clam populations resulting in a significant decline.
Despite the decline in local clams the Iroquis Button Company remain open until the 1930s when a fire
permanently closed the factory.
Sustenance and commercial fishing represent a major source of economic survival and
development in the Sabula community. As technology enhanced the ability to store and transport fish
commercial fishing developed as large quantities of fish could be stored in ice and shipped either by boat
or train to local fish markets. Some local family fisherman transformed their activities into commercial
fishing operations. The use of clam shells for buttons and other jewelry items created a market for clam
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shell fishing. Sabula’s various sandbars, backwater islands, and shallow water made for prime locations
for clam fishing and quickly attracted a commercial clam fishing business and button factory, one of the
earliest in the Upper Mississippi River. The demands that clam fishing quickly outpaced what the local
ecology could provide, decimating the clam population. Soon clam fisherman had to seek deeper waters
and less hospitable fishing grounds. Efforts to deepen the channel for navigation narrowed the river and
caused many backwater and sandbars to fill with silt making clam fishing even more difficult. As clam
fishing became more difficult and less profitable the factories, including Sabula’s began to decline.
Eventually, clam fishing died as alternative button and jewelry materials, most notably plastics, came into
the market during the mid-20th century.
Even more so than the pork and timber industries, sustenance and commercial fishing in the
Sabula area develops directly as a result of presence of natural resources (fish and clams) and prime
locations for fishing including the sandbars and backwaters in the area. These fishing practices were
major parts of life for early Sabula residents and remain so, providing sources of food, economic support,
and even leisure activities. However, over-fishing and resource depletion in the early 20th century results
in a decline of larger commercial fishing industries. It is important to note this is not a linear process. As
demand for fish increased and fishing depleted fish populations in the river, political regulations and
attempts to re-stock the river developed. However, in the end these efforts were not enough to keep the
industry functioning in any large terms in the Sabula area. Fish depletion increases the economic costs of
fishing the Northern Mississippi River, especially in comparison to other locations in North America
including the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Gulf of Mexico, and North West rivers in Oregon,
Washington, and Alaska eventually won out and the majority of commercial fishing in the Northern
Mississippi River valley ended.
Today, fishing is still a part of Sabula’s “way of life.” Fishing remains deeply imbedded in
Sabula’s economy, politics, and culture. But now its position has shifted away from commercial fishing to
leisure and sport fishing. Many Sabula families still have pride in the Swiss cheese looking clam shells
left from the button factory and their stories of fishing with their families. Significant numbers of visitors
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to community come to engage in sport fishing in the community’s lakes and the Mississippi River
backwaters. However, during my time in Sabula, only three residents still engage in larger commercial
fishing operations using lines and submerged nets and even these only provide supplemental income to
their families.

Patterns in the Mangle
In all four industries discussed above, social and physical forces play a crucial role in their
development and decline. These industries rely on the river ecosystem for access to fresh water, ice,
timber, fish, clams, and mode of transportation. Without these resources it would be impossible for any of
these industries to develop as they did. In fact, most of these industries are products of the availability of
and access to specific river natural resources. Human ingenuity and innovation play an important role in
seeing the natural resources as resources and then acting to exploit them. The development of mass
cutting techniques, timber rafts and river navigation, railroad development, and clam button and jewelry
making techniques all play a role. Economic forces including consumer demand, westward expansion,
and local commercial development combine to spur the development of these industries by providing
financial support and motivation. Similarly, the decline of these industries results directly from a
combination of changes in the social and physical landscape. In some cases, increased resource extraction
and depletion stimulates the industry’s demise as in the case of the timber industry and in part commercial
fishing. In other cases, human innovation through the invention of button alternatives for the clam fishing
industry and railroad expansion in the pork packing industry play a primary role. Finally, economic and
political forces also influence the industries decline through increased regulation, economic competition,
and decline in consumer demand.
Based on the above discussion, I draw several conclusions, some that align with Pickering’s
approach and others that elaborate it. Pickering (1993) argues that co-construction plays out through a
temporally emergent, continuous, and deeply-blended process. Social and material forces continuously
influence the three industries development in a complex mix. No industry plays out with the exact same
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combination of forces as any other. This is not to say that these industries’ co-constructions are entirely
unpredictable or without patterns. For example, each of these industries involves analysis of social agentic
forces (innovation), social structural forces (economic and political), and material (natural and human
built environment) forces to truly understand their development and decline in Sabula. Furthermore, in all
three cases the blending of social and physical phenomenon is uneven. While both social and material
forces play a role in each the level of importance or prevalence varies between examples and over time
within each example. Rather than there being a balanced or symmetrical relationship between these forces
they instead blend asymmetrically. I argue that this uneven intertwining of these characteristics
demonstrates that they are neither opposing forces nor even necessarily dialectical forces. Instead, I
propose that they operate along a triad of influences (See Figure 9). To map any relationship, it would fall
somewhere within the triangle created by these forces. Furthermore, as the examples demonstrate it is
crucial that these relationships be understood temporally. Rather than a particular industry remaining in a
fixed position within the triangle it instead moved over time as one force’s influence increases or
decreases.

Figure 9: The Triad of Influences
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By conceptualizing co-constructions as an emergent triad of influences, we are better able to map
specific co-constructionist process so that they can be compared to reveal patterns. For example, while all
four have differing and complex co-constructionist stories, they share many material, social structure, and
social agency factors. All four were influenced by resource accessibility; ice for pork packing, fish and
clams for commercial fishing, trees for the timber industry, steel and iron for railroad. Two of the four,
commercial fishing and the timber industry both dealt with declining access to these resources due to
increasing human driven resource extraction. Technological innovation also played an important role in
accessing the available resources by developing tools and actions to overcome existing environmental
constraints. All four industries were also influenced by access to modes of mobility that allowed for the
transportation of the resources to sites of production or to market. The similarity in factors lends me to
believe, distinct from Pickering, that the co-constructionist process is more patterned than the term
“mangle” may imply. In analyzing and comparing different co-constructionist process we are better able
to reveal patterns in the social structural, agentic, and material forces at work.

CONCLUSION
Through Pickering’s (1993) approach of accommodations and constraints, we can better
understand the early founding and development of Sabula. Early river settlements like Sabula develop
through a combination of human action and response to the Mississippi River’s biophysical reality. As
indicated in the discussion of Sabula above, humans do not simply passively respond to environmental
accommodations and constraints. Instead, these accommodations and constraints result from a continuous
process of interactions between human agency and material reality. Sabula’s physical features provide
some opportunities for human development and limit others. Based on human responses some of these
potentials, or accommodations, are developed while others go unnoticed or utilized. Similarly, existing
material constraints likewise frame human meanings and actions along the river. Changes either from
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historical shifts in social structure, local human meanings and agency, or in the bio-physical reality
influence the other areas. In these conceptualization, material-environmental reality, human agency, and
social structure are all fluid and agentic phenomenon. The result is a continuous co-constructionist
process whereby history unfolds through a mangling of human structure, agency, and material reality.
In an attempt, to clarify the co-construction process I analyzed the development of several early
economic industries in Sabula. In each example, characteristics of material forces, social agency, and
social structure play a role in the industries development. However, the influence of each force varies
depending on the industry in question. I conclude from this analysis several points. First, the coconstruction process is uneven. Rather than a balancing of material and social forces these industries are
unequally impacted by specific forces. For example, commercial fishing and the timber industry and
highly influenced by the availability of natural resources with the abundance and decline of the resources
correlating with the rise and fall of the industries. On the other hand, the railroad industry was limited by
the physical landscape but was able to utilize human innovation and economic resources to overcome
these material constraints. These examples, demonstrate that each corner of the triad may play a role but
the influence is not equal.
Second, the level of influence of any particular force on any specific industry varies over time as
social forces and material reality changes. Initially, the abundance of clams helped drive the industry in
conjunction with human consumption and potential economic success. While, declining clam populations
did influence the industries decline, it is human innovation developing the plastic button that shifted
economic interest and eventually lead to the decline of clam fishing in Sabula. Therefore, material forces
play an important role early in the industries development, however, eventually social forces cause the
industries decline. The fact that the triad of influences vary over time make it key that co-construction
analysis be conducted through historically sensitive methods that allow for tracking social and material
change.
Finally, that while the co-constructionist process is complex and emergent comparing and
contrasting phenomenon can reveal patterns within the co-construction process. By systematically
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analyzing the co-construction of each industry I was able to identify the triadic influence of material,
agentic, and social forces. I also found similarities in industries reliance on the material for resources with
their abundance and declines having significant impacts on human action and industry development. I
also, found that economic interests also heavily influenced these industries supporting claims that
economic structures drive human treatment of the environment (Schnaiberg 2000).
The focus of this chapter was on the early community and economic development of Sabula.
Therefore, it is probably not that surprising that social and economic forces played a significant role. In
the next chapter, I will shift my attention to the ways that the natural landscape of the Mississippi River
and Sabula are a product of co-construction. This will further demonstrate the interaction between social
and material forces and their impact on the physical landscape.
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CHAPTER 6: TUNING A RIVER AND A TOWN
The co-construction process playing out between the Mississippi River system and Sabula reflects
several key characteristics about the conjointly constituted process. The relationship between Sabula and
the river is a dynamic one that changes over time. These temporal changes result not only from human
based actions and material shifts in the river system. In this chapter, I outline the “tuning process,” as
Pickering calls it, to understand the reciprocal exchange between human agency and material changes
with the goal of better clarifying the ways that Sabula and the Mississippi River are conjointly
constituted. I begin by reviewing Pickering’s concept of tuning, highlighting its usefulness for temporal
analysis. I then discuss two ways that human actors attempt to “tune” the river; first, by developing
technologies to better navigate the river’s existing material features and, second, by using technology to
control the river by physically altering it to make it more suitable to human economic efforts. I conclude
the chapter by discussing the impacts that this attempt to control the river had both physically and socially
on Sabula. I focus my attention on the shifts in flooding in the community and residents’ practices to
mitigate it. Together these processes help demonstrate that both the river and Sabula are conjointly
constituted as products of combined human and material agency that produces a complex mangle of
interactions. I also elaborate on the tuning concept but suggesting that rather than a simple turn taking
back and forth exchange between human and material actors, tuning on the Mississippi River involves
multiple human and material actors which sometimes act in ways that benefit one another and sometimes
push against each other’s interests.

TUNING OR THE DANCE OF AGENCY
Andrew Picking (1993, 1995) utilizes the metaphor of tuning in order to describe the continuous
back and forth process between human and material agency. Pickering argues that humans act toward the
material world, then the material world responds, leading to humans responding again in a continuously
evolving interactional process. He compares it to tuning a radio in which the user rotates the dial back and
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forth responding to the existing sound until having tuned the channel in to a harmonious sound they
listen, that is until the sound or the listener inevitably changes and the tuning process begins again. On the
surface this metaphor appears to separate human agency from material agency, challenging the conjointly
constituted blending that FFG (1995) and other co-constructed approaches argue for. However, Pickering
expands the metaphor arguing that the process of “tuning” is as much about the radio signal as it is the
tuner. Without either the act of “tuning” does not exist. Elsewhere Pickering likens this blending to a
dance in that dancing involves two separate people each taking individual action in relation to the other
resulting in a unique whole.
Pickering offers tuning as a conceptual perspective for analyzing the conjointly constituted
process. In his own work, Pickering (1995) applies tuning to several scientific developments such as the
bubble chamber. He demonstrates how these technological developments evolve through a series of
actions between human inventors and material reality. In these examples, human inventors do not fully
comprehend the material reality and thus through trial and error develop the existing technology. These
examples, highlight the material role in the resulting technology and demonstrate that technology
develops through a conjointly constituted process as opposed to purely cultural action. Pickering also
points out the dialectical characteristic of the tuning process as each side is seen as resisting the others
actions, the resulting conflict creating the eventual conclusions which is often a synthesis of the two.
Pickering also applies tuning more directly to human-nature processes by analyzing the spread of
Asian Eels in the U.S (Pickering 2005). Pickering reviews the history of Asian Eels in the U.S
demonstrating a back and forth between human actors and nature actors (the eels). The eels were initially
brought to the U.S. as pets, but then after growing to large sizes and climbing out of their tanks people
released them into local ponds. In the ponds, the eels negatively impacted local fish populations angering
sports fisherman and environmental groups. Humans then attempted to remove the eels by draining the
ponds, but the eels instead burrowed into the mud avoiding death and resulting in the draining killing
more pond fish than eels. Pickering argues that nature and society interact in a dialectical tuning process
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with the humans taking action, then the eels taking responding action, etc. creating a mutually constituted
process that is continuously evolving.
As a continuously evolving process, tuning requires temporal analysis to reveal the agentic
actions and corresponding impacts. While tuning may lead to alignments between nature and society, this
alignment need not be harmonious or may only be felt as harmonious from the perspective of some
human actors. In fact, I argue through analysis of the Mississippi River and Sabula that it often is the
product of human’s efforts to dominate nature (Leiss 1972). Pickering’s (2005) analysis reveals that each
human action results in new and unexpected material problems. Humans slowly overcome these slowly
until we perceive nature to fall in line with our expectations. This form of tuning results in a forced and
often tenuous alignment which creates many negative ecosystem impacts, along with perceived benefits
to human actors. Human agency with enough motivation seems able to manipulate the tuning process to
bring about its desires. This is not to say that this is the only outcome of tuning between nature and
society. But, as Leiss and others have demonstrated, it is a common enough result. My comments also are
not to imply that human domination of nature will result in exactly what human actors envision. As
Pickering demonstrates, material agency will constrain human action resulting in a mediated and coconstructed alignment.
Also, it is important to remember that human agency and for that matter material agency
represents a plethora of agents. There are many human actors that may be involved in a given tuning
process. These various social groups may not share the same desires and may take actions in or out of
alignment with one another. Similarly, material actions or changes will likely have various impacts on the
differing groups of human actors both positive and negative. Material changes that eventually may create
negative impacts for some human actors, albeit likely those not currently benefiting. In sum, tuning
results in an alignment between human and material agency, however, the alignment need not be to the
benefit of nature or even equally beneficial to all human actors.
In the remainder of the chapter, I utilize the tuning approach to analyze historical changes on the
Mississippi River and with Sabula specifically. This analysis focuses on the processes humans used to
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manipulate and control the Mississippi River ecosystem to align its function with human economic and
cultural interests. I also analyze the environmental responses to these manipulations. I then apply this
tuning analysis specifically to Sabula demonstrating the ways that both the island and Sabula way of life
is conjointly constituted product of the Mississippi River tuning process.

TUNING TO THE RIVER: ENVRIONMENTAL ADAPTATION ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
Due to material constraints on the Mississippi River, river travel was difficult. Early European
settlers responded to these constraints by developing new forms of river transportation, most notably the
river steamboat, that adapted to the river’s material obstacles. Steamboats ran shallow in the water and
used large paddle wheels that only skimmed the top of the river to propel the boat forward making them
capable of traveling in shallow water and around obstacles. In this way, early settlers on the Mississippi
River were able to at least partially overcome the river’s material constraints through human
technological innovation. In this way, early settles tuned themselves to the river by changing their
behavior to align it with the river’s existing material reality.
The physical landscape of the Mississippi River prior to the arrival of large numbers of European
settlers significantly constrained river traffic. The large number of sandbars, snags, low water, and wide
river width made accessing and navigating the river more difficult. Prior to the 1820s, native peoples and
early Europeans navigated the Mississippi River and its network of tributaries using small canoes and
flatboats. Long before the arrival of European Settlers, Native Americans had set up settlements all along
the Mississippi River network. They utilized the river network to move people and goods between these
settlements mapping the entire system including existing rapids, sandbars, snags, and good land portages
between rivers (Fremling 2005). By the time most European immigrants arrived many of these villages
were already gone due to diseases that spread through Native American populations ahead of the
European expansion. Despite this, early European settlers relied on Native peoples for their knowledge
and skill at navigating the river system (Fremling 2005). However, the larger European boats were not
built to navigate the shallow waters of the Mississippi. Instead early European travel on the river was on
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small faltboats and larger keelboats which while able to navigate the shallow water required significant
amounts of muscle labor to propel up river. As a result, most river traffic during this period was one-way
with boats and rafts being floated downriver to sell their goods in ports like New Orleans before the boats
were sold and the rivermen made their way back up river by other land-based routes.
Increased desire to use the river as a means of economic transportation and increased westward
expansion into the Mississippi River valley encouraged innovative boat construction. The shallow,
powerful one-way flow, ebb and flow of flooding, rapids, etc. pose material obstacles to human goals. In
the 1820s, European settlers developed the steamboat as a means of adapting to the Mississippi River’s
material existence through human innovation. Steamboats were light wood flatboats propelled by steamdriven engines turning large wooden paddle wheels (Fremling 2005). Early paddle wheel steamboats were
developed as a direct response to the Mississippi River and its tributaries early ecological existence. The
river ran extremely shallow especially in the Upper Mississippi River. While ideal for waterfowl and
other animals in the river ecosystem, the river’s shallow waters made navigation with European sea
vessels almost impossible restricting both commercial and settlement interests along the river. As a result,
river runners needed boats to float high in the water to avoid hitting bottom and the many sandbars
throughout the channel. The steamboats were built on flat bottom wood bases that only sunk a few feet in
the water. In addition, the paddle wheel allowed for propulsion without needing to dig to deeply into the
water making it easier to avoid running aground on sandbars. The paddle wheels were also built with
wood paddles that when spinning were equally out of the water as in. This made it easy to repair the
paddles should the boat run aground on a sandbar or break on a snag. The broken paddle would be rotated
till it was out of the water and the wood blank removed and replaced with one of the many spare paddle
planks kept on board. It was easy and cheap to replace making it perfect for the wild river full of sandbars
and snags. The enhanced maneuverability of the paddlewheels made it easy to avoid snags and navigate
islands and rapids.
Steamboats quickly became the primary vessels navigating the Mississippi River. However,
despite this innovation some of the rivers hazards still posed difficulties for the steamboats. Steamboats
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were largely used in the lower Mississippi River south of Cairo, IL due to the difficulty passing the rapids
between Illinois and Iowa near Keokuk and Le Claire. Steamboat captains in these areas specialized in
navigating the rapids allowing for increased passage further up river. During this time early settlers
removed some large snags and sandbars to increase access for steamboats.
Since Sabula was located further north than the rapids in Keokuk and Le Claire fewer early
steamboats made their way along the river compared to the busy Lower Mississippi River stretch.
Nonetheless, in these early years prior to railroads and the lock dam system, Sabula was a vital
commercial and transportation hub along the northern Mississippi River. Thousands of river boats at year
would make small stops at Sabula and Savanna when making their way through the area mostly between
traffic from Dubuque, IA, Galena, IL, or even St. Paul, MN to the Quad Cities and further down river.
These early stops were to pick up passengers, drop off supplies, or pick up commercial goods including
pork, fish, and commercial agriculture for shipping. Some ships would stop at Sabula for repairs. The
large number of snags and rapids along the northern area of the river often damaged boats. The presence
of the local mills and enclosed harbor made Sabula a good location to stop for repairs should something
happen along the trip. Yet, outside of these repair needs, river boats rarely remained at Sabula for more
than a few days
Steamboats continued to dominate transportation in the country well into the 1850s and 1860s
until continued navigation difficulties and railroad development challenged the industry. Initially,
railroads spurred river traffic by bringing goods to the river to be transported to down-river markets
(Fremling 2005). However, by the late 19th century the railroad corporations had built bridges across the
Mississippi and expanded westward as well as north-south along the river. This expansion opened up new
fast transportation sources for both people and goods along the river. After the railroad arrived in Sabula,
most goods from the town were shipped by the faster trains. River boats still stopped to pick up
passengers traveling north or south along with agriculture meant for the southern markets. Even these
stops began to dwindle once the railroads expanded north and south along the river. By World War I,
most boats along the river begin to bypass Sabula due to its small population size and poor landing
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conditions. The continued difficulties associated with river navigation combined with rail’s speed and
ease, brought the steamboat era’s decline by the 1860s. As a result, the steamboat decline is due in part to
the influence of continued material constraints in the Mississippi River and economic development that
spurred rail construction.
Adaptation to the river’s material reality through technological innovations is not the only way
tuning has played out on the Mississippi River. European and American settlers have also engaged in
many actions to change the material landscape and flow of the Mississippi River. These include
constructing levees and dams and dredging and draining the river. Unlike steamboat development which
demonstrates people tuning themselves to the Mississippi River, these actions represent people’s efforts
to tune the river itself. Simply put, tuning to involves people aligning their actions to the river’s material
reality while tuning on represents people taking action to align the river to their actions

TUNING ON THE RIVER: ENVIRONMENTAL DOMINATION ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
Since the arrival of European settlers in the Mississippi River valley, the Mississippi River has
gone through an extensive tuning process. Western settlers manipulated the river ecosystem and flow
through a variety of technological and adaptation methods in the hopes of harnessing the river for
economic and mobility interests. Many of these actions have changed the river in both expected and
unexpected ways. The result is a two-century tuning process revealing a conjointly constituted river.
However, rather than a story of social-environmental harmony, we find a story of human environmental
domination through which the river is forcibly brought (more) into alignment with European and
American economic interests.
At the beginning of the 19th century the Mississippi River ran wild as a wide shallow river filled
with sandbars, island, snags, rapids, and prone to regular flooding. While this version of the river
accommodated a plethora of wildlife, it made traditional European navigation and agriculture difficult.
The shallow water and abundance of snags and blockages on the river made navigation, even with the
shallow steamboats, time consuming and risky. Boats would regularly run aground or get caught up in a
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snag. The wide expanse of the river and regular flooding made it hard to identifying the main channel of
the river and boats would often have to backtrack after going of course into a backwater area. In addition,
the size and flooding made it difficult to build towns and farm along the river. Towns were built close to
the river for water access but risked flooding during seasonal high water. Similarly, the seasonal flooding
brought silt that made the area along the river prime farming land while simultaneously risking the entire
loss of crop if the river flooded.

Attempts to Control the Mighty Mississippi
In an attempt to minimize flooding risk, increase river navigation, and utilize more farmland early
European settlers and Americans constructed levees and dams, removed snags, dredged the river bottom,
and drained wetlands. These actions represent a systematic effort to dominate the Mississippi River for
human use resulting in a highly-managed river that is as much the product of human agentic action as it is
the environment. While the control attempts have consistently altered the state and flow of the Mississippi
River, these attempts have been met with significant material constraint and unpredicted material agency.
Early attempts to control the river under French claim included the building of levees to keep the
river at bay in order to build settlements and plant crops. While these levees often broke, they continued
as the main source of river control till the Mississippi River was transferred to the United States. Under
the United States the Mississippi River valley continued to be settled, planted, and navigated escalating
attempts to control the river (Anfinson 2003; O’Neil 2006). Increased river navigation by steamboats,
ships carrying northern agriculture, and timber traveling the Mississippi resulted federal projects to clear
the river, defined by decisions such as the Government Survey Act of 1824 and the Western Rivers
Improvement Act of 1848 which spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to remove snags, cut back
overhanging trees, and clear rapids. In 1852 Congress designated another $150,000 dollars for additional
surveying, dredging, and removal of snags in the Mississippi valley.
While, attempts to clear the river slowed during the U.S. Civil War, it was reinvigorated with the
4ft Channel Project of 1866 that aimed to remove snags, cut overhands, and dredge in order to create a
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continuous 4ft depth even during yearly low water levels (Anfinson 2003; Smith 2007). Congress
followed this project in 1878 with the 4 1/2ft Channel Project which added wing dams and closing dams
to dredging attempts in order to increase the depth of the river for navigation. Wing dams are built with
stones and brush extending from either side of the river in order to narrow the path of the water. This both
deepens the main channel and increases erosion on the river’s bottom, in effect using the river to dredge
itself. Closing dams are also constructed along the river’s tributaries to stop water from entering or
leaving the main river. Closing off tributaries directs more water down the main channel, increasing its
depth. Despite these efforts the river was still prone to low and high water due largely to the dams limited
ability to control the river’s massive swings of seasonal flooding. These projects had limited success in
increasing navigation due in part it being still difficult to navigate the river as well as the rise of the
railroad as a shipping alternative. In 1907, to invigorate river navigation the federal government passed
the 6ft Channel Project which again raised the height of the original wing dams (Fremling 2005).
In addition, controlling the river for increased travel, other project sought to control the river for
settlement and agriculture. As westward expansion increased more people moved into the Mississippi
River Valley. River towns, like Sabula, and major hubs like Minneapolis, Dubuque, Saint Louis, and New
Orleans grew. People desired more land along the river for settlement and farming and they wanted this
land to be dry and remain dry. To accomplish this, there was a systematic effort to separate water and soil
to increase dry land for planting (Anfinson 2003). The separation was accomplished in two ways. First,
state and federal government built levees in increasing numbers to contain the Mississippi water in the
main river channel (Fischer 2006). Second, farmers in collaboration with state and federal government
drained wetlands to dry areas for access and planting drier crops like wheat, corn, and cotton (Anfinson
2003; Schneider 2013).
Following the Civil War, the responsibility of flood control slowly shifted to the federal
government. Originally, as a result of the Swamp Acts of 1849 and 1850, the power over Mississippi
flood control was placed in the hands of the states. States controlled flood plain areas and increasingly
built levees and sold swamp lands to private owners to drain, plant, and build on. By 1879 Congress
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created the Mississippi River Commission (MRC)12 which firmly placed control of the river in the hands
of the federal government (Anfinson 2003). The MRC had two aims; (1) widen the mouth of the river
flowing into the Gulf of Mexico and (2) permanently reclaim river floodplain and wetlands for
agricultural use. Congress followed the MRC’s creation with a series of Acts aimed at controlling
flooding and draining swampland on the Mississippi, including the Rivers and Harbor Act of 1881 and
Flood Control Act of 1917 which allocated over $100 million in federal and state funds to the MRC to
construct levees, control flooding, and general river improvements.
By the early 20th century there was increased interest by state and federal agencies in improving
the Mississippi River’s role as a waterway system. In part, this increase interest emerged just after WWI
to enhance the east-west planning, infrastructure, and mobility after the railroads’ carrying capacity
limited the military’s ability to move the heavy war machinery (Fremling 2005). In addition, growing
agriculture and manufacturing in the upper Midwest needed more options to cheaply ship large quantities
of goods. While, human-made railroads are quicker and allow for more control over shipping lanes, the
slower and more unpredictable river could move exponentially more goods at far cheaper costs. Channel
depth was the primary limitation to river traffic. By the 1920s the Army Corp of Engineers had already
raised the Mississippi River depth to a 6-foot channel by clearing snags, dredging, and most significantly
construction of hundreds of wing dams and closing dams. Despite these efforts the river still seemed to
cap out around a 6ft which limited the carrying capacity of barge traffic on the river.
By 1928, the Corps was considering the creation of a 9ft navigation channel along the upper
Mississippi River from St. Louis to Minneapolis. Just prior, in 1927, there was the “Great Flood” along
the southern Mississippi River which resulted in the passing of the Flood Control Act of 1928. This gave
significant power and funding to the Army Corp to control flooding along the Mississippi River. The
combination of this increased management, funding, and the economic benefits of increasing traffic on
the river spurred the project through the planning stage and it was eventually approved by congress.

This act made permanent the Mississippi River commissions set up in 1874 by President Grant formed which had
the same aims.
12
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Despite this approval though the white house still resisted funding the construction of the project until the
collapse of the US economy in the 1930s. When Franklin Roosevelt took office, and moved to pass the
New Deal the Mississippi Lock Dam system was at the front of the line for funding. In 1933, the federal
government began funding the Upper Mississippi Lock Dam Project in what would make a total of $164
million dollars building twenty-seven lock dams as well as many wing dams, closing dams, and reserve
pools. Unlike the previous wing and closing dams the lock dams are placed directly across the river and
are used to control the flow of the river to maintain a 9ft depth. Each dam consists of a lock that allows
barges and other river travel to move along the river. These dams represent the main source of river
control today, though the Army Corp still engages in levee repair, dredging, and snag removal to maintain
river navigation.
The series of channel navigation projects along with consistent efforts to levee, dredge, remove
snags and islands, and drain the river to make it more navigable and useful for humans represent human
action to tune the river. These actions are motivated by human desires to move goods and people along
the river and farm the fertile soils of the river’s ecosystem. In this way they represent human responses to
the existing material state of the river combined with social desires for increased access to resources and
modes of transportation aimed at physically altering the river to align its physical reality with their social
needs or desires. However, these efforts not only change the river in ways that humans can predict, but
they also result in unintended consequences that influence existing and future human action.

The Mississippi River Responds
Humans’ efforts to create new river control infrastructures faced myriad material obstacles and
responses that continually altered their effectiveness. In many cases the continuous efforts by human
actors are a result of the material state of the river and its continued defiance of human control. Take for
example, people’s initial attempts to make the river more navigable. These desires themselves and choice
for action are in part a reaction to the river’s material state and behavior in conjunction with human
economic interests. Faced with the river’s resistance to manipulation and control, then human groups took
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action to overcome the river’s material resistance by building paddle wheelers and steamboats specifically
designed to operate in the river’s low water and sandbars. As these efforts continue to run up against the
river’s resistance, they attempt to alter the river’s physical organization through dredging, levees, snag
removal, and eventually dams to make the river more accommodating to their desires. Despite the 4ft, 4 ½
ft, and 6ft channel projects additions of wing dams and channel dams, the river continued to defy control.
The river continued to fluctuate depth making it difficult to maintain the desired water depths. Consistent
rainfall still produced significant flooding on the river and summer droughts caused low water periods
that often-stopped river navigation. Furthermore, rocky rapids, such as those along the Quad Cities in
Iowa, resisted dredging and made dam building difficult. During low water periods these rapids remained
impassible despite human efforts.
The Army Corps 9ft channel construction of the lock dam increased human river and flood
control by fundamentally altering water, silt, and nutrient flows through the river ecosystem. The lock
dam system changed the down river water flow by directing more water through the central channel and
less through the myriad of backwater and wetland systems. Yet the locks slowed water just above them
often causing large pools with the water spreading across the landscape in many cases up to a mile or two
from the central channel. These large pools spurred fish growth both in size and population while at the
same time cutting other species off from down-river migration. These wetland areas were often not part of
the original flow the river. They fill with water and then during season low water they leave behind small
pools or in some cases dry up leaving behind an abundance of dead animal and plant life. The lock dam
infrastructure led to preexisting backwater systems being drained, drying up, or in many cases becoming
filled with silt deposited from the river which no longer picks it up because the river no longer flows
through the area with enough force. Many ecologists argue that these shifts have cut off the river from
much of its biodiversity and nutrients that fuel the river ecosystem.
The infrastructure efforts by local, state, and federal actors did have many intended influences on
the river. The dredging and dams did force the river to flow deeper and more narrowly than before. In
fact, human modifications to the river ecosystem produced several unanticipated material responses from
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the river. Narrowing and deepening the river caused it to flow faster, essentially dredging the bottom.
While humans used this tactic to increase the river’s depth, the amounts of water and silt flowing down
river. In conjunction with levees that built up the river this caused increased flooding in communities
down river also increased. Some river towns in the lower Mississippi River valley did not experience
significant flooding until large numbers of levees and dams were built up river. As flooding moved down
the Mississippi, so did the need to build additional levees to protect the downriver communities.
Furthermore, building of the lock dam system raised the water level to 9ft causing many areas up the river
from the lock dams to flood, counter to typical patterns. As I explain in more detail below, the area
around Sabula is one such location where the river responded to the lock dam with significant flooding
that forever altered the community by increasing flooding risk and converting the community to an island
which limited its physical space to expand and cut it off from agriculture and other regional interests.
Many river communities saw the river respond to the lock damn system with significantly more flooding
which the communities responded to with additional flood management techniques.
The river’s increased depth and speed also carried significant amounts of silt downriver affecting
multiple aspects of the river. In the past this silt would have been dropped up river in the floodplain.
However, with more levees and drained wetlands, the river carries the silt south and some even reaches
past the river’s mouth far out into the Gulf of Mexico. Also, the increased silt carried into the Gulf of
Mexico combines with fertilizer runoff from farmland along the river to produce a yearly red algae bloom
and dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico. Additionally, increasing the river’s depth and speed exacerbated
erosion along the edges and on islands and sandbars in the main the channel. Over the last century, this
erosion has steadily decreased number of islands and size of the remaining islands in the river’s main
channel.
The Army Corp maintains some of the islands by depositing sand dredged from the bottom of the
river to help maintain the 9ft channel. Until the 1970s, the Corp could deposit this sand anywhere they
wanted. Most was deposited on islands or along shore areas makes large beach areas that were previously
not that common along the river system. These beaches quickly began to attract not only turtles and other
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wildlife but also people looking to have beach parties. The Sabula campground’s beach was made in this
way and quickly became a summer hangout spot for many locals and some tourists. The island beaches
also became hangouts for river-goers who parked their boats along the islands and then fish, sunbath, and
swim from the beaches. These sites are well known to locals and visitors who are increasingly using them
as local summer tourist and recreation sites. In turn the increased river traffic from river goers including
not only larger motor boats, jet skis, and increased barge traffic have resulting in large wakes along these
sites. These wakes further increase erosion and shoreline damage disturbing plants and animals in the
area.
The river’s increased depth, speed, and narrow channel produces a metabolic rift (Foster 1999)
for nutrients in the Mississippi River valley. Farmers were attracted to the Mississippi River valley for the
nutrient rich soil the river’s floodplain, which developed from millennia of silt buildup dropped during
the river’s regular flooding and slow speed. The silt nourished the river’s wetland ecosystem.
Systematically separating the land from the river cut off the natural nutrient deposits over time. As the
drained and leveed farmland slowly lost its nutrient-rich properties, farmers turned to fertilizers to make
up for the loss.
The separation of water and land also significantly decreased the amount of wetland habitat in the
Mississippi River valley. The limited amount of wetland areas leaves the river with more silt and fewer
backwaters in which to deposit it. This has caused many backwater areas to silt in further reducing
wetland habitat that supports many animal and plant species. Waterfowl are most deeply affected, with
large decreases in herons and egrets, . Declining habitat along the river has also resulted in many
migratory birds shifting their yearly journeys to other river networks such as the Ohio, Missouri, and
Illinois rivers rather than follow the Mississippi River. Of course, hunting and fishing grounds for both
humans and other animal species have also been deeply altered.

Alternative Constructions of the Mississippi River
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As the river changed through channel constrictions, pollution, reclamation, and overuse,
conservationists developed a new vision to safeguard the Mississippi River. One of the earliest attempts at
river conservation came from a group of Iowa conservationists who wanted to create a Mississippi Valley
National Park (Anfinson 2003; Morris 2012). The Iowa Conservation Association, which had already
helped to create several state parks, recruited Senator William S. Kenyon and Representative Gilbert
Haugen, of Iowa, to introduce the bill. The bill was submitted to Congress in 1921 and 1923 but was
voted down both times due, in part, to opposition from members of Congress who opposed using federal
money to conserve land and because, unlike previous national parks, the Mississippi park required the
purchasing of private owned land (Anfinson 2003). Furthermore, the park was seen as a local or regional
benefit and lacked national backing.
The Iowa conservationist group’s actions drew increased attention to the Mississippi and set the
stage for a new push to conserve the river with the formation of a national wildlife refuge. This movement
started when, Will Dilg, a founder and then president of the newly formed Izaak Walton League visited
the Mississippi Valley (Anfinson 2003). The Izaak Walton League (IWL) is a Chicago based
conservation organization founded in 1922. The organization’s aim is to promote resource protection and
outdoor recreation. The league is named in honor of the fishing enthusiasts and “father of flyfishing” Izaak Walton. The organization spread particularly throughout the Midwest and built one of the
group’s earliest lodges just north of Sabula. The lodge consists of many acres of land and lodge house
used for member gatherings, family camping trips, and other events. The Izaak Walton League and the
Sabula lodge are still active today hosting environmental guest speakers, family camping trips, a yearly
gun safety and shooting event, as well a yearly Easter hunt.
In the summer following the formation of the IWL, Will Dilg traveled to the Upper Mississippi
River Valley in order to recruit members and form chapters of the league. Halfway through his trip, and
after a fishing outing on the attempted site of the Mississippi National Park, Dilg cut the trip short and
returned to Chicago to encourage support to turn the area into a wildlife refuge (Anfinson 2003). Over the
next two years the IWL continued to gather support from both inside the Mississippi River region and
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nationally. They put pressure on Congress by advertising to the public and recruiting organizations and
science specialists around the country to support the refuge idea.
Their tactics were successful and in 1924 Congress approved the Upper Mississippi River
Wildlife and Fish Refuge. The refuge stretched over 200 miles and across fours states. Its southern section
begins just a few miles north of Sabula. The refuge’s creation further spurred the already existing sports
fishing and hunting in the area, increasing recreational tourism in both Sabula and Savanna, as well as
other river towns throughout the Upper Mississippi River.
By the late 1950s there were three wildlife refuges along the river and much of the river was
under the control of the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers due to the development of the lock dam system.
One side effect of this is the opening of much of the river to public use. Since the government owned and
operated the majority of the river including its backwaters, it opened much of the river to public use.
Residents and visitors were empowered to use the river for personal navigation, fishing, hunting, and
island camping. With the post WWII shift toward more leisure time post World War II, recreational and
tourism development continued in the Upper Mississippi.

The Mississippi’s Dance of Agency
Attempts to control the Mississippi River represent a clear effort at environmental domination
(Leiss 1972). From the early nineteenth century until the early twentieth century, both states and federal
government attempted to control the Mississippi River for navigational and agricultural needs. While,
arguments over how best to “shackle” Big Muddy (either using natural or human-made levee systems) did
occur and the Civil War did create a period of relief, this time period represents a persistent vision to
control the Mississippi River. Settlers, with federal backing, saw the river as a tool for human use,
development, and westward expansion. In these early years. few voiced concerned about negative impacts
to the river ecosystem despite the significant impacts that were occurring. Even when conservationists
expressed concerns, they focused on maintaining the river’s resources for future human generations. The
Isaack Walton League offered the first conservation arguments starting in the 1920s. They claimed the
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river was a piece of wild nature that required control and management to subdue it to humans’ will. The
aim of controlling North America’s largest river ecosystem was continuous at both the local and national
level. Perhaps this is not that surprising since for centuries western society had been controlling and
altering the environmental to its will (Leiss 1972). The Mississippi River was by far not the first river to
have levees, dredging, and dams used to attempt to sculpt the river and land to human will (Anfinson
2003, O’Neil 2006, Wohl 2011). Though it would, in the end, become one of the largest and most altering
in human history.
By viewing the attempts to “manage” the Mississippi River through a co-constructionist approach
we are better able to understand how the river and Sabula and conjointly constituted. Not only do they
influence each other but they are constantly interacting in a back and forth. The river is not simply an
entity that Sabula residents and other early settlers act toward but also an entity that acts back. From the
conjoint constitutionist point of view, the river has an agentic or performative role within the mutuallyconstructed relationship. The river as agent influences human development both in ways perceived as
accommodating or constraining. Human actions stemming from these relationships stimulate result both
predictable and unpredictable actions by the river. For example, humans act by dredging the river and
constructing levees. Then the river continues to flood and produce low water area. Humans then build
wing and channel dams, the river flows deeper and faster, flooding areas down river and cutting off
nutrients to the river’s floodplain. Humans respond by building the lock dam system, but the river floods
further, deepens and backs up causing flooding up river, then humans in those communities build
additional levees. This back and forth tuning of human and river agency sculps the current existence of
the Mississippi River and produces a river ecosystem that is as much human constructed as
environmentally constructed.

BECOMING SAND ISLAND
Like Sabula is conjointly constituted, the product of the tuning process between human agentic
action and the Mississippi River ecosystem. The construction of the lock dam system to create a 9ft
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channel on the River resulted in the river permanently flooding of area to the west of the town center
essentially transforming Sabula into an Island and changing the way flooding impacted the community.
Residents responded in several ways, including building levees, dredging, pumping water, and
sandbagging to limit river flooding. Sabula residents have also learned to accept flooding as a way of life,
engaging in behaviors aimed at mitigating the rivers flood impacts rather than trying to halt it completely.
All this produces a culture and way of life deeply intertwined with the river. Residents experience the
river as a force to be weary and respectful of. They view it as not simply a landscape but also a thing or
even a being in its own right. One does not simply live on the river but instead lives with the river.
Residents come to accept the constant back and forth of Pickering’s (1995) tuning between society and
nature as just life with the river.

The Dance of Lock Dam #13
In 1935, the Army Corps of Engineers began construction on the Number 13 lock dam between
Clinton, IA and Fulton, IL. This lock dam was located less than twenty miles downriver from Sabula and
522.5 miles above the Mississippi and Ohio rivers confluence. At Lock 13’s site, the bluffs on the Iowa
side come close to the river leaving little room for development while the Illinois side is covered in a
series of islands and sloughs. The lock was built from the Illinois side and opens on that side as well. It
was completed in December 1936, then followed by construction of the dam from January 1937 to
December 1938. The completed lock dam consisted of 110 by 600-foot lock, 10 submersible gates, three
submersible roller gates, three non-overflow earth and sand-filled dikes, two transitional dikes, a
submersible earth and sand-filled dike, and an auxiliary lock to be used should the main lock fail. Lock
Dam 13 (LD 13) was built congruently with Lock and Dams 14 and 17 and all were placed into operation
in 1939.
The Army Corp of Engineers built the locks and dams on the Upper Mississippi River to slow the
river flow. The locks hold water back causing the river to swell and gain depth. Then once the river
reached the desired level the lock and dam could be used to control the flow of the river like a faucet
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controlling the water flow from a hose. Since no single lock and dam would be able to accomplish this
task, lock and dams where instead placed throughout the river for better control of water depth and
flooding. The Corps built wide reserve pools along many of the locks and dams to store of excess water
during high water to maintain river depth. The LD 13 reserve pool during high water stretches almost two
miles and is one of the widest parts of the Mississippi River today.
LD13 plays an important historical role in the development of Sabula. Once the LD13 was place
into service the stretch of the river between LD13 and Bellevue north of Sabula (location of Lock and
Dam 12 or LD12) began to rise. The increased depth was slow but it caused significant flooding along the
backwaters and sloughs filling in areas that usually only flooded during seasonal high water. For Sabula,
this included the areas to the north and south of the town which deepen, swallowing some lower islands
and lowlands. The most significant change for Sabula was the bottom lands to the west of the town.
While this area did not initially flood completely, due to the area’s low elevations and the sandy soil
seepage from the river’s higher water line the area filled slowly. Over the next decade, the bottoms
became increasingly flooded making farming the area, even with celery, impossible. By 1950, the entire
area had filled in permanently converting the bottoms to backwater lakes of the Mississippi River and
transforming Sabula into an island.
While, the transformation was slow its influence on Sabula was long lasting. Flooding the
bottoms not only transformed the town into an island but also reduced the area’s farmland and the town’s
connection to farming. This resulted in further shifting Sabula’s economy toward railroad operations and
commercial fishing including clam fishing for the button factory. In its place the flooding left two lakes
that over time became important sources of tourism for the community as regional visitors would come to
fish, boat, water ski, and sunbath on the lakes. Additionally, residents developed a RV campground on the
southern tip of the island to take advantage of area tourism. This later became a state park that remains
today. Finally, as I explain below, the increased river depth and filling of the bottoms increased the
community’s risk for flooding, which it responded to with numerous actions to manage high water.
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Flooding Impacts to Sabula
Since the town’s founding and even earlier, flooding has been a part of life in Sabula. This is
constant reality for river towns, which are often built close to the river banks for transportation and river
resource access. Prior to the lock dam system, Sabula regularly dealt with seasonal high water. In the late
winter and spring, frozen ground and ice dams along the river caused high water. In addition, the heavy
rains north of Sabula during early spring would bring a combination of winter melts and rainwater down
river causing severe increases in water flow and height. For the most part, these seasonal high waters
were predictable for Sabula residents. They built houses on higher ground and constructed rock and dirt
levees to keep the water from the town. The bottoms and other wetland areas surrounding the village
would fill up with the excess water from the river and remain until the flow carried it once again down
river in later spring and summer. Seasonal floods like these were common and the largest concern for the
community was access into and out of the town to the west. In response, the community built many levee
and dike constructions to raise the western road. Except for the rare “100 year flood,” like the 1859 flood,
there were few flooding surprises.
The Corps’ 9ft channel significantly changed the nature of flooding Mississippi River. The
channel altered the seasonal flood cycles and the physical realities of flooding in general for communities
like Sabula. The building of LD13 caused the permanent flooding of most of Sabula’s wetland areas
including the bottoms to the west of the community creating a series of permanent lakes. These areas had
previously served as flood water reservoirs which took on the seasonal high waters of the river limiting
the flooding’s impact on the community. With these areas filled in year-round, the seasonal flooding on
the river had a more significant impact on the area resulting in more severe and more regular flooding.
The result is a series of severe “100 year floods” throughout the 1950s and 1960s.
In April 1951, just short of a hundred years after the 1859 “year of the flood,” the river hit Sabula
with a major flood. Already in a seasonal high-water period, the river continued to rise after an extended
period of rain, filling the already swollen lakes backing up into the island’s western area, coming over
Lake Street and into the yards and even houses along the streets eastern side. Water seeped through the
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ground in the lower sections of the town’s center and into many homes’ basements. The rain continued
and the water kept rising until the lake water flooded completely to Broad Street and the school toward
the southern center of town covering almost three full blocks. The Clinton and Cedar Rapids National
Guard arrived with almost two hundred men providing twenty-four-hour patrols of the upper and southern
dikes looking for seepage and filling holes. They also assisted with sandbagging in hopeful attempts to
the keep the water at bay. The American Red Cross provided cots, blankets, and arranged housing for
more than 100 people in Savanna, Illinois and the U.S. Coast Guard sent boats in case of full evacuation.
Residents, national guard, and emergency workers worked night and day plugging leaks and sandbagging
just to keep the dikes mere inches above the water level. The water finally crested at 19.98 feet the
highest record to that date causing significant damage to buildings including many homes but no major
injuries or deaths.
After the 1951 flood crested, the local district congressman introduced a bill asking for federal
funds to increase flood protections for Sabula. While the bill was being debated, Sabula faced had a
second flood in April 1952. Once again, the National Guard, Coast Guard, and Red Cross swarmed to the
town to hold back the swelling river and provide aid. Thousands of sandbags were filled and placed along
the dikes, lakes, and on the north-east shore low spots. Leaks continued to break requiring plugging and
once again 24-hour patrols and workers were required to maintain the town’s existence. The river again
set a new record cresting at 20.9 feet on April 27 1952. While, the river had less property damage than
many other river towns in the area it had spent a significant amount of funds in the towns defense.
Later in 1952, local city council members, congressional representatives, and community
businessmen petitioned the U.S. House Appropriations Committee for $285,000 in funds to raise and
widen the north turnpike and dike and to construct levees along the river front along the full length of the
island and north and south lakes. It took four years for the bill to pass in 1956 and the Army Corps of
Engineers began work on the flood control project later that year. They dredged sand from the lakes to
build a levee around the town for protection from river heights of up to 23ft higher than any recorded
flood at Sabula. Once completed, the town breathed a collective sigh of relief.
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Their relief was short lived. In April 1965, the river once again rose threatening the town. In
addition to the extra protection of the newly built levee system the town also acquired almost two dozen
pumps from neighboring communities and other sources which could help pump more than1,300,000
gallons of water per minute out of the western lakes and back into the Mississippi River down river from
the island. Residents placed these pumps in strategic locations and operated night and day to keep the
water levels in the lakes down. On several occasions, a pump or two would go down and require repair.
The water level would quickly rise indicating that it took every pump to maintain the level. The railroad
bridge and highway bridges were closed, so the highway on the west was the town’s only approach and
they maintained it only by the continuous pumping to keep the lake levels below the roadway. Nancy, a
lifelong Sabula resident and child during the flood describes the experience:
The ’65 flood was scary. I was just a child at the time but the whole town was flooded. We had a
board out our front door. The house was surrounded in a moat and there were snakes everywhere.
The water just kept rising and rising. People were all over town laying sandbags and pumping.
They closed the bridge into town. They were even thinking of blowing it. (Interview)
The real difficulty was the small road bridge heading north out of town to the Savanna-Sabula Bridge
crossing the main channel of the Mississippi River. The causeway is built up among the islands and
backwater area north of town. The causeway creates a one-mile separation between the backwater and the
river’s main channel. The backwater to the west of the causeway flows down, hits the north dike and
levee, then flows back into the main channel through a narrow 20ft break spanned by the road bridge. The
problem was that the water during the 1965 flood reached up to the road bridge’s underside. The
combination of the road bridge and built up debris created a damn at the bridge slowing the water flowing
to back out to the main channel. The water then rose along the north dike and levee and above the main
river channel. Pumps were placed on the bridge to move water over the bridge and back out to the river,
though this was still not fast enough and the water levels on the north area continued to rise. The town
and emergency officials were in the process of considering whether or not to blow the bridge with
dynamite letting the water flow freely when the river crested at a new record of 24.5ft. The 1965 flood is
the highest flood recorded in Sabula. As the town experienced several serious floods from 1965 to 1968,
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the residents permanently installed two large pumps on the lakes west of town, then raised and reinforced
the river side levees.
Mississippi River Lock Dam system produces increased flooding in Sabula, in part because all
the technical “improvements” to the river and the town, have turned Sabula into an island bowl. LD 13’s
construction permanently flooded Sabula’s western wetland areas, which removed the town’s flooding
mitigation eco-system. With the river’s regular level now higher and with no floodplain, seasonal
flooding turned more frequent and severe. In response, residents pursued more and more technological
efforts to manage flooding, including building and raising levees, using and installing water pumps, and
raising the western roads. While these efforts have helped to reduce flooding’s negative human impacts in
Sabula, they have not completely removed risks. Flooding still regularly occurs in Sabula. The river still
floods semi-regularly with seasonal rains and winter melt flooding, with most of the flooding focused
along the lakes that do not have levee protection. Water seeps into some homes’ basements and bubbles
up in yards around the island’s center. The continuous increase in the river’s height and the town’s levees
to match, created an island bowl with the highest elevation areas along the edges and the lowest elevation
areas in the center. When the river floods, the river height often reaches higher levels than the island’s
center. Since the island is mostly sandy soil, the water permeates the island and seeps up in the center
flooding central neighborhoods while the levees and pumps keep homes on the edges of the island
protected until the water level rises several more feet. While flooding has always been part of life in
Sabula, its manifestation has changed the way residents perceive and respond to its risks.

Flooding as a New Species of Trouble
Ongoing efforts to technologically control the Mississippi River via levees, dams, and pumps
facilitated river navigation, while simultaneously creating more extreme and less predictable flooding.
Rather than flooding being entirely dependent on seasonal snow and rainfall, human infrastructure plays a
significant role in determining flooding’s likelihood. Building a new levee or choices in how to manage
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the lock dam system, can cause local flooding even outside traditional flood seasons. Additionally,
mechanical failure or improper lock dam, levee, or pump management can produce extreme flooding.
Now flooding, which was once largely perceived as a natural risk is, in fact, a conjointly
constituted phenomenon that reflects what Kai Erikson (1994) calls “a new species of trouble.” Erikson
characterizes this new trouble as disasters that are in part human constructed, defy easy prediction about
their onset, duration, and impact, and, consequently, increase fear, concern, and dread. As Erikson
discusses in Buffalo Creek flood (1976), while humans have long thought of flooding as “an act of God,”
or an outcome of natural processes, flooding is now a consequence of both natural action and human
technology that tries to control one aspect of nature, but creates myriad latent effects that may be even
more damaging than the aspects humans sought to control. Similarly, Freudenburg, Gramling, Laska, and
Erikson’s analysis of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans (2009) explain that the severity of the hurricane’s
impacts is the product of both human and natural forces. The authors point out that expansion of the
Mississippi River’s entrance into the Gulf of Mexico, systematic removal of the Mississippi Delta and its
mangrove trees, and the location and layout of the city all play a role in increasing the social impacts of
Hurricane Katrina. Furthermore, the poor planning and slow response by emergency responders further
exasperated the disasters. They conclude that Hurricane Katrina is as much a product of social forces as it
is natural forces. Similarly, both ecological and human forces simultaneously produce Sabula’s flooding.
Precipitation and temperature fluctuations influence the amount of water in the river channel. The Army
Corp’s control of the lock dams and levees and their related structural and mechanical failures
significantly affects flooding. So as technological control on the river simultaneously decreases and
increases flooding risk, flooding becomes more difficult to predict and more severe when it happens. And,
communities like Sabula are more reliant on this technology to protect them from flooding. This reliance
opens up to human and technological failures includes mismanagement, normal accidents (Perrow 1984),
and, natural flooding that overwhelms the technological systems. In spite of these Despite increased risks,
Sabula residents seem to accept flooding as a common part river life that they must endure if they are to
live their “way of life.”
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The lock dam system has not only increased flooding around Sabula but has also made river
water levels more dependent on technological control. The Army Corps heavily regulates the river’s
water level by determining flow through the lock dams. Despite this increased control the Army Corp’s
ability to manipulate the water level is still limited by other factors such as precipitation, winter run-off,
and other technological controls on the river, like levees. If water levels rise too quickly or significantly
the Army Corps must open a lock dam’s gates to release water downriver. Similarly, they can use lock
dams to hold back that same water rise to delay the impact to an area. As result, when the lock dam
system is functioning well, river level are reliable. However, the system is prone to extreme water level
changes based on significant weather changes or bad lock dam management decisions. These extremes
not only leave communities like Sabula susceptible to flooding but also make it more difficult for them to
predict. Rather than simply watching weather or gradual changes on the river, residents must also be
aware of Army Corp actions. One resident expressed just such concern during a bar conversation.
Just a few months ago a town upriver was flooded without any warning… I can’t remember its
name, but apparently, a levee broke in Wisconsin and sent a bunch of water into the lock [dam].
The [Army] Corp had to open the lock and let all the water go downriver. The town’s levees
couldn’t hold it all back. It flooded the whole damn thing. If that happened here- and the levee
broke- we would all be fucked! (Field Note Interview)
Sabula’s lake water pumps offer another example of flooding due to technical failure. The levee along
north lake includes an overflow into the lakes. So, when the river level rises so do the lake levels, which
then threaten to flood the island’s western side. To prevent this the town installed two permanent pumps
in the 1970s to pump water out of South Lake back into the river down from Sabula. During the 1993
flood, one of these pumps broke down and couldn’t be repaired fast enough.
The pump just gave out. We tried to hook it up to a truck engine but we didn’t have the write
parts. The lakes flooded all of Lake Street and almost made it to the school before the water level
dropped to where the single pump could keep up with it. Now whenever we have high water a
city working mans the pumps in case, they breakdown.” (Field Note Interview)
These examples demonstrate the risk for technological error for causing flooding and increased
uncertainty and concern that residents have. Rather than these technologies serving to protect the town
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from flooding, many townspeople instead see them as the potential weak links in the system that could
cause the very flooding they are intended to protect against.

Flooding as a Way of Life
Sabula’s way of life always involves flooding. Even prior to the lock dam system turning the
town into an island, Sabula residents dealt with seasonal flooding. Newspaper reports prior to the building
of LD 13 indicate flooding that covered significant portions of the town which at the time had few levees.
As discussed in the previous section, water levels rose significantly with the lock dam system causing
permanent flooding that converted the town into an island and placed Sabula at increased risk of further
flooding. Residents responded with many local technological efforts to manage flooding’s impact
including building levees along the river edge and extending north of the island. These levees were also
reinforced with rock levees in the late 1980s and early 1990s and were coupled with two permanent water
pumps to control lake levels. Even the building of the levees around the island and the installation of
pumps to move water through the lakes were not enough to completely eliminate the influence of flooding
on the community. Consequently, people still engage in myriad practices to mitigate and manage
flooding. Sabula residents do not flee when the river floods, as some are able in the face of natural or
manmade disaster. Rather, they accept flooding as the normal, albeit complicated, way of life on the river.
To manage flooding, utilize Sabula residents use a variety of community and individual practices.
including levee patrols, monitoring the lake pumps, and sandbagging. When the river water level rises the
community assigns people to both monitor the lake pumps and patrol the levees. As I explained earlier,
lake flooding is a major risk to Sabula and the town relies on two industrial water pumps to maintain lake
water levels. During increased flood risk, city employees and community volunteers are assigned to
monitor the pumps to ensure they are working properly. The monitors use extra parts kept on site for
repairs when the pumps are damaged. Also, the monitors act as an early warning system should the
pumps fail requiring further flood management. Similarly, the levees along the river both east and north
of the island are susceptible to leaking in high water due to animals, such as gophers, burrowing holes or
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soil shifting when saturated with water. These leaks endanger the levees’ overall structure and can cause
large areas to erode quickly. During river flooding community volunteers regularly patrol the levees
inspecting for leaks and repairing them by filling them with sandbags, rocks, or soil. These volunteers
consist mostly of Sabula volunteer firemen though during severe flooding additional volunteers are
gathered from residents in order to keep up constant patrolling. Depending on the height of the water and
risk of flooding these patrols may be daily or require around the clock shifts.
Sabula residents also use sandbagging as another flooding mitigation technique. Sandbagging can
raise levees or even be used to build levees in low lying areas. During a 2011 flood, water rose to the top
of the levees in many areas around the island, requiring new sandbags walls for further protection.
Thousands of sandbags were trucked into town and community volunteers banded together to quickly
stack them. The Sabula high school canceled classes and the football team joined the volunteers to help
sandbag. This is a common community practice for managing particularly high flooding threats to the
community. While not deemed official state emergencies, the community certainly feels that these flood
moments constitute an emergency. They respond with solidarity, rallying together to helping each other
and their community to manage the flood.
Similarly, residents will band together to help each other protect their homes and personal
property. These activities including emptying basements and then sharing water pumps to eliminate water
from basements and yards. While the levees and lake pumps keep the water on the edges of the island
from flooding it does not stop the water table under the island from rising. As a result, if the water reaches
heights of 15-20ft flood stage, then seepage begins to flow into resident’s basements and yards in the
island’s lower central areas, requiring many to pump the water into the street sewer system or back into
the river south of town. Some homeowners in low areas along the river or the lakes will also erect
personal sandbag walls to protect their homes. For example, six homes on the north-eastern side of the
island are set lower within the levee. As a result, these homes begin to flood at a river height around 15ft.
requiring residents to begin sandbagging and pumping earlier than the rest of the community. A river
height of 15ft is fairly common, meaning that these residents often have to sandbag at least once every
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three to five years and even then, they often get water in the lower levels of their homes during these
periods. Some of these residents even have built-in water pumps to take the water from the home’s lower
level back into the river. In severe cases the flooding will exhaust the pumps and rise over the sandbag
walls flooding these homes lower levels

Figure 10: Sabula Home Flooded by Mississippi River

In these cases home owners will often pre-flood the homes lower level with fresh water from faucets in
order to protect the inside of the house from being flooded by the much dirtier water of the river. Many of
these houses are specifically built with all electrical in the lower level in the ceiling and walls being made
of concrete helping limit the level of damage should the level be flooded.
While residents of these homes do not look forward to these events, they do accept them as the
way of life on the river. Luke, a transplant and the homeowner of the house pictured above (See Figure
10), describes flooding as a regular and inevitable event of living on the river.
There's not too many negatives [to living on the river] unless it's flooding. Anybody who lives on
the water, you've got that worry. If the levee breaks, I'm screwed. My house has flooded seven
times since the 1980s. Since I’ve lived here it has flooded into my yard every year. I will sandbag
but it’s bound to flood the first level. It’s inevitable. …I have a built-in pump and the basement is
built to be flooded. I haven’t had to do it yet but when the water level gets over 20ft I’ll have to
fill the basement myself (laughs). (Interview)
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Luke purchased his home fully aware of the flooding risks. He discusses flooding’s inevitability and
accepts it as just part of his life on the river. He expresses a symbiosis of sorts, in that he desires to live on
the river and accepts the risks.
Residents respond to regular flooding by adapting their habits and practices to always consider
flooding as part of their lives. The Home Port Bar might be the best example (See Figure 11). The bar sits
about halfway along the island’s eastern river side. Unlike most buildings along River Street, the Home
Port is built directly on top of the levee with its lower, bar level within the levee itself. The bar maintains
a small sandy area and a wood floating dock just out the back door of the bar allowing river traffic to stop
by. However, its location and construction mean the bar is one of the first buildings to flood on the island
during highwater even as low as 15ft.

Figure 11: The Home Port Bar

During floods, water rises first rise over the dock and outdoor area. At this point, the bar owners seal the
back door and windows allowing the water to rise higher than the bottom of the door. Water at this level
is common almost yearly making these tasks just part of regular business. In more severe floods, once the
water reaches a few feet on the outer wall and nears the higher windows, the bar owners close up and
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flood the lower level with city tap water. This primitively floods the bar with clean water from the tap
equalizing the pressure inside the bar to that of the river water pushing on the outer walls. This keeps the
bar not only intact but also makes it easier to clean after the water recedes. The bars electrical outlets and
other sensitive objects are built into the ceiling of the bar’s lower level allowing them to usually escape
even high floods of twenty feet or more.
To outsiders like myself, and many visitors to the bar the revelation of flooding the bar yourself is
astonishing. However, I have heard the explanation of flooding the bar several times from many of the
establishments bar tenders and members of the owner’s family. Each time the story is related as a matter
of simple fact. The residents of the community take the flooding of the bar as a regular occurrence and,
again, just part of river life.
Though the community prepares for and mange floods in several ways across the island, other
areas are simply left to flood during high water. These sacrifice zones include the campground on the
island’s southern tip and the playground on the south eastern side near the railroad bridge. Both are lowlying with little to no levee protecting them, meaning that it is almost impossible to truly protect them
from high water. Even if they erected sandbag wall, they could not be stacked high enough to keep water
out should the river rise to common 15ft level. Importantly, flooding these sacrifice zones also helps keep
the water level a little bit lower around the island thus mitigating further flooding.
Collectively these practices demonstrate the flooding regularity and residents’ acceptance.
Residents organize their lives around flooding risks to mitigate physical damage to their town. Their
acceptance of flooding as a way of life also mitigates psychological trauma that unanticipated disasters
can bring to those who endure them. The collective solidarity that the residents express both in their
conversations and through their efforts to help others, serves as a crucial human support system against a
river they cannot control. Residents live on the island and with the river that offers them sustenance,
enjoyments, and risk.

Conjointly Constituted Changes on the River
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Besides flooding many residents identified other significant changes in the river ecosystem. Most
notably, backwater silting and island erosion have steadily increased as the river’s height and speed
increased.
When I was a kid, we would swim out to an island right out there [points out Homeport window
to center of river just to the south]. There used to be two islands out there. But the river tore them
apart. And the Corp didn’t bother to rebuild them. They were probably in the way of the barges.
(Field Note Interview)
Many residents noted the declining number of islands, also mentioned that the Army Corps would
dredging the river bottom and dump the sandy soil on eroding islands to help maintain them. Most
appreciated their effort since many of them used the islands as stopping points while boating or as places
for afternoon cookouts. Many young adults also mentioned using the islands for places to gather with
friends and have fun outside the spying eyes of their parents and other adults. Though increased DNR
patrols made this somewhat challenging. Sustaining the islands also serves river wildlife as many animals
use them as mating or nesting sites.
A second major change to the river ecosystem residents cited was the silting of backwater lakes
and wetland areas. This was usually mentioned by residents who fish, hunt, or trap in these backwater
areas.
My father used to take us hunting in a lake north of here. It was deep in the sloughs. Once my
kids were old enough, I took them duck hunting there. But a few years ago we went to put our
blind out and the lake was just too full of mud. We couldn’t get our boat through and it is meant
for going through mud. We had to start hunting somewhere else… It’s getting harder and harder
to find a good spot. Fewer spots and more hunters. (Field Note Interview)
Unlike the islands which the Army Corps somewhat maintains, there are no efforts to reduce backwater
siltation. When I asked about the Army Corps’ role, many residents argued that since the Army Corps is
focused on maintaining the 9ft channel they have no interest in wasting time dredging backwater areas.
While the Army Corp plays a significantly role in managing the river, residents see them as guided
largely by economic and navigational interests.
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Residents recognize the conjointly constituted reality of river changes. Similar to their
understanding of flooding, residents interpret changes in the river ecosystem as being as much the product
of human agency, specifically the Army Corps, as nature. In fact, after a short conversation about
potential climate change impacts on the river including increased drying and silting of backwaters one
resident explained:
Climate change? You think. I don’t know. I believe the river is ran by the Army Corp. They
control the river level and how it flows through the dams. If they think its shallow, they open
them up. If not, they close them. The Army Corp controls the river, not climate change.
(Interview)
Many residents attributed changes on the river to the Army Corp or government. They saw the river as
being so heavily managed and manipulated that the river itself was seen as much as a human construction
as it was a natural one. In fact, the tuning processes has played out for so long and to such severity that
determining causation for any change on the river is difficult. More so, any change on the river is likely
the product of both human action and environmental action with both mediating the other.

CONCLUSION
The tuning process on the Mississippi River involved human agency to overcome the river’s
constraints through new techniques and machinery. These include new innovative technologies in river
boats that adapted to the material limitations the Mississippi River poses. Here, human action adapts to fit
the existing material agency. The process also includes human technological innovation to control the
Mississippi River through physical manipulation using new technologies in dams, dredging, and levee
building. These techniques result in greater human control over Mississippi River water for human
benefits particularly economic interests. However, human attempts to manipulate the river are not
complete and result in many intended and unintended changes on the river including shifts in flooding and
alterations to the river ecosystem. Humans continue to identify these new material realities and attempt to
manage these impacts.
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In addition to conflicts between human agency and material agency, the tuning process on the
river also involves multiple human actors with differing interests and goals. State and federal actors
expend resources to manage the river. The 9ft channel eased navigation and hundreds of miles of levees
opened more river valley land for farming. These goals are motivated by a national growth machine
interested in the Mississippi River for increasing economic profits from agriculture, timber industries, and
commercial shipping. While these interests often aligned with river towns’ local economic interests, these
changes on the river often caused increased flooding in smaller river towns like Sabula forcing them to
essentially adapt to these new demands on the river. Therefore, local interests in tuning the river did not
always align with state and national interests. Furthermore, not everyone was equally interested in
manipulating the river so drastically for human goals. Conservationists, such as the Isaak Walton League,
envisioned a Mississippi River National Park and eventually created the Upper Mississippi River Wildlife
Refuge. This change represents an alternative attempt to the tune the river through ecological
conservation. Both the IWL’s failed attempt to create a National Park and Sabula’s flooding due to the
construction of Lock Dam 13 (LD 13) demonstrate that the national growth machine’s economic interests
outweigh the local and conservation interests.
The tuning processes changed the river and Sabula. Most significantly, it turned Sabula into an
island and increased flooding. Increased technological control over the river and reliance on that control
to manage river flooding increased Sabula’s flooding risks, including flooding risks due to technological
failure or human error combined with the loss of natural floodplains that could mitigate flooding.
Furthermore, human action and technological developments made it more difficult to predict flooding.
Together these characteristics not only define flooding as a conjointly constituted phenomenon but also
give it characteristics similar to the wide range of disasters that Kai Erikson (1994) calls a “new species of
trouble.” Yet, Sabula residents still consider flooding to be an everyday part of life on the river. They
regularly engage in wide ranging individual and community actions to manage flooding.
The above discussion demonstrates the complicated tuning process between human and material
agency on the river. Some human actions aim at adapting to existing material realities as in the case of
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river boat development. Other human actions are aimed at dominating and controlling the river by
manipulating its physical reality and altering its flow. These include the various channel projects
including the lock dam system. These human actions result in material changes on the river including
increased flooding, island erosion, backwater silting that not only have affect the river ecosystem but also
affect other human actors. For example, Sabula must employ more technology to mitigate increased
flooding from the building of lock dam 13. The end result is a complex web of interconnected agents that
difficult to discern differences between human actions and river actions. Both the river and Sabula are
mutually constituted, products of one another.
In the next chapter, I will turn my attention to recent community struggles in Sabula and attempts
by local residents to revitalize the town in response. I argue that both the community struggles and
revitalization efforts can be interpreted through a co-constructionist approach that helps shed light on
each’s mutual constitution. In order to help clarify this, I compare Sabula’s efforts to another river town
that went through similar struggles only to emerge as a successful river tourist town.
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CHAPTER 7: CO-CONSTRUCTING THE FUTURE OF SAND ISLAND
In this chapter, I examine Sabula's more recent struggles and the community's attempts to utilize
the river to revitalize the town and community. Like many midwestern rural communities, Sabula has
struggled economically, population has decreased, jobs are decreasing, the local school closed. The
community has responded to these hardships by trying community revitalization projects aimed at
beautifying Sabula and developing recreational tourism to increase the community’s appeal to leisure
tourists. In the first part of the chapter, I analyze the recently community struggles and describe how both
cultural and material factors affect those struggles. While many of the economic and cultural factors are
similar to other rural struggling communities these difficulties are further exacerbated by Sabula’s limited
space for expansion and its distance from other city centers for employment. It is important in studies of
both community development and decline to consider the mutually constitutive way that both social and
material factors shape these processes.
I also examine recent attempts by some residents to rebrand and revitalize Sabula as a river tourist
town. This new vision focuses on recreational use of the Mississippi River in order to attract new
residents and leisure visitors to Sabula. Similar to how FFG’s (1995) describe changing human
relationships to Iron Mountain, Sabula has gone through a variety of social constructions from frontier
town, to fishing village, to island river town. Each of these periods are conjointly constituted in that they
include a blending of material and cultural constructions. While, in recent years Sabula has shown signs
of a failing community, some residents are attempting to embrace existing river leisure frames to socially
construct Sabula as a river attraction. However, this new vision for Sabula has come up against both
social and material constraints. Not everyone in Sabula supports tourist community vision for Sabula
resulting in conflicts between community members. And, the island’s limited space and harbor access
poses difficulties. To highlight the material and social constraints, I compare Sabula to another river town,
Le Claire, IA which has recently been successful in revitalizing the community as a river town attraction.
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I conclude the chapter with a brief statement on Sabula’s present and future state both since I have left the
field and my thoughts on the community going forward.

THE RURAL STRUGGLE: SABULA’S CONJOINTLY CONSITUTED DECLINE
Sabula’s struggle reflects both social and material factors that include changing technology,
national and global economic shifts, environmental pollution, and environmental constraints that impede
the community’s ability to compete in growing markets. Many sociological and economic studies of rural
and small town in the U.S. have identified wide-ranging economic and cultural problems. These studies
often focus on struggling economies such as declining sources of employment due to national and global
competition for cheap labor and consumer markets (Parker et al. 2018). As a small rural American town,
Sabula has many similar characteristics of social, community, and economic decline that have been
identified in other rural communities. These include a declining and shifting population, downsizing loss
of community organizations and fixtures, decrease in local employment sources, and declining
community wealth. Sabula is also dealing with material constraints that often exacerbate these problems.

A Struggling Community: Social and Material Factors
Sabula’s economic struggles over the last three decades flow from a blending of social and
economic forces and material limitations. The community has lost local jobs as its economic base shifted
from manufacturing, rail and river shipping, and the army depot toward more hospitality, tourism, and
recreation businesses. As Sabula lost many good paying local jobs, residents left the community or began
to commute to jobs. While Some Sabula residents have always commuted for work, many were able to
work locally with the railroad, the local army depot in Savana, IL, harbor and river shipping, and
commercial fishing, these jobs slowly disappeared leaving limited alternatives.
As indicated in chapters 5 and 6, the combination of railroad and river traffic have long been the
backbone of Sabula’s economy. While, both these industries are still very active in the Upper Mississippi
River Valley, changes in technology, major hub locations, and concentration of local agriculture reduced
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the need for local railroad and river traffic related jobs. First, improvements in rail and barge technology
combined with track and river management meant that the trains and barges now travel much longer
distances without needing to stop for repairs or other needs. Now they bypass smaller rural communities
like Sabula as they travel to larger more centrally located urban centers. Sabula is an even less desirable
stop on the river because it has an inlet harbor, meaning that the dock requires boats to enter through a
narrow inlet before docking. This limits the size and number of boats that can dock making Sabula less
appealing to large barges and river boats. Second, pedestrian traffic on both rail and the river have
significantly declined with the rise of the automobile, leading many rail stations to close in small
communities like Sabula. Third, local farms are increasingly consolidated into the ownership of larger
farming conglomerates which combine and centralize their production into a few shipping centers. Now,
fewer agriculture and animal products from local Iowa farms find their way into the grain elevators and
weighting stations of Sabula and Savanna decreasing the need for rail and river traffic to stop. The
combined result of these trends is a decline in local rail and river-based jobs and an increase in
commuting for those local residents that are able to continue to work in these industries.
Similarly, commercial fishing has also declined. Many residents reminisced in interviews about
the number of families on the island that once participated in commercial fishing. Many of these families
conducted small fishing operations with family owned boats, nets, and fishing lines. The children would
bait the lines and nets as part of their daily chores. Then the adults would spend evenings dropping and
checking nets and lines. They used their catch to supplement their own dinner tables, and also sold some
at local fish markets either in Sabula or neighboring towns. But, with increased fishing regulations and
licenses and increasing costs of boats and motors, along with relatively stagnant or even decline values
for fish by the pound, many locals no longer fish commercially. Furthermore, the closest local fish
markets including the one in Savanna, IL have closed making selling fish difficult. While fish populations
remain steady in the area the river does not have high enough population to support large commercial
fishing to compete at market with larger fish farms and operations elsewhere in the country. Even if it
could, most people in community lack the resources to put together such a large fishing operation. As a
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result, only three commercial fishermen remain on the island and none of them claim the job as a fulltime position that as one said in an interview “pays the bills.” Instead it plays a role as a supplementary
income that just provides a little extra cash. Instead, sport fishing has become the dominant fishing done
around the island.
Yet, another employment loss was the Savanna Army Depot. From its opening in 1917, the
Savanna Army Depot offered jobs for many in Sabula, Savanna, and surrounding area. It first opened as
proving and test grounds for weapons developed downriver at the Rock Island Arsenal. Initially, the depot
was located in Savanna for the river’s shipping ability. Military munitions and vehicles are extremely
heavy making them difficult to ship in large quantities. The river barges moved significantly more
materials than trucks. Then in 1921 following World War I, it became a weapons storage depot for the
military. The Depot was very active until the end of World War II with several hundred military and
civilian employees even in non-war years. After World War II, depot jobs began a slow decline and, then,
in 1984, the EPA identified it as a Superfund site due to leakage from stored munitions. In the following
year, it began base realignment and closure procedures and officially closed in 2000. A portion of the site
has been converted for civilian use and a couple construction businesses have moved in but nothing that
would rival the depot’s jobs.
In the mid 1980’s, the Oxford Speaker Co. built a factory building in Sabula on Pearl St. just one
block from the river, though it did not rely much on river shipping. Most of the goods from the factory
where shipped by truck or rail. Sabula attracted the company with extremely cheap land. The factory
employed over a hundred workers until in the late 1980s when the factory building burned and the Oxford
Speaker Co. pulled out. Shortly after, Sabula purchased the factory site, cleaned it up, and built a new
14,800 square-foot factory building on the site. In 1988, Sabula sold the factory building to Products
Unlimited, another small electronics company, for one dollar as an incentive for them moving part of their
operation to the community. In, January 2001, Tyco bought the building from Products Unlimited and
maintained the factories output for two years. The factory, throughout its various owners, provided over a
hundred jobs to area residents, many of which according to interviews were women in Sabula. Some of
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these were younger single women having just graduated high school and used the factory as early
employment. Others were married women who used the job as supplemental income for their families.
The job was especially convenient for families with children since it was located on the island and
provided the flexibility of first and second shifts. In December 2002 the plant closed as part of Tyco’s
outsourcing its production outside the United States (Melvold 2003).
Sabula has also lost its local public school through school consolidation. This process was
completed in the last couple years but had been slowly progressing this direction for almost a decade as
student populations and funding declined. In 2013, the Sabula School District consolidated with Miles,
IA, a similarly sized neighboring community about ten miles inland. After consolidation, the Sabula
school building became the high school while the Miles school building was designated the elementary
school. Then, in 2015 the school district decided to consolidate again. This time the consolidation was
more contested with two larger Iowa communities being considered. Sabula residents were more divided
on this decision. The vote eventually passed by an extremely narrow margin leaving many in the town
disgruntled. Just following this consolidation, the Sabula school building was identified to have asbestos
and has since been torn down in the last year. I witnessed this process and talked to many residents just
prior to and following its removal. The loss of the school building in conjunction with school
consolidation hit the community hard. Many residents see it as symbolic of Sabula’s overall decline and
telling of the community’s current and future status.
For many residents, the school was a unifying force that represented the continued existence of
family values and persistence in Sabula. When it was marked for closure it was as if a major organ was
being removed from Sabula. Furthermore, the presence of a small and local public school was one of the
major draws for many families in town. As a result, many families may leave because the school closed
and others may stop coming into the community. It has also increased the school commute for families
that remain, leading to stress and difficulties. Some residents, upset about the school consolidation, have
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banned together to send their children to the other school choice13. One local resident purchased a bus
now does a daily pick up from the Sabula Library to take children to the alternative school. This initially
created conflict about the school choice since it spread school support and funding. Many residents were
upset and even attempted to get the unofficial school bus shut down for not being the correct color or
being up to code. The resident has since addressed these issues including painting the bus blue and
continues to pick up a group of about a dozen children for school each day.
Other residents indicate that the school’s closing brings the potential for unwanted elements
including poverty, crime, and even sex offenders in the community. These residents felt that the loss of
the school and fewer families in Sabula will make room for less desirable residents, increase low income
housing and poverty and, consequently, crime. One resident, school teacher, and mother of two even
mentioned the potential increase in sex offenders on the island now that they no longer had a school to
make it illegal for those on the sex registry list to live in Sabula. Despite the concerns for potential
increase in unsavory elements, the community faces little crime, most residents say they feel safe and that
they are close knit and get along.
Many residents remain hopeful. These residents interpret the school consolidation as a needed
step that is important to the community moving forward. Ethan, a longtime local businessman, and father
of two young children argues that the school consolidation was predicted and needed.
Really, it’s kind of two sided. We wanted individuality as our communities thrive but at the same
time when you are a multiple and ever since our school district consolidated that kind changed
my opinion on how we have to review our communities. So, Sabula is a town in Miles, it’s a
town in Preston. The more cohesive we can make those communities with each other inside of
our district the better off we are going to be. Just because our kids are together every day. I think
that’s going to be a fairly, I’m hoping quick change. I know it sounds like it’s not but it seems
like we are making a head way with all the right people to kind of change your mind set and
become willing to kind of take down the walls and so where we saw a lot basically between our
surrounding communities in Sabula and those communities not necessarily wanting to support
each other it seems like that’s going to waste. So, I think that that will change with time.
(Interview)

Since Iowa is a free enrollment state as long as parents find a way to get their children to school, they can choose
what school to send them to.
13
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For Ethan, school consolidation was inevitable. To prolong or get upset by it would only create further
problems and result in increased conflict both inside the community and between Sabula and neighboring
communities. Ethan even goes as far as to point out that in the current economic climate small rural
communities, like Sabula, need to improve their communication and cooperation with each other. He
argues that small rural communities no longer have the population and economic bases to support
themselves in a vacuum. They need to combine their efforts and share resources for them to survive.
In addition, Sabula has a declining overall population size coupled with an increase in the median
age of residents and decrease in overall family size per household. These characteristics indicate that
fewer people are living in Sabula than ever before. Furthermore, a decrease in the family size and increase
in median age represent a shift in the people who are remaining in Sabula. Sabula residents tend to be
locals who may have raised families in the community but whose children have grown up, moved away
for college or employment in larger neighboring communities. There is rural flight in which younger
residents are motivated through economic and social needs to move to less rural areas. In some cases, the
parents follow their children leaving the community, but many Sabula parents have long ties to the
community and remain in their family homes. Residents who leave often move to neighboring
communities no more than an hour or two away allowing them to remain connected to the community and
return for major holidays and community events.
These shifts have both social and material influences. Working age adults choose to leave the
community as job prospects decline. The school closure has also decreased the community’s appeal for
families with school age children. Furthermore, the island the community has limited housing options.
There are only a couple hundred houses on the island with most constructed more than 50 years ago, and.
limited options for building new homes. These factors make it difficult to attract new residents. Unlike
other rural communities, Sabula’s island status constrains its ability to build new home subdivisions.
However, some new residents do come to Sabula. Many of them come from more urban areas
such as Dubuque, IA, Rockford, IL, and the greater Chicago area. These new residents reflect several
trends. First, they tend to be couples in their 50s and early 60s who are either about to or have recently
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retired. Second, they tend to move to homes along the island’s river or lake side into housing that is
typically more desirable and expensive than houses in the island’s central blocks. Third, they rarely have
children and while their extended family may visit, they do not relocate to the island with them. These
residents talk about Sabula’s appeal to retirees, noting the landscape’s beauty, interest in river leisure
activities such as boating, fishing, hunting, and even hiking, and cheap housing, taxes, and living costs.
These new residents create a complicated and nuanced social dynamic for Sabula. While they increase the
overall population and provide an influx of income into the community, they increase the median age of
the community and do not have the same community needs as families raising children.
Sabula’s struggles are the product of both social and material factors. Sabula’s economy is
simultaneously impacted by national and global competition for jobs, technological improvements and
changes in transportation modes, and increasing ease navigating the river and the island’s limited size and
harbor. While many of the social factors are also impacting other non-river communities, Sabula is
limited in its ability to respond by the material constraints of being an island. The community does not
have the space to build large manufacturing infrastructures or new housing subdivisions in order to
compete for area jobs or residents. Simply put the island’s size limits the physical area for both physical
and economic growth. However, while Sabula’s island status has limited some forms of growth, it is also
attracting interest in other forms of growth. This can be seen in the increase in new transplant residents
and their interest in making Sabula into a community focused on river leisure and tourism.

ENVISIONING SABULA’S FUTURE
Despite the trends that have shaped Sabula in recent years, many Sabula residents are hopeful
about the community’s future. They point to several recent signs of revitalization including the opening of
new restaurants and bars, a bed and breakfast, and improvements at the Sabula Marina. In addition, the
community underwent an Iowa Community Visioning Project aimed at identifying and outlining potential
avenues for community development. These efforts represent a somewhat concerted effort in the
community to increase river leisure and tourism for the community. In this section, I outline the recent
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community development efforts by a group of likeminded newer Sabula residents focused on developing
river leisure, tourism, and the physical appeal to spur economic development and community life. While
most residents generally accept these changes, some longtime natives challenge them, creating conflicts
over Sabula’s future.
The two groups depictions represent two opposing social constructions of Sabula’s future. These
visions demonstrating the existing conflicts that permeate meanings about place. Furthermore, the
utilization of Sabula’s island status in order to frame the community as a tourist attraction highlights the
central role that material factors play in social constructions of place. However, unlike the changing social
constructions of place discussed by FFG (1995) and Greider and Garkovich (1994), Sabula’s shift is as
much the product of material changes on the river, namely the community’s conversion to an island, as it
is social efforts. This demonstrates that social meanings of place are influenced and even sometimes
enabled by material changes in place.

Recent Revitalization
Despite some declines, businesses still remain on the island including, the Sabula Marina, the
Sandbar Restaurant, Flippers Bar and Grill, The Home Port Bar Grill, Castle Bed and Breakfast, and more
recently Bombfire Pizza. The reopening of the Home Port Bar and Bombfire Pizza both represent a recent
uptick in hospitality-focused establishments in the Sabula.
The Island City Harbor is one of the longest lasting businesses in the community. Originally a
land locked pond at the southern tip of the island it was purchased and dredged in the early 20th century to
deepen the pond and then a slot was carved out to give the pond open access to the Mississippi River.
This created the harbor which was first run by a private citizen before passing to the city. Then in the
1990s the harbor was sold again to a local family and officially became the Island City Harbor that it is
today. Originally, the property housed a limestone harbor building that included a bar and restaurant area.
The family remodeled the harbor by removing the building and replacing it with a new structure that now
houses the harbor restrooms, gift shop, and offices. In addition, the property just north of the main harbor
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is owned by Island City Harbor and used to dry dock and repair boats during the off season. Dozens of
people both regional locals as well as tourists dock house boats in the harbors slips. Many of these people
are seasonal residents during the early spring to late fall bringing a seasonal boost to the community
through spending money both at the harbor as well as at other local businesses.
Bombfire Pizza is a woodfire pizza restaurant built in a remodeled general store that was
previously abandoned and then condemned. Steve, Bombfire Pizza’s creator and owner was born and
raised in Sabula. After graduating from Sabula High School he went to college in Michigan then worked
throughout Midwest and West. After being diagnosed with cancer, Steve returned to Sabula and
purchased the building that once housed a local general store when his parents where children. He then
remodeled the building into a restaurant including spending two years building a brick pizza oven before
opening in the restaurant in the mid 2000’s. The restaurant is now listed as one of the top ten restaurants
in Iowa to visit before you die (Kendall 2016).
The Homeport Bar also recently reopened on the eastern shore of the island overlooking the
Mississippi River. The bar itself is located in the basement of the building so that it is lower than the
island directly along the levee. This leaves the bar itself at surface level of the river. As a result, the bar
has a deck area on the river itself that allows boaters to dock to come into the bar as well as for costumers
to just hang out on the deck and watch the river go by. After the 2008 flood, the bar remained closed until
in 2012 when new owners took up residence upstairs and reopened the bar making it one of the more
popular destinations on the island.
The Homeport bar is also joined by two longer lasting bars including Flippers and Lucky Seven
as well as the Veterans of Foreign Wars. In addition, Sabula also maintains a local gas station, a bank, the
Castle Bed and Breakfast, two auto mechanic shops, a newly opened general store, and new bed and
breakfast in progress. These establishments provide a small but significant source of employment for
residents as well as help maintain a limited but potentially growing hospitality and tourism industry.
However, while the existence of these new businesses would indicate economic improvement for Sabula,
these businesses provide limited relief in replacing the loss of the speaker factory, army depot, and
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decline in river and rail. Instead, these jobs have to be made up through employment in further away
communities including Clinton IA, Dubuque IA, Quad Cities, IA, and even Freeport, IL. Commuting for
employment has always been a part of Sabula’s economic climate it has become a more dominating
feature in the recent years.
In addition to the business development, the community has also gathered to engage in other
revitalization and beautification projects. Since 2010, the community has put on a town celebration event
called Island City Days. This event includes a parade, music stage and beer garden, kayaking and canoe
races, arts and crafts fair, and even a fire station hose competition. The community funds the event
through donations and t-shirt sales. The event has slowly expanded and now attracts a few thousand
visitors to Sabula each summer. A similar event is held across the river in Savanna, called the Shadefly
Festival. Finally, the community has also organized a yearly river cleanup for last few years. The first
year included a nationally funded non-profit river cleanup team. However, since then the last couple years
the community has banned together and scheduled a cleanup that cleans along river and wetlands running
along the north dike. Since this road once had the city dump, many residents in the region still illegally
dump tires, appliances, and other trash along it. The community has united to attempt to stop this
including posting signs, cleaning up the area yearly, and having the local police patrol to catch dumpers.

The Community Visioning Project
In 2014, Sabula was selected as one of ten communities to take part in Iowa’s Living Roadways
Community Visioning Project. The Community Visioning Project (CVP) is a program created by the
Iowa Department of Transportation in conjunction with Trees Forever, Iowa State University Landscape
Architecture and Extension Community and Economic Development Programs (“Iowa’s Living
Roadways Community Visioning” 2016). According to the CVP website, “the community vision program
integrates landscape planning and design with sustainable action to empower community leaders and
volunteers in making sound, meaningful decisions about the local landscape.” CVP has been operating in
Iowa since the late 1990s with over two hundred Iowa communities having participated. Communities
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apply to participate in the CVP program and on average about ten are selected per year. Once selected
CVP organizers collaborate with local community residents to form a steering committee made up of
local resident volunteers and a Trees Forever member. Then Iowa State University faculty and students
conduct assessments, focus groups, and surveying among local residents to determine areas of potential
improvement in the community. Next, a professional landscape architect is brought in to develop a
community development plan that includes each highlighted project, potential costs, and creates diagrams
and visual projections of completed projects. This plan is then edited and voted on by the community’s
steering committee to become the official CVP plan for the community to be used by the steering
committee in raising funds, applying for grants, motivating volunteers, guiding their activities.
In the end, CVP provides the initial resources for researching community desires and sites for
improvement and developing a plan of action, however, in the end the bulk of the responsibility for the
success of the plan is left in the local community’s steering committees hands. This committee is assisted
by a Trees Forever representative that provides much needed advice and guidance on plan facilitation
such as where there are potential funding opportunities, tips and skills on how to apply for project grants,
and impute on specific plan implementation. The CVP website, claims that “about 98% of visioning
communities complete at least one project” with “nearly 50% of visioning communities completing four
or more projects.” These projects can vary significantly from tree planting to main street repaving and
traffic lighting replacement. These statistics are somewhat vague in terms of the true influence and
success of the program. However, CVP claims that “nearly 85% of visioning steering committees are still
active in some way” and “representatives from 63% of communities reported that the program had a
positive impact on their town.” Based on these statistics it would seem that the program has some lasting
influence on the community.
After being selected in 2014, Sabula took part in roughly a yearlong initial study that according to
some residents who participated included focus groups at Sabula Town Hall and the Sabula Public
Library. These focus groups were conducted by Iowa State University students and faculty and asked
residents to identify areas of the community that feel are important to Sabula’s landscape or that they
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would like to see improved. Reports from residents who took part in these focus groups vary slightly but
most report a small turn out of local residents with a lean toward more recent transplants to the
community over that of life long residents. I have made attempts to access the recordings from these focus
groups, but I met some resistance. Furthermore, since the focus groups were conducted prior to my
involvement in the community I must base my descriptions on the reports of local residents. However, if
their implications are correct that the majority of the participants are more recent transplants this may
have slightly skewed results toward the desires and needs of newcomers to the community. That said, at
least one long-time family has reported that they participated in the focus groups and found the results
representative of their thoughts and overall potentially helpful.
During this time period, the Sabula City Council selected a group of residents to for the Sabula
Visioning Committee (SVC). The original SVC consisted of six local residents and a Trees Forever
representative, Olivia. It is worth noting that Olivia had recently become a resident on the Iowa mainland
just a few miles north of Sabula so her participation was both as Trees Forever advisor as well as resident.
She once commented to me that her participation in the SVC in part acted as an introduction for her to
community. In addition to Olivia, the remaining six members included; Luke, a long time visitor and
recent transplant; Tony, who moved to Sabula to become the community’s Lutheran Minister but has
remained following his retirement; Andy, a member of the Sabula City Council and a transplant who
married a local; Henry, a transplant who move to town after he and his wife retired; Candace, a transplant
to the community; and James a longtime resident. I mention the committee membership in detail since the
members on several occasions cited that they are a group of outsiders or transplants with “no original
residents of Sabula.” This is at least not true initially as James is a longtime resident. However, by the
time of my participation in the committee James had relocated to Wisconsin so while still technically a
member of the committee I did not ever meet him in person. John was however, replaced by Margaret
who while born in Sabula had moved away and recently returned following her retirement. Despite these
technicalities, it is relevant to note here that the committee is largely made up of residents not originally
born in Sabula but rather moved there later in life.
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In October 2014, the group presented the Sabula City Council with a completed report titled
“Sabula Community Visioning Final report and Feasibility Study” (“Iowa’s Living Roadways” 2014).
The Council then voted on by the Sabula City Council and the SVC to be the official community
development plan. It highlighted five “goals and priority areas” identified during the visioning process as
areas of potential development.
1. Pedestrian Path along River and Lack Streets
2. Improved public access to the Mississippi River and the lakes
3. Enhance landscaping at the west entryway from the boat harbor
4. Enhance the streetscape along Sycamore and Broad Streets to entice visitors to stop in Sabula
5. Intersection Improvements to address safety at Sabula roads
Based on these main goals the plan outlines and itemizes eight specific project areas including (1)
Enhancements to Riverfront Street and Lake Street (2) Enhancements to John Wall park signage (3)
entryway signage improvements (4) Sidewalk improvements along primary corridors (5) Trailhead for
pedestrian paths (6) Comprehensive pedestrian path around island and connecting to mainland (7)
Highway 52/64 corridor enhancements (8) Downtown streetscape enhancements (Feasibility Study).
Each of these projects are quite complex and include a variety of features including laying pavement,
installing signage and lighting, adding planting boxes, planting trees, etc. Each project’s estimated cost
varies from $55,000 to over $1 million bringing the total potential estimated cost of all projects to just
under $8 million.
Shortly after arriving in Sabula, I met several members of the SCV and started attending the
monthly meetings they held at the Sabula Public Library and participated in their projects. This allowed
me intimate access into their past and current projects as well as allowed me to interview all of the present
members of the SCV. At the time I arrived in August 2015 the SCV had already successfully accomplish
several smaller projects including a clearing and planting along the south side of island in the field
planned to be the trailhead for a bike path around the island, painted the underpass bridge that passes
under the railroad allowing access to the Sabula Marina and the state campground on the island’s south
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tip, as well as designed and ordered street banners to be hung along the business corridor of town. These
had been accomplished through several successful grant applications and the combined efforts of the SCV
and local community volunteers. Shortly after my involvement with SCV they continued to work on
similar projects implementing and completing a tree planting at an area park, repainting the historic train
car permanently on display along the southern railroad tracks, purchasing of yard tools for the SCV future
projects, and the receiving and hanging of the aforementioned banners. Additionally, the SCV has also
taken part in creating a float for the Island City Days Festival Parade as well as assisting other local
organizations in their projects including a river/lake cleanup organized by several local residents.
At the time of my exit from the community the SCV was still meeting regularly and has several
grant applications either planned or already applied for. Not surprisingly, the members of the SCV are
among the most idealistic about Sabula’s future. They all see hope in the city’s ability to bring in area
tourism, develop new businesses, and successfully accomplish the community development projects put
forward in their feasibility plan. However, the members of the SCV only represent a small portion of the
Sabula community and not everyone in Sabula is as optimistic about the future.

Resident Conflicts over Sabula’s Future
There is some contention in terms of the community development and Sabula’s future. On the one
hand, most residents remain hopeful for Sabula’s development into an active community focused on river
recreation and tourism. The specifics of the development vary somewhat from full-fledged tourist
community to more moderate development focused on beautification and basic living improvements
aimed at existing residents and retirees. This hopeful group includes the entire community visioning
committee, a good number of transplants, as well as some long-term residents. Those in favor of tourism
development are not without challengers, however. There is a group of skeptical local residents who value
Sabula as it is and are wary of what these potential improvements may mean for the town they love.
These two groups represent different perspectives on what Sabula could or should be. They each work to
construct and present a vision of Sabula future.
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The majority of the residents I talked to were hopeful concerning community development
identifying existing improvements as well as potential for the future. The community visioning committee
members were the most vocal part of this group but it also included all of the transplants as well as
several Sabula natives. Many of the transplants, including some SCV members, are recent retirees who
moved to the island for the recreational activities along the river and lakes as well as to take advantage of
the inexpensive housing and small-town living. Since they are retired the limited proximity to
employment does not play as important of a value as river recreation and leisure in their perceptions of
Sabula. Barney and Susan, retired to Sabula a few years ago in order to enjoy the river recreation. They
both expressed positive interest in increasing resources for river recreation.
We are from [a suburb of Chicago]. Once we retired, we decided to move out here because
property is cheap and our money will go a lot further. I love fishing and spending time on the
river. So here we have room for out boat and we can go out every weekend… I think Sabula has a
lot of potential. During the summer the town is filled with people boating and fishing. Especially
on the weekends. With that many people, the town is bound to pick up. (Field Note interview)
In addition to retirees, the pro-development group includes transplants who move to Sabula for the beauty
and recreation found on the island. Many of these residents, such as Stan, purchase homes either along the
river or lake shores which while slightly higher in cost compared to the rest of the island are still quite
inexpensive in comparison to houses in the greater Chicago area.
We moved here for the river. We bought a house right on the river for less than half what our
house cost in [Chicago suburb]. I have to commute a little further for work but it’s worth it. On
the weekends we can boating. We have friends and family visit and we take them out on the river.
It’s great…I used to come out here for a weekend or two during duck season. Now that we live
here, I can hunt as much as I want, duck, deer, turkey. (Field Note Interview)
Stan’s reasons for moving to Sabula highlight his focus on recreation and the importance that river
recreation plays in his understanding of Sabula. Both Stan and his wife expressed interest in seeing these
recreational activities increase.
Both retiree and recreational transplants are hopeful for community development. They would
like to see improved river access, increased development of local businesses including restaurants and
shops, as well as recreational based businesses like boat rental shops, fishing and hunting goods stores,
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and even boat tours. When asked to describe the future of Sabula they paint a picture of a tourist and
hospitality-based town that is focused on outdoor activities and river experience. Olivia, a member of the
SCV and recent transplant described in detail the types of development she imagined for Sabula.
I would see having better access to middle lake, having more recreational opportunities for folks
using that middle lake. I think that’s where most of the opportunities are and I’d like to see a
beach along that lake front. I’d like to see possible economic opportunities pursued. Maybe a
rental shop. The Catholic Church right on the corner. It’s private land. But I think it’s a really
prime spot for something really cool to go into- bike rental and fishing gear rental. Somewhere.
I’m not saying that that needs to be there but having some would make it more available for folks
to get out and enjoy what we’ve got. I want to see our general transportation improved. I think
our sidewalks are a challenge for folks getting around…I want to see something happen with the
downtown. Something happened along the highway corridor makes it look nicer. Letting people
know what we have and then also perusing opportunity to have more things here that will bring
people in as tourists to spend some money, but also as residents something we can do, or that we
can be proud of. Different types of restaurants or different recreational opportunities. (Interview)
Like many of the pro-development residents, Olivia is interested in increasing river and lake access for
recreation. She sites both creating an additional lake beach area and attracting rental businesses to provide
equipment of river leisure activities. Similarly, she wants to see more businesses downtown that would
attract tourists. The desire for Sabula to be more focused on tourism by taking advantage of the river as an
attraction is a common element to the pro-development group. Angela, another transplant and retiree to
Sabula, describes her hope for increased tourism.
The tourism aspect it would be nice if that could be developed because like I said, I think it’s a
case of just changing the mindset of people, yeah, if I could snap my fingers, I would have where
the empty stores are, the few of them, it would – just to have – just a nice little cafes and cute
little shops and boutiques and maybe three or four more bed and breakfast and just things like
that, yeah, maybe two or three more parks where it would be a tourist town because I think that
would be – like I said, I think it’s just – I think it’s just a huge opportunity for that to happen if
the right people have the right visions. (Interview)
Angela’s description, like Olivia’s, includes increasing downtown businesses including cafes, little shops,
and boutiques. Her description of increased tourism and boutique shops fits recent developments by other
river towns on the Mississippi River, such as Le Claire, IA, who have moved toward river tourism, bed
and breakfasts, and shopping.
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Transplants are not alone in this dream of an improved Sabula, many longtime residents’ express
similar desires for the community. Like the transplants above, these long-time locals envision an
improved downtown with more businesses and better access to the river and lakes for fishing and boating.
However, their focus is also aimed at improvements for local residents’ quality of life on the island, not
just for outsiders or tourists. Steve, a Sabula native and Bombfire Pizza owner describes his hopes for
tourism and development in Sabula.
With the Mississippi River, we have a tremendous amount of hunting, fishing, ice-skating,
canoeing, kayaking, and ecotourism…I see jobs related to the river as far as tourism. Tourism or
recreation… I would like it someday that we, there is a fair amount of recreational, but we don’t
really have much docking space. Not like a scenic one, there’s one that comes up and down
every day from Le Claire to Dobuque, IA. You go up there you have dinner and come back,
something like that. It could stop here if we had more places like this. That’s one of the things I
see this area is lacking and as far as developing tourism. Tourists and recreationists want to
spend money and that’s the crux of the biscuit. They want to spend money and they don’t want to
spend money at McDonald’s or at Wal-Mart, they want to spend money here or in a place that’s
cool that has local craftsmanship or funky or fun or hunting or exciting. We lack that. We lack
good dining. We lack places for people to just spend money, fun money. Not blue jeans, not
shoes, fun stuff. Fishing poles, picnic supplies, stuff like that. Unique stuff to an area. Fun
stuff… And I think that’s one of the things that’s going to put us back on the map. And
everybody will tell you that doesn’t live here, Sabula is just a gold mine waiting to be opened up
(Interview).
As the proprietor to one of the main restaurants that cater to visitors to the Island, Steve is particularly
optimistic for future development. His discussion also highlights again the importance that the river has
for instigating the recreation and tourist focused future for Sabula. Some of the improvements mentioned
by locals include the return of a grocery store, improved housing and parks on the island, development of
features that will attract families to the island, and even the imagined return of the school.
The focus on tourism coupled with the significant number of transplants pushing for tourist
development raises the question of what would that Sabula look like and who would live there. Henry, a
retiree transplant and SCV member of the SCV captures some of these concerns in his description of
Sabula’s future.
I just see [Sabula] developing into a destination for retirees with money. This isn’t going to be a
family island, there's nothing except cost of living right now. So, the people with money will
come in here and the property taxes will go up and the cost will go up and so the young families
will move out, people with less income and eventually not going to be able to afford to live in this
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island. Right, that's what I see happening and I see this becoming kind of a tourist destination for
outdoor activities. I think that can happen. And then you can argue is that good or bad. So, you've
got more money coming in to the community, you've got more traffic, that always causes
headaches too and so there's a traitor. Every community that looks to oh we've got to change,
we've got to improve, we've got to grow, why? Well we want to be more prosperous and we want
to have this thing and the other thing, growth is not always a good thing. (Interview)
Henry’s paints a picture of a fully developed tourist town aimed at retiree living. Similar to other prodevelopment members, Henry sounds positive and hopeful of Sabula’s future and successful
development. However, he also recognizes that this is not the picture everyone has in mind for Sabula. In
fact, this Sabula demonstrates rural gentrification in which outsiders move to the island to retire and the
island develops additional river-based tourist attractions resulting in increased housing costs and a
decrease in available housing space on the island. The result would likely be a forcing out of many
residents that live on the island to at relocate. This would likely mean that many long-time locals whose
families have lived for generations on the island would not be able to afford the new housing costs and
would be force off island. It is the hint of this potential that results in many natives being skeptical or
even hostile to talks of development as they see the beginnings of this with the increased number of
transplants moving to Sabula and the rising costs of homes, particularly along the river and lake shore.
Some residents do not perceive new development as necessarily positive. This resistance group is
largely Sabula natives who challenge the plans for new development on three grounds. First, they argue
that Sabula is good the way it is and simply does not need to change. These residents’ claims demonstrate
a strong community attachment to Sabula and tend to be expressed by older residents. Second, they are
concerned about the how the changes would impact their everyday lives or the community’s population.
Third, they simply are concerned about where the funding for all the development will come from. The
funding concerns is the least influential as most of the funding for SVC projects has been granted funded.
Residents that express finance concerns are usually simply unaware of the grants and existing funding
process.
Overall, this resistant group raises concerns for the community development and focus on
maintaining Sabula’s existing status quo. Chloe, a Sabula native and employee at both the Sandbar
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Restaurant and the VFW represents this resistant group’s concern about how new development would
change the Sabula.
I want it to stay the same… Oh I agree that... it [community development] probably would work.
I think it would work but if you live here it's not going to be our home anymore. It's not going to
be... I have talked people from Le Claire. They are like, we don't even go downtown. We want
nothing to do with it. We live there too you know. They're like we don't want to, we don't go
downtown, we don't shop downtown. We don't. we stay away from there. You know I like
[Sabula] like it is now. (Interview)
Chloe’s statement shows a clear desire to keep Sabula the way it is. She agrees that, while Sabula has the
potential to become a river tourist community, if it happens like Le Claire, IA, longtime locals may
become disengaged and become outsiders in their own community. Chloe does not want that to happen in
Sabula. This would likely be even more problematic in Sabula since as an island development and
increasing number of outsiders would likely displace some locals off the island. Similarly, Ned expresses
concern over the number of outsiders and the potential for change to Sabula.
Yeah, some new people want more tourism, more shops and stuff. But who are they to decide?
And where are they going to get the money- from us locals! … It might be nice to get the grocery
store back or have another restaurant- I just don’t think it would be good for the town. We already
have enough outsiders as it is. They move in and buy up property. Some of ‘em even buy homes
and turn them into garages for their boat or snowmobiles. If we had more tourism it would just
get worse (Field Note Interview)
These challenges represent larger concerns of what the island can accomplish and who development is
for. The quote above even calls into the question the role that many recent transplants are playing in
instigating this development. The resisters represent a minority opinion, even among life-long locals, and
they have not really organized in any significant way to block development projects or resist changes.
They are just a few vocal residents in the backs of town hall meetings, across the breakfast table at the
local dinner, or down the bar at the VFW who represent an alternative construction of Sabula’s future as a
river tourist community.
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CONJOINTLY CONSTITUED: THE TALE OF TWO RIVER TOWNS
To better identify the importance of a co-constructed approach to understanding community
development in Sabula, I compare it to another river town, Le Claire, IA. Residents often brought up Le
Claire, IA when discussing the Sabula’s potential as a river tourist town. Le Claire is similar to Sabula in
many ways. It is a river town located on the border between Iowa and Illinois in the Upper Mississippi.
Until recently their populations both in size and demographics were very similar. Like Sabula, Le Claire
also experienced an economic and population decline in the late 20th century. However, during the last
few years, Le Claire has experienced a striking increase in tourism and leisure focused economic growth
along with a significant population increase. Many Sabula residents see Le Claire’s success as a road map
for Sabula.
In this section, I provide an overview of Le Claire and then compare and contrast the town’s
recent development efforts to Sabula’s. I argue that while Le Claire does have many similarities to Sabula
it also has several important differences both socially and materially that provide insights to both Le
Claire’s recent success and the constraints limiting Sabula’s development. Socially, while Le Claire and
Sabula both went through Iowa’s Community Visioning program, Le Claire’s residents unified around
their community development efforts. As discussed above, Sabula faces some social conflict over
community development efforts. Furthermore, the environment plays both an accommodating and
constraining role in Sabula’s community development efforts. While Sabula’s identity as an island river
town in the Mississippi River is central for resident’s ability to brand the town as an attraction site for
tourists and river enthusiasts, the island’s small size and enclosed harbor still constrain some of the
community’s ability to expand and develop its downtown or attract tourist river boats. Le Claire
underwent major downtown revisions and expansion and built additional housing further inland for
residents displaced by the expansion. Both communities’ development efforts are conjointly constituted.
However, in comparison to Sabula, Le Claire has fewer social and material constraints providing for Le
Claire’s recent community development success.
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Le Claire, IA
Le Claire, IA is a river town founded in 1834 less than twenty miles north of the confluence of
Rock River and Mississippi River. It is located on a stretch of the Mississippi River that turns southwest
for about fifteen miles creating a narrow twisting channel historically covered in shallow water over
rocky terrain. This area was known as the Northern Rock Island Rapids and was extremely difficult to
navigate especially going up river against the current. Le Claire is named after Antoine Le Claire an early
settler to the area that received the land for Le Claire in an 1832 peace treaty with local native tribes.
Antoine Le Claire operated at sandstone quarry in the area and rock from the quarry was used to build
many of the original structures in the Quad Cities, just twenty miles south, including the Clock tower,
Rock Island Arsenal, and Augustana College.
The rapids played an important role in the development of Le Claire. Since they were so difficult
to navigate many of the area residents became Mississippi River boat captains navigating boats through
the dangerous area. The unusually high number of river boat captains and sailors resulted in the
development of boat industries in the area. By 1898, Le Claire had a boatyard which would regularly
build and repair river boats including the large paddle wheeler’s and eventually steamboats that the
Mississippi is so well known for. The communities boomed during the late 19th and early 20th centuries
with river traffic and lumber at their height. During this time the river was the main source of
employment for the community.
However, as wing dams and revetments on the river increased the water’s depth in the area and
by the time the Army Corp was planning the 9ft channel the rapids in the area were completely flooded
and navigable. In addition, the railroads cut into river shipping, riverboat employment waned, as farming
in the community increased.
Throughout the early 20th century Le Claire remained a rural farming community with little local
economic employment. It was predominantly a residential community and bedroom community for the
Quad Cities just twenty miles south. Similar to Sabula, Le Claire went through a period of decline
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Agribusiness increasingly controlled farming. The community lacked
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any major source of employment, no restaurants, and even lost its small grocery store and other local
shops. Things picked up a little in the late 1980s when the community built a visitor center to draw
tourism focused on community history and the Mississippi River. Soon after the community saw its first
restaurant and the building of the Buffalo Bill Museum which focuses on the history of William F.
“Buffalo Bill” Cody, born in Le Claire, and on the river boat captains who navigated the river’s
dangerous rapids. The museum is built directly along the docks on the Mississippi River which began to
host steamboat river cruises. These cruises are an overnight tour on the Twilight River Boat which leaves
from Le Claire and goes upriver to Dubuque, IA and back. These developments somewhat pale in
comparison to what would come.
In 2004, Le Claire entered into the Iowa Community Vision project. Like in Sabula, researchers
and community planners from the Iowa State University, Iowa Department of Transportation, Trees
Forever and other organizations descended on Sabula. They eventually compiled the community
revitalization plan. The Le Claire Visitor Center, Buffalo Bill Museum, and Twilight River Boat Cruises
had already started to draw tourism to the community, so the Community Visioning Project’s action plan
focused on ways to build on these minor successes by revitalizing Le Claire’s downtown to make it safer,
more walkable, and attractive to an array of retail shops. Over the next five years, the community applied
and received a variety of grants to rebuild their riverfront downtown to include river walks, vintage
lighting, wider sidewalks, and perform upkeep on the downtown buildings. During this time period of
revitalization many businesses came to Le Claire filling the downtown with a group of antique stores, art
shops, restaurants, and specialty shops.
Le Claire’s revitalization was further aided when in 2010 the History Channel’s reality show
American Pickers became popular. The show followed a group of Le Claire based antique dealers as they
traveled the Midwest looking through people’s junk for antique “gems.” The show’s popularity placed Le
Claire on the national scene drawing many visitors to the Pickers’ shop. Le Claire further capitalized on
the newfound fame by creating and hosting a Pickers Festival which brings in hundreds of pickers to sell
their wares and thousands of visitors to the community.
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Today, Le Claire is booming community with an increasing population three times the size of
Sabula, IA. The increased population led the community to build a series of housing subdivisions along
the bluffs on the town’s west side. Furthermore, Le Claire’s cost of living Claire has more than doubled
over the last three decades due to increased population and housing costs. The once small rural town now
has many homes worth more than half a million dollars and a couple over one million. Recently, Le
Claire was even listed as one of the top small towns in America by U.S. News.

Sabula and Le Claire’s Cultural Accommodations and Constraints
While Le Claire and Sabula exhibit several similarities, they are also different in very important
and conjointly constituted ways. First, both Sabula and Le Claire’s early community development was
based on their location on the Mississippi River. Sabula was chosen for its high ground near the river
while Le Claire was chosen for its location just prior to rapids. Le Claire’s early economy was directly
tied to the river through river navigation. Sabula’s early economy was tied to northern timber flowing
downriver as well as commercial clam fishing. Second, both Sabula and Le Claire were significantly
affected by changes in the river due to the construction of the 6ft and 9ft channels. For Le Claire the
construction flooded the rapids and marked the end of the community’s strong connection to river
navigation. For Sabula, the channel system permanently flooded the area around it cutting if off from
rural farming and transforming the community into an island. Third, both communities went through a
period of rural and economic decline in the later 20th century marked by decreased population and loss of
employment. Both communities have entered into the community visioning project and developed action
plans for community revitalization. It is important to note that Le Claire went through this process about a
decade prior to Sabula. Therefore, the process has had time to play out in Le Claire while the long-term
effects on Sabula are still being negotiated as I write this document.
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Sabula and Le Claire’s Material Accommodations and Constraints
Despites these similarities Sabula and Le Claire are marked by several important differences
which help to explain their divergent results while also indicating the conjointly constituted relationship
between each community’s development and the environment. Many of these differences result from the
fact that Sabula is an island and Le Claire is not. First, Le Claire does not have the history of flooding that
Sabula has. As an island, Sabula is surrounded by water allowing from flooding from all sides when the
river rises. Le Claire for the most part has avoided flooding since it is built along the slopes west of the
river going up the bluffs. Only the downtown is at river level with the rest of the community rising well
above the flood area. Over the years, like Sabula, Le Claire has built a river levee to keep the water from
flooding the town. The limited amount of flooding has made Le Claire a more appealing housing location.
Similarly, the fact that Le Claire can expand west along the bluffs allows the community to take on
increased population growth. As an island, Sabula is limited largely to the existing housing. In fact, after
tearing down the school, Sabula residents even considered turning the space into new lots for housing
since this is some of the last remaining land on the island not zoned for residential living. They eventually
decided against it, because there are already a number of empty lots for sale and the townspeople thought
it was unlikely that buyers would want to build a house from ground up on the lots. The only way to make
them more appealing would be for the city to take on the cost of building homes which would be
extremely risky.
Another physical difference is the location and access to each town’s harbor. As described earlier,
Sabula’s main harbor is an inlet harbor with a small opening accessing the river at the southern tip of the
island which is then surrounded by land on all other sides. This is an appealing type of harbor for many
recreational boaters as they have slots to dock that are not affected by other river traffic and currents.
However, the harbor’s inlet limits the size and length of boats capable of entering the harbor, let alone
space to dock along the slips. Similarly, the small city-owned boat ramps on the north side of the island
enter within the backwaters behind the small steel bridge. The bridge and space between Sabula Island
and causeway limit the size of boats capable of entering here. During high water, even many house boats
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cannot pass under the bridge to take out or put in at the ramp. This limited access restricts Sabula from
making a viable stop for the river boat cruise traffic, like the Twilight which docks in Le Claire. It would
be extremely difficult for the larger ships to navigate the harbor. Furthermore, the western shore Sabula
Island is largely rock levee limiting boat docks, not to mention that the main channel here is narrower
than most areas and has heavy amounts of barge traffic passing close to the island in order to pass through
the railroad bridge. In comparison, Le Claire has a wide-open dock directly along the main channel of the
river. The river at Le Claire is a wide-open channel with limited backwaters or islands making it easy for
larger vessels, like the Twilight, to dock and pick up passengers. Consequently, Le Claire can better
capture riverboat tourism while Sabula is left watching the Twilight pass by up and down the river.
These physical limitations/advantages are the not the only differences that play into the two
communities’ fate. Instead they combine with several social characteristics that affect the communities’
revitalization efforts. For starters, the communities differ in their proximity to other larger towns. Le
Claire is only a short twenty miles from the Quad Cities to the south. The Quad Cities is a group of four
towns, two on the Illinois side of the river and two on the Iowa side, whose combined population is more
than 100,000 people. Le Claire benefits as a bedroom community for the Quad Cities as well as draw in
local visitors and weekend tourists from the area. Sabula’s nearest communities include Bellevue, IA to
the north and Clinton, IA to the south. Both towns have populations just under 20,000 people and are
struggling to revitalize themselves. Bellevue, IA has been more successful largely due to their close
proximity to Dubuque, IA to the north. As a result, Sabula must try to attract visitors from further
distances than Le Claire while also lacking Le Claire’s larger population to fill residential housing.
Another factor is community mobilization favoring revitalization. In Le Claire, residents from a
variety of backgrounds backed the revitalization projects (Reed 2012, 2015). These included local
politicians including the mayor and city hall members, area businesses owners, local non-profits such as
the library, historical society, and museums, as well as large support from local residents. Some of this
support came through donations, grant writing, and sponsored events. While, there was some dissent
concerning the effects of revitalization and some of the specifics of the projects, generally the Le Claire
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public supported the project. As indicated above, Sabula's support is more fragmented resulting in a less
unified force behind the revitalization efforts. This may result from the more recent attempts for
redevelopment leaving many locals not knowing all the information or plans. No matter the reason, the
result is that when projects are taken to the city hall meetings the community is more skeptical and raises
concerns. This has slowed the revitalization efforts progress to some extent and left the community
divided.
Despite the bleak comparison above, Sabula has a real chance at river tourism and revitalization.
While the fact that Sabula is an Island does limit some of its potential development it also enables more.
In recent years, the Sabula Community Visioning committee has applied for and been awarded several
grants to aid in their development. While, these grants have been smaller, especially when compared to
Le Claire’s 3.2-million-dollar grant, Sabula has been successful with each application. The committee
members attribute this largely to the fact that they are an island community, and their uniqueness gives
them an advantage when competing for grants. The community’s push to attract visitors has certainly
centered on its island status as a key appeal for visitors. Sabula’s town slogan found on the signs entering
and exiting the community draw attention to this when they say “Sabula, Iowa’s only Island Town.” It is
also important to remember that Sabula, has only recently gone through the Iowa Community Visioning
project and has just begun to apply for grants to accomplish the goals set forth in their plan. I would not
count Sabula out. The community cannot simply mimic Le Claire revitalization largely due to the
significant differences between the two communities. However, if Sabula recognizes the limitations and
advantages that result from their relationship with the river and attempt to move let us say with the “flow
of the river” then it could, as some hopeful residents say, be “the next Le Claire.”

CONCLUSION
A co-constructed approach to Sabula helps identify trends in the social and material factors that
influence the community’s ability to rebrand the community as a river tourist town. Sabula residents have
responded to recent economic and cultural by reimagining Sabula as a river tourist town. These attempts
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include developments in new local businesses, participation in a community vision project, as well as
collective visions of Sabula’s future. Imagining Sabula as a river tourist town is reliant on cultural
meanings about Sabula that are based on a combination of economic shifts and existing material reality.
How residents understand Sabula is changing predicated on Sabula’s island location enables an
abundance of river recreation. Sabula’s island reality is “unnatural,” based in part on the physical shifts to
the river, built by human technology that transformed the town into an island. In addition, residents utilize
this physical reality to imagine the possibilities for tourist development. It is the combination of existing
physical reality and residents’ cultural meanings that produce Sabula’s likely transformation.
Not everyone in Sabula supports the river tourist vision. The conflict demonstrates the contested
nature of social meanings about place. People’s relationship historical relationship to places produces
different social meanings, even with a shared physical reality. In Sabula’s case, efforts to develop Sabula
into river tourist town are led largely by transplants to the community including retirees and river
recreationists. Many of these residents have only lived in Sabula for five to ten years so they lack the
same type of emotional connections to the community that emerge from growing up in Sabula. Instead
they focus on the social meanings of the town based on river recreation and leisure. Therefore, their
depictions of Sabula’s future focus on the town taking advantage of this potential. [[<< Your point in
these prior two sentences is unclear]] Alternatively, many longtime residents see the potential
transformation to the community as a threat to the status quo. They fear the change that the community
development could bring since it will likely attract large numbers of outsiders, which could limit space for
long-time locals.
Sabula’s efforts to develop as a river tourist community includes a combination of conjointly
constituted social and material factors that influence its potential success. By comparing and contrasting
Sabula to another river town, Le Claire, IA, I highlight come of the social and material factors that both
accommodate and constrain Sabula’s transformation including residents’ social meanings of place, their
collective action efforts, conflicts between residents, available physical space for housing expansions, and
harbor size and access. For Le Claire, the majority of these factors align to help accommodate the
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community’s efforts to develop as a river tourist town. Le Claire residents were able to utilize the town’s
river boat history and proximity to the river to spur river tourism. Community residents demonstrated a
collected and concerted effort for economic development toward this end. Physically, the community has
the additional space to expand both the downtown and to build additional housing as well as a large river
dock that worked perfectly for riverboat tours. In comparison, Sabula’s island status provides a critical
basis for framing the town as a tourist site. Sabula is also constrained by social conflict and the islands’
material reality. Not all Sabula residents favor change and act as an additional hurdle to tourism
development. Furthermore, the islands small size and inlet harbor make downtown and housing
expansions difficult as well as hinder Sabula’s ability to attract riverboat tourism. Sabula must likely
address both the material and social constraints if it is to successfully develop into a river tourist town.
Collectively this demonstrates the importance of recognizing the conjointly constituted dimensions of
community development.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
In this dissertation, I examine the conjointly constituted characteristics of Sabula, IA and its
residents. As a small island river town in the Mississippi River, life in Sabula is intimately connected with
the river. Following FFG’s (1995) encouragement to see human action as directly tied to material
constraints and opportunities that ecological systems offer, I explain how Sabula residents’ lives are
shaped by the Mississippi River’s physical characteristics and their own human social understandings of
it which change over time. Sabula residents’ identity, practices, and economic and cultural way of life is
mutually constituted through intertwined social and material forces that constrain and accommodate
human action.
My analysis aligns with the few existing studies that challenge the nature/culture dichotomy and
attempt to describe the complex co-constructionist process through which material and social reality are
entwined (Bell 1998; Carolan 2005; Freudenburg, Frickle, and Grambling 1995; Kasper 2009a, 2009b;
Latour 1987; Norgaard 1984; Ollinaho 2016; Pellizzoni 2016; Pickering 1993, 1995; Rice 2013; Weigert
1997). I extend previous work conceptually and empirically by building on FFG (1995) and Pickering
(1993), whose insights helped cement co-constructionist studies by demonstrating how social practices
and perspectives shape physical places and characteristics, while that place’s physical characteristics
indelibly shape social understandings, practices, and perspectives. As these authors suggest, recognizing
this interplay will enable us to move past the analytical distinction between the physical and social
dimensions and instead focus on the extent to which each influences the other.
To explore conjoint constitution, I utilized a co-constructionist posture (Rice 2013) to conduct a
historical and ethnographic study of an island river town, Sabula, IA. The co-constructionist posture
involves three key features. First, it argues that social and material reality are conjointly constituted in that
each influence and is part of the other. In this view, social reality is in part a product of material reality
and vice versa. This perspective directly challenges the long held human exemptionalist perspective that
sees human cultures as independent from the natural environmental forces. Second, it recognizes bio176

physical-material reality performativity, which sees the material world as not simply a static background
for human action but an acting force itself. Third, the conjoint constitution perspective sees social and
material reality as intertwined, asymmetrical, and decentered. In other words, social and material forces
vary in their influences over time, in an exceedingly complex uneven process. Applying this approach to
Sabula, I understand the island and its residents as embedded in a conjointly constituted process through
which resident’s practices, understandings, identity, and habitual ways of life are both a product of and a
force acting on the Mississippi River.

ANALYZING SABULA’S CO-CONSTRUCTION
I asked the following questions to guide this study: How have cultural, political, and economic
changes (locally, nationally, and globally) influenced the community’s relationship to the river? How do
the physical characteristics of the Mississippi River and surrounding area shape Sabula community
residents’ interactions, activities, practices, and meanings? How do residents’ interactions, activities,
practices, and meanings shape the way they interact with the river? How have residents’ interactions and
practices changed over time as a result of physical changes (seasonal shifts, flooding, drought, dam and
levee construction, etc.) in the river? How do residents’ sensory and embodied experiences of place (both
the town and the river) influence their interpretations of these spaces? And vice-versa? My answers
extend FFG (1995) and Pickering’s (1993) observations about the mutually constituted process at work in
people’s lives. I describe how material and social forces intertwine to produce Sabula’s economic and
cultural way of life.
Sabula residents’ understandings of place and their identity are a product of their embodied and
sensory experiences of the Mississippi River and the island. Sabula residents experience place through
routine practices with the river including recreational activities (sport fishing, hunting, snowmobiling,
boating, etc.), labor (commercial fishing, moving docks, harbor work, etc.), and river management efforts
(patrolling levees and dykes, sandbagging, river clean-up, etc.). In addition, Sabula residents understand
their place and their relationship to it through sensory experiences such as seasonal changes (river freeze
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and thaw, flooding, etc.) and smells (shadefly hatch), sounds (breaking of winter ice, water flow, etc.),
sight (transitioning landscape near river, wildlife watching, etc.), and touch (river and lake swimming,
preparing fishing lines, etc.). Through these experiences’ residents come to be emotionally and culturally
attached to their physical environs, including both the Mississippi River and Sabula Island. The embodied
practices and sensory experiences represent the river’s influence on the community’s cultural and identity
constructions.
Sabula residents’ experiences with the river flow from both how they perceive the river and how
the river affects them. Residents internalize their social experiences with the river and regularly consider
the river’s influence in their everyday actions and attitudes toward their environment. The residents
internalize the nature-society relationship resulting in them developing a co-constructionist attitude that
they use to understand their relationship to the river. This co-constructionist attitude can be seen in their
weather discussions in relationship to river flow, connection to seasons, types of leisure activities and
social gatherings, and other aspects of their lives. This process aligns with what Weigert (1997) calls the
generalized environmental other, “an integrated set of internalized expectations of the systemic reactions
of the natural world to individual and collective action.” The co-constructionist attitude provides a lens
through which residents are better able to understand the way river influences their lives as well as align
their practices to the river’s existing material reality.
While, Weigert recognizes the “reactions of the natural world to individual and collective action”
he does not discuss the internalized expectations of the natural world’s actions on individual and
collection action. Sabula residents not only understand of how human actions, including their own,
influence the river, but also how biophysical changes on the river influence their behavior. Their
understanding helps them align their actions to the river’s actions. This alignment does result in some
respect and care for the river ecosystem with many residents being in favor of protecting the river
(decreasing population, engaging in clean-up efforts, etc.). This supports Weigert’s suggestion that the
ability to take the role of the environmental other may enhance one’s relationship to nature. However, the
co-constructionist approach can also be identified in practices that are not necessarily beneficial to the
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river or the ecosystem including hunting and fishing practices and river management practices. [Seems
like you need a little elaboration on this as well]
Andrew Pickering (1993, 1995) argues in the mangle of practice that human and material agency
is bound together in a reciprocal, dialectical relationship. He characterizes the mangle as a dialectical
process of resistance and accommodation through which human and material agency slowly align through
a process called tuning. As I describe regarding Sabula’s founding and development, material factors both
constrain and accommodate social action. Sabula’s physical location and waterscape provide many
accommodations that lead to the towns’ siting and development, including the ease of access to the
Mississippi River bank for water, fishing, fording, and transportation. These accommodations, combined
with human efforts to expand westward, transport more goods and people, and expand economic interests
in the area, created Sabula’s development trajectory. Sabula’s major economic developments including
commercial fishing, railroad, pork, and timber are all a product of social agency, social structure, and
material forces resulting in unique economic booms and declines predicated on variation in these forces.
This mangled, asymmetrical intertwining of social agency and structure and material forces help us take
important epistemological steps toward seeing how communities are conjointly constituted over time.
In applying the co-constructionist approach to Sabula’s recent economic struggles and
community efforts I found that that the material waterscape and island layout play important roles in both
accommodating and constraining residents’ efforts to convert to a river tourist town. Residents in favor
of increasing tourism use the Mississippi River and Sabula’s status as an island to attract potential visitors
and brand the community as a tourist town. However, the island’s limited harbor access and overall size
constrain efforts to attract river tourist boats and expand the downtown or build additional attractive
housing. In comparison, to other river towns, such as Le Claire, Sabula has both social and material
constraints to river tourism development which has resulted in at least a slowing of such potential
development despite significant community backing.
I also found that the Mississippi River and Sabula have undergone a historical tuning process
through which human action has sought to increasingly control and dominate the river for human
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interests. European settlers found the river difficult to navigate and farm due to its shallow water,
abundant snags and sandbars, and maze-like system of wetlands. This has led to more than one hundred
years of concerted effort to dominate the riverscape including dredging, damming, draining, and building
levees. With each human enacted change, the river responded, sometimes as desired and sometimes not.
While the river now runs more narrow and deeper, flooding is still commonplace in many river towns. In
fact, flooding is now as much the product of human action as nature. Similar to Freudenburg, et al.’s
(2009) analysis of Katrina’s impacts on New Orleans, human changes to the upper Mississippi River has
fundamentally altered flooding patterns. In some cases, like Sabula, flooding has increased due to the LD
13’s permanently flooding the towns area floodplain increasing the towns risk of flooding. This resulted
in the residents engaging in more technological efforts to control the river including levees and water
pumps leaving them more susceptible to technological failures or mishaps.
To reflect, the tuning process (Pickering 1993, 1995) is not simply a back and forth through
which human and material agents take turns influencing the other. Instead, there are multiple human and
material agents at work, each acting and influencing the other, in complex interactions. Second, not all of
the varying actions align. For example, human action by one group on the river, like the Federal
Government’s efforts to install lock dams on the river, can negatively affect other groups, like Sabula
residents, as they are forced to deal with heightened flooding risks. Finally, while Pickering describes
tuning as a process through which human and material agency aligns, this alignment is often significantly
imbalanced and harmful to the environment. Tuning the Mississippi River reflected efforts to control and
manipulate the river for human use, which resulted in significant changes to some aspects of the river’s
ecosystem.

SOCIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE
To conclude, I offer some thoughts on the central arguments in this dissertation and its
contribution to the field of sociology, particularly environmental sociology, and community/urban
sociology. I have offered some sociological insights through an in-depth look at an island river town
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community to understand if and how community residents’ lives are conjointly constituted with the river.
Through their embodied sensory experiences residents’ social understandings and perspectives reflect the
river and its waterscape. In turn, residents take actions based on these social understandings and
perspectives which influence the river. And the river system responds to the community’s efforts in an
ongoing back and forth relationship. This is what I mean when I refer to a co-constructionist process
between a town and a river. In highlighting this process, I contribute to efforts in environmental sociology
and science and technology studies to better understand the interplay between social and material forces.
A main value to my approach lies in epistemological insights, specifically in recognizing that the
social is inherent and intertwined with what is usually seen as the physical or material, just as the physical
is integral to what’s typically perceived as the social. In short, providing a conjoint constitution or coconstructionist account helps to expose the “human exceptionalism mirage” (Manuel-Navarrete and
Buzinde 2010). “Socio-Ecological agency: from ‘human exceptionalism’ to coping with exceptional
global environmental change.” In the International Handbook of Environmental Sociology, edited by
M.R. Redclift and Graham Woodgate. Edward Elgar Publishing: Northhamption MA). As FFG explain,
recognizing mutual contingency highlights how we otherwise ignore or overlook critical aspects of
situations and produce overly narrow analyses of complex circumstances and processes. Conjoint
constitution promotes our reflexivity and better equips us epistemologically to grasp complex reality.
The majority of co-constructionist research and literature (Rice 2013) has remained largely
theoretical focused characteristics of society and nature using a variety of co-constructionist terms
including co-evolution, the mangle, and conjoint constitution and employing historical examples or
hypotheticals in order to explain their conceptual application. My study instead focuses on an empirical
example focused broadly on understanding the social-material interaction to provide a more nuanced
discussion of the characteristics and patterns of co-construction, specifically as it plays out within a river
town. Based on this empirical analysis I draw several insights into some of the current debates concerning
social-material co-construction.
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My analysis supports claims by FFG (1995) and Pickering (1993) that co-construction is a
dynamic relationship that changes over time. Sabula’s relationship with the Mississippi River clearly
changed over time with the river variably influencing the town’s economic and community development.
My historical analysis is critical to understand the co-constructionist process. Second, my analysis also
highlights asymmetries in how social and physical forces influence phenomenon to different degrees. The
material reality of the river was crucially important it influencing river traffic, commercial fishing, and
even the timber industry in Sabula. However, while still influential, it played a less important role in the
railroad and pork industry in Sabula. Furthermore, the level of material influence in a phenomenon
changes over time. For example, while the river played an important role in distributing pork early on,
development of railroad and truck transportation eventually diminished this material reliance.
Third, I also sought to understand variations in the degree of co-construction between the social
and the natural. Many co-constructionist approaches describe the conjoint constitution process as a
relatively balanced interplay. My research demonstrates that not all characteristics of Sabula are equally
co-constructed. In some cases, like flooding the back and forth between the community and the river
which marks mutual contingencies as extremely active. In other cases, such as the arrival, expansion, and
decline of the railroad in Sabula, we see much more limited interplay and, in many cases, developments
that run counter to the river system. The variance indicates that conjointly constituted processes are more
complex than a simple blending of the social and physical. I propose that some social phenomenon is
more or less influenced by physical phenomenon, which in turn is more or less influenced by the social.
One pattern I see in this study is that the more significant the level of environmental change, either caused
by humans or natural forces, the stronger the co-constructionist process will be. Human actions that rely
on changes to the physical environment, such a river travel, result in deeply complex co-constructionist
processes between social and material actions. Environmental change creates increased exchanges
between social and environmental phenomenon resulting in the development of feedback exchanges.
Finally, my analysis supports arguments by several co-constructionist theorists that the material
environment acts. Nature changes and through these changes influence myriad others in the ecological
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system, including humans. The river floods and Sabula residents respond. Then, the river system responds
to the humans’ reactions. The river’s agency is not the same as human agency. The environment is not
reflexive or intentional in its actions (that we can tell). Humans predict and adapt to material agency.
Humans can forecast river flow and flooding and act to control it through dams and levees. The river
system responds, not in a reflexive way, but reactively by shifting its flow and altering its flooding
patterns in ways not always intended or predicted by the initial human actions. The fact that the
environment acts in relation to human responses highlights the conjointly constructed multidimensional
and continuous process.
I also see this study contributing to the community studies and urban sociology literature. Most
community study analyses interpret communities from an overly social perspective that highlights issues
of power, politics, economics, and everyday culture in guiding and defining existing community
structures. My application of the co-constructionist approach to Sabula reveals that many characteristics
of the community's development including its original site selection, economic development, and even
resident’s community identity are indelibly shaped through humans’ relationships with the Mississippi
River. It seems to me that that all communities them are deeply co-constructed phenomenon. This is,
perhaps, especially apparent for communities like Sabula, situated on a major natural feature that has
undergone significant natural and human caused environmental change. Communities, and for that matter
cities, are socially designed physical features built within the natural environment making their
construction a direct product of social-environmental interactions. For Sabula, the community was heavily
reliant on the existing natural resources including river water, timber, and animal resources such as meat
and fur. These resources spurred the community’s economic development while also providing its
sustenance base. The river played an important role in the communities site selection and mobility by
providing navigation and transportation. Finally, many of the everyday social interactions, cultural norms,
and community identity partially reflect the community’s interactions with the river.
My analysis broadens our understandings of the importance of place in people’s lives and in their
social identity. Existing interpretations of place and identity focus on the socially constructed meanings
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attached to places and place-based identities. We can refine these interpretations with a more integrated
analysis of social constructions and biophysical characteristics of places. Co-constructionist accounts can
identify several ways residents’ place-related identities reflect a blending of social and biophysical
processes. These include the role embodied experiences and practices play in physical places, sensuous
experiences of place, and experiences of bio-physical change. Co-constructionism suggests that place and
identity are mutually constituted from a combination of environmental and social actions operating in a
reflexive and dialectical relationship.
Both human built and natural, places play influential and agentic roles in people’s lives. Places
simultaneously act both as grounds on which human act, molding the material to fit social conceptions as
well as structures that constrain and influence human practices, experiences, and cultural meanings. Also,
place and human individual and collective identity are tightly linked. Place based identity, like Sabula
“river rats,” reflect some ways that place shapes peoples’ self conceptions.

LIMITATIONS
My study is limited in its generalizability due to the qualitative case study approach. As a
research approach, qualitative community case studies seek in-depth understandings of a single
community. I immersed myself in the community to discover nuanced details that would have been
difficult to learn in any other way. It allowed me to get a glimpse at what it is like to be a member of the
community. In exchange, this approach limits the degree to which I can generalize my findings to other
communities and cities. The data collected only truly represents that of Sabula, IA, its residents and
visitors, and immediate environment including that area of the Mississippi River. However, I have
attempted to draw some parallels and comparisons between Sabula and other communities, specifically in
terms to their relationship to the Mississippi River and the natural environment.
Another limitation resulting from the qualitative approach is research bias. In qualitative methods,
especially ethnography, the researcher is an integral tool in the research process and data collection. As
such, my personal experiences, knowledge, approach have influenced the projects outcomes. When
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possible, I have attempted to point out these limitations in order for readers to better understand my
approach and potential biases. As an outsider, my initial entree into the community was through
connections I had with transplants to Sabula. Since my research interviews were based on snowball
sampling, my interaction with informants was likely geared, at least initially, toward the experiences of
transplants to Sabula. To compensate for this I attempted, whenever possible, to connect with long-term
residents outside these initial networks and begin new snowball samples. Additionally, due to the research
aims of analyzing the conjointly constituted relationship between Sabula community and the Mississippi
River, I was focused on people and topics within the community that had greater interaction with the
river. This selection bias, while limiting the data collected, also served to help shed light on the specific
research questions I was aimed at analyzing.
Similarly, I faced some limitations in my access to the community. As a dissertation project, my
time spent in the field was limited in comparison to other similar community case studies projects. I was
largely confined to a year of in-depth participant observation and ethnographic field research within the
community. To compensate for this limited time, I attempted to reside and spend my day to day life
within the community for as much of that year of data collection as possible. While, I feel that this time
help the community accept be and gain in depth insights into the community’s unique culture, the shorter
time frame did pose some limits. Residents always remembered that I was an outsider, which likely
affected my participation in some events and influenced the types of information that locals would share.
Furthermore, long-term residents who seemed wearier of outsiders were less prone to speaking with me.
In several cases, these members rebuffed my efforts to talk with them. With more time spent in the
community it may have been possible to earn their trust confidence, but for now their opinions,
knowledge, and perspectives are missing from this research.

FUTURE RESEARCH
In addition to trying to obtain further data from specific Sabula residents described above, I
would like to examine other communities along the Mississippi River to provide more in-depth
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comparisons. In chapter 7, I offered a historical analysis of Le Claire, IA and comparisons with Sabula. I
drew largely from Sabula residents who offered comparisons within the interviews. In the future, I can
improve the analysis with additional ethnographic data within Le Claire and other communities. This data
would help better understand the events that guided Le Claire's development and recent revitalization to
provide additional insights into its similarities and differences with Sabula. Comparing and contrasting
multiple communities would help shed light onto the complex patterns of conjoint constitution. By
examining other communities, we might begin to identify similarities and differences in efforts to adapt to
environmental changes on the river.
Another project, would be to utilize the co-constructionist approach to analyze communities in
the process of adapting to environmental problems. In this project, I was interested in the influence of
global climate change on Sabula via environmental changes in Mississippi River. But the residents
themselves did not attribute river changes to larger environmental problems like global climate change.
As a result, in future research I would be interested in analyzing a community in the midst of identifying
and engaging in community based to change to negative environmental impacts. Are these communities
more aware of the conjointly constituted characteristics of their community? If so, how does this
perspective influence the community’s ability to manipulate their co-constructed relationship to be more
environmentally sustainable? Answer to these questions could help us better understand the complex
micro-level relationships people have with the environment, particularly when that relationship is in the
process of "going wrong."

THE FUTURE OF SABULA AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
As a community-based case study, I will end this dissertation by discussing the implications for
the future of Sabula and potential knowledge that can help inform Sabula community action and policies.
First, through the co-constructionist approach I have pointed out several environmental features that both
enable and constrain recent efforts to economically revitalize Sabula. I feel that many of the
characteristics that enable Sabula have already been identified by community visioning committee and
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other residents including the ability for the river and town's island status to attract recreational tourism
and new groups of transplants. However, I would stress the importance of identifying the ways in which
the physical environment and the Mississippi River constrain these efforts. For example, the islands
limited size and restrictions to population growth, along with the harbor’s lack of appeal to tourist-based
river boat cruises and other river-based boating activities set difficult-to-overcome obstacles to the
community’s hopes. Finally, the islands real and perceived flood risks dissuade many transplants from
moving to Sabula. By better recognizing the co-joint relationship between Sabula and the river, motivated
residents can better manage this relationship toward their aims of revitalization. Using Le Claire’s
revitalizing success as a model to apply to Sabula overlooks important differences in their rivercommunity relationships.
Second, my research indicates a division between Sabula's various groups over the island town’s
future. This division includes completely opposite imaginings of what of a “better Sabula” looks like. For
some a “better Sabula” means a gentrified retirement community, while for others it is a recreational
tourist community. For a third contingent, a “better Sabula” reflects the past with a school and grocery
store. Many of these "visions" run counter to existing social and environmental forces. Despite these
forces, for any one of these conceptions to become reality it is likely that the community will need to
unify more directly behind one of them. While, Sabula has gone through the same community visioning
project as Le Claire, initial analysis of Le Claire indicates that the revitalization process did not really
begin to move forward until much of the community's social actors united behind the action plan. Finally,
I would point out a warning that several Sabula residents mentioned in interviews. Le Claire's
revitalization has resulted in significant increases to the towns cost of living forcing many long-time
residents to move into subdivisions outside the town historic area or even in many cases leave the
community. This level of gentrification is even more likely in Sabula considering the community’s island
status. There is simply not enough room on the island for major downtown growth and increased
population without significant cost of living changes. A gentrified Sabula may, in the end, serve to
alienate or exclude members who are presently participating in the visioning process.
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Finally, I am hopeful for Sabula's continued existence and development. I feel the community has
a lot to offer and has significant potential for economic, social, and environmental change.
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APPENDIX I: SAMPLE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
1. Tell me about yourself.
a. How long you have lived in Sabula, Iowa? Were you born here? Did you move here from
somewhere else? When? Where? Why?
b. What type of work do you do?
c. Where do you live in Sabula?
d. What is your family like? In what way?
e. What do you enjoy most about living in Sabula?
2. Tell me about Sabula.
a. Community culture- Is it safe? Do people trust one another? How do you know?
b. Social & natural surroundings- Is Sabula a clean and healthy place to live?
c. Economic- Are there employment opportunities? What are they?
d. How has Sabula changed in recent years? (Population, types of people, economy, politics,
social life, culture etc.)
3. Do you think Sabula is similar or different from communities not on the Mississippi River? If so,
how?
a. Are there events that only take place in Sabula?
b. Are there activities that are only available in Sabula?
c. Are the people different? How so?
d. What does it mean to you to be a Sabula resident?
4. What does the Mississippi River mean to Sabula?
a. How important is the river to the community culture of Sabula?
b. How important is the river to social life in Sabula?
c. How important is the river to the economy of Sabula?
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d. Does Sabula have community events related to the Mississippi River? What happens at
these events?
5. What does the Mississippi River mean to you?
a. How important is the river to your daily life?
b. How important is the river to your life in Sabula?
6. How do you experience the Mississippi River in a typical day?
a. Do you work on or near the river?
b. Do you participate in leisure activities on or near the river?
7. How do you think your experiences of the Mississippi River have influenced you?
a. Do you appreciate the river or nature more?
b. Has it influenced your awareness of environmental issues?
8. How have your river experiences changed throughout your life?
a. Do you spend more or less time on the river?
b. Have the types of experience changed?
c. What do you think are the causes of these changes?
9. How do others in the community experience the Mississippi River?
a. What jobs do people have on or near the river?
b. What leisure activities do other people do on or near the river?
10. How do you think these experiences of the Mississippi River influence them?
a. Do you think they appreciate the river or nature more?
b. Do you think they are more aware environmental issues?
11. How has the Mississippi River changed during your lifetime?
a. Has the river level changed? How?
b. Has the river ecosystem changed? How?
c. Has boat traffic on the river changed? How?
d. What do you think has caused those changes?
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e. Have these changes influenced Sabula? How?
12. What difficulties or problems do you think the river brings to you and your community?
a. Does the community flood?
b. Are there wildlife issues?
c. Are there pollution issues?
d. Does the river cause economic or political issues for the community?
13. What advantages do you think the river brings to you and your community?
a. Does the river bring tourism to the community?
b. Does the river provide leisure activities?
c. Does the river provide employment for residents?
14. Can I contact you if I have further questions?
15. Is there anything else you would like to add? Are there important questions I am not asking?
16. Do you know anyone else who would want to participate in this study?
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